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Crystal Serenity

©2015 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ Registry: The Bahamas

Danijel was the best butler —
so helpful and kind.

21 years

19 years

Only Crystal Cruises has been voted World’s Best more
than any other cruise line, hotel or resort in history.

BEGIN YOUR STORY with Crystal Cruises’
award-winning service, stunning spaces that have been
completely redesigned and reimagined, exceptional
quality and numerous choices.

The unparalleled All Inclusive Crystal Experience®
aboard the World’s Best Cruise Line features:
• Complimentary select fine wines, champagne,
premium spirits, non-alcoholic beverages
• Complimentary gratuities for housekeeping,
dining and bar staff
• Superb Italian cuisine at Prego and innovative
Asian menus from Nobu Matsuhisa†

Book by March 2, 2015 for
limited-time Book Now fares
See inside for details…

B E G I N A N E W S T O RY ™

Crystal's new Modern Cuis
ine

C R U I S E T H E WO R L D A N D S AV E U P TO $ 1 , 4 5 0 W I T H
L I M I T E D -T I M E B O O K N OW FA R E S .
Begin a new story with Crystal Cruises exploring the awesome sights of the Pacific Coast,
Panama Canal and the best-loved cities of Europe in spring and summer 2015. Visit the
most exciting cities the West Coast has to offer. Experience the engineering marvel of the
Panama Canal first-hand. Enjoy an exclusive evening performance beneath the stars and
amid the illuminated ruins of ancient Ephesus. Book your voyage aboard the World’s Best

DAYS

DATE

DESTINATION

ITINERARY

SHIP

BROCHURE PER PERSON
FARES FROM

BOOK NOW PER PERSON
FARES FROM

5211

7

May 11

Pacific Coast

Vancouver to Los Angeles

Crystal Symphony

$6,900

$2,800

5213

18

May 25

Panama Canal

Los Angeles to New York

Crystal Symphony

$16,270

$6,785

5310

12

May 31

Mediterranean

Rome to Istanbul

Crystal Serenity

$10,790

$4,445

5311

9

Jun 12

Mediterranean

Istanbul to Venice

Crystal Serenity

$9,190

$3,695

5216

18

Jul 8

N. Cape & Arctic Circle

Reykjavík to London

Crystal Symphony

$19,770

$8,435

5317

12

Aug 8

Western Europe

London to Lisbon

Crystal Serenity

$11,640

$4,870

5219

7

Aug 16

Baltic Sea & Russia

Round-trip Copenhagen

Crystal Symphony

$7,790

$2,795

5318

10

Aug 20

Western Europe & Med.

Lisbon to Rome

Crystal Serenity

$10,430

$4,315

5319

7

Aug 30

Mediterranean

Rome to Venice

Crystal Serenity

$7,020

$2,860

5321

7

Sep 13

Mediterranean

Round-trip Istanbul

Crystal Serenity

$7,600

$2,650

BOOK BY 3/2/ 15

VOYAGE

2015

today by calling your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

• More overnights in renowned cities allow more time for cultural immersion
• New Optional Personal Select Air program available
• Theme Cruises: Jazz on Voyage 5211, 25th Anniversary Chairman’s Cruise on Voyage 5216,
Emerging Artists on Voyage 5310 & 5311
• Book Early for the best available Book Now Fares
Book Now Cruise-Only Fares are per person in U.S. dollars, double occupancy, for category E2 on Crystal Symphony and category C3 on Crystal Serenity, include all promotional savings, apply to new bookings only made between
1/3/2015 and 3/2/2015 and do not include port, security and handling charges of $275-$810. Book Now Savings of $1,450 per person apply to voyage 5216 on Crystal Symphony. All offers may not be combinable with other
promotions, apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacity-controlled, subject to availability and may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. Optional Personal Select Air program available
from designated Crystal Cruises' gateway cities in the U.S. and Canada and include all government taxes and fees. Individual Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and
amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked into the
Virtuoso Voyager Club Group to be eligible for Voyager Club amenities. †Crystal Cruises offers each guest the opportunity to dine at least once on a complimentary basis in Prego and at least once in Silk Road or the Sushi Bar
(Sushi Bar is not available for pre-reservation via PCPC and is available on a first come first serve basis). Additional reservations or visits (including “walk-in” diners) are subject to a $30 per person fee, subject to availability. All
fares, itineraries, programs, policies and shore excursions are subject to change. Pricing and promotions are accurate at time of printing. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers.
©2015 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas

U N F O R G E T TA B L E
ADVENTURES

A WA I T Y O U
AT

E V E RY

P O RT .

Our favorite part of our
voyage was enjoying the
fresh morning air with a
walk around the ship. The

time we spent together
was priceless. And — as
the sun started to warm
the day — we looked out
and planned the next adventure
we wanted to experience.

Book with your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on select sailings including:
• Competitive cruise fares
• Personable onboard host
• Onboard welcome reception

• Full-day shore event or shipboard credit
• Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for customized options

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the
World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.

B E G I N A N E W S T O RY ™

LIFE AS AN ART FORM

©2014 BACCARAT HOTELS

INTRODUCING THE NEW STANDARD FOR MODERN ELEGANCE.
FIFTH AVENUE & 53RD STREET

SEE EUROPE IN WAYS YOU’VE
NEVER EXPERIENCED BEFORE
2015 marks our 90th year in enriching travel and the 25th anniversary of our first trip along the Yellow Roads of Europe.
Proud to be recognized as the “World’s Best River Cruise Line” by Travel + Leisure for the third time in four years, we are
continually inspired to keep raising the bar in innovation, quality, service and value on all our trips to places old and new. In
2015, look for exciting new trips to Puglia in the hidden heel of Italy’s boot... Rome as the insiders know it... Paris, never
more in fashion... and Great Britain, greater still... along with a family holiday in Italy, France and England and a fabulous
year-end Tauck Event in Vienna featuring a New Year’s Eve ball at the Hofburg Palace...

For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

yOU REALLy CAN hAvE IT ALL

Every wish . .
Every whim . .
Every want . .

BAROQUE EncHAntmEnt
STOCkhOLm TO COPENhAgEN
JUnE 26, 2015 | 10 niGHtS

Seven Seas Voyager ®
tHE mOSt inclUSiVE lUXURY EXpERiEncE Tm

Aboard Our Elegant mid-Sized Ships Enjoy All Ocean-view Suites and
Private Balconies, with No more Than 700 Pampered guests

Visiting: Stockholm, Tallinn, St. Petersburg,
helsinki, Riga, klaipéda, Berlin, Copenhagen
2-For-1 Fares from $9,799 per person
FREE AIR*

includng

UP TO 44 FREE ShORE ExCURSIONS

IT’S ALL INCLUDED
2-FOR-1 FARES
FREE
ROUNDTRIP AIR*

FREE
ROUNDTRIP BUSINESS CLASS AIR*†
ON EUROPEAN vOyAgES

FREE
UNLImITED ShORE ExCURSIONS

FREE
LUxURy hOTEL PACkAgE††

FREE
SPECIALTy RESTAURANTS

FREE
UNLImITED BEvERAgES INCLUDINg fINE
wINES AND PREmIUm SPIRITS

FREE
OPEN BARS AND LOUNgES PLUS IN-SUITE
mINI-BAR REPLENIShED DAILy

FREE
PRE-PAID gRATUITIES

FREE
wifi ThROUghOUT ThE ShIP††

FREE
TRANSfERS BETwEEN AIRPORT AND ShIP

FREE
24-hOUR ROOm SERvICE

SpAniSH ZEAl

SpEctAcUlAR ViStAS

ROUNDTRIP BARCELONA
JUlY 2, 2015 | 10 niGHtS

SEwARD TO vANCOUvER
AUGUSt 5, 2015 | 7 niGHtS

Seven Seas Mariner ®

Seven Seas Navigator ®

Visiting: Barcelona, Ibiza, Palma de
mallorca, Cagliari, Ajaccio, Portofino,
Antibes, Saint-Tropez, Toulon

Visiting: Seward, Skagway, Juneau, Sitka,
Prince Rupert, vancouver

2-For-1 Fares from $8,999 per person
FREE AIR*

includng

2-For-1 Fares from $5,599 per person
FREE AIR*

includng

UP TO 34 FREE ShORE ExCURSIONS

UP TO 40 FREE ShORE ExCURSIONS

FOR AdditiOnAl
SpEciAl OFFERS,
plEASE cOntAct YOUR
ViRtUOSO tRAVEl AdViSOR

Enjoy Virtuoso Voyager Club Amenities
VOYAGER clUB HOSt,
pRiVAtE cOcKtAil
REcEptiOn, And An
EXclUSiVE SHORE EVEnt

* For full pricing Terms & Conditions and Guest Ticket Contract, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor. “Free Roundtrip Air” promotion includes ground transfers and applies to coach, roundtrip fights only from the following airports: ATL, BOS,
CLT, DEN, DFW, DTW, EWR, FLL, IAD, IAH, JFK, LAX, LGA, MCO, MIA, MDW, MSP, ORD, PBI, PHL, PHX, SAN, SEA, SFO, TPA, YUL, YVR, YYZ. Airfare is available from other U.S. & Canadian gateways for an additional charge. Any advertised
fares that include the “Free Roundtrip Air” promotion include all airline fees, surcharges and government taxes. Airline-imposed personal charges such as baggage fees may apply. For details, visit explorefightfees.com.
†Applies to Penthouse Suites and higher. ††Applies to Concierge Suites and Higher; FREE WiFi minutes vary by suite selection and length of voyage. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas. ©2015 Regent Seven Seas Cruises
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WHERE NOW
Virtuoso travel advisors pick their top
destinations for 2015.
BY AARON GULLEY
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PUGLIA’S
MOMENT
In Italy’s boot heel, a
coastal escape that’s
long on allure and
short on crowds.
BY KIM BROWN SEELY
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BY JUSTIN PAUL

ON THE COVER
Schuss on over: Rev up for Saint-Moritz at Quattro Bar, midmountain at Corviglia ski resort.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS GARCÍA.
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A vision in white,
Puglia’s Borgo Egnazia hotel.

LISA LINDER

Sunshine and the
Swiss Alps combine
for an unbeatable
ski vacation.
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Club turns 25, plus your first look
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Tompkins finds inspiration – and
the occasional pet – at the beach.

52 SUITE TALK Shining in Manhattan: Midtown’s new Baccarat Hotel.

118 QUICK ESCAPE
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Into the Snow Globe

and all its trappings.

Slip-sleighing away in Lake
Louise, Alberta.

60 CITY TO GO What’s old is new
again in Mediterranean Marseille.
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traveled to India numerous times
growing up, but his first visit with
his daughters proved the trip of
a lifetime.
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Japan by the Dram

Five standout restaurants for
a port call in Tangier.
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128 GREAT OUTDOORS
Higher Calling
For Turkey’s true underground
scene, head to Cappadocia.

Nippon whisky comes of age.

134 TRAVEL INTELLIGENCE

70 GLOBAL GOURMET

Reimagining traveler comfort at
30,000 feet.

Bi! Bim! Bap!
Koreatown knocks out L.A.’s
taste buds.

80 STYLE & DESIGN
Paris’ New Now Neighborhood
Working-class Haut-Marais has
transformed into one of the city’s
most stylish enclaves.

Free to Move About the Cabin

136 DOSSIER
14 Questions for Alex and
Sue Glasscock
The husband-and-wife founders of
The Ranch at Live Oak Malibu say
health is the ultimate luxury – and
they’ll Champagne toast to that.

142 SOUVENIR
Just Back from Belgium
Top-secret mustard from Ghent,
DIY chocolate from Brussels,
and more.
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ROBERTOCOIN.COM | 212-486-4545

Editor’s Note

THE LITTLE THINGS

TT

HE TRANSFORMATIVE POWER OF TRAVEL IS REMARKABLE.
It can expand your mind, break down borders, change your
perspective, change your life. We’ve all heard Mark Twain’s
famous quote “Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and
narrow-mindedness” – and it’s true.
But sometimes travel can be a bit of a beat-down. Long lines,
missed connections, and confined spaces – it’s no coincidence
that most examples that spring to mind relate to the physical act
of getting there, specifically air travel (so much for the journey
being more important than the destination).
That’s why I get a secret thrill when my boarding pass says “TSA Precheck.” It’s the
little things that can make your day. Never mind the shorter lines such approval affords;
the mere freedom to leave my liquids and laptop inside my carry-on has me floating
through the airport security line with a spring in my step, my shoes on my feet, and a
smile on my face. It’s not just about the time savings; it’s also the no-hassle factor.
It’s surprising that more people in the United States aren’t enrolled in the
Transportation Security Administration’s Precheck Program, which expedites
security screening for select frequent flyers at domestic airports. The TSA hopes
to increase participation by making it easier than ever to become a “trusted
traveler” this year. If you’re not already enrolled, ask your travel advisor about
applying. After all, this issue is packed with places to go and things to do,
whether you’re heading slopeside to Saint-Moritz (page 106); to Puglia, Italy’s
road-less-traveled coastal region (page 96); or to one of the ten destinations
our advisors recommend for 2015 (page 88). Zipping through security is
a fortuitous way to start a trip – and the new year. Here’s to safe, speedy,
enjoyable journeys in 2015.

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
esrnka@virtuoso.com

From top: Dubai’s dunes, camel
crossing in Abu Dhabi, and enjoying the journey at the upper-deck
lounge on Emirates’ A380 flight
from Dallas-Fort Worth to Dubai.

* Read about Virtuoso Chairman’s
Event in the UAE on page 26.
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BEYOND
EXPECTATION
You are notorious for
overpacking, not unpacking.

A personal butler to do it for you,
one of the many reasons why.

for reservations or more
information, please contact
your virtuoso travel advisor.

©2010–2013 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG, St. Regis and their logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its afliates.
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CHRIS PLAVIDAL

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD
TONY ADLER, NOELLE BELT, JULIE CALDO, LEA DIELE, DEAN HORVATH,
SHARON HOWELL, BARBARA KING, KEN NEIBAUR, ANNE SCULLY, HAISLEY SMITH,
MARY JEAN THOMPSON, KIMBERLY WILSON WETTY

Explore Windstar’s Europe
In Private Yacht Style

2 Free Hotel Nights

plus a

One Category Stateroom Upgrade
fares from

$2,399 pp

Contact Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor For More Details.

Contributors
Writer KIM BROWN SEELY – Seattle “Puglia’s Moment,” page 96
THE REPORT: ”Southern Italy is a revelation: It’s still affordable and, in the

spring and fall at least, not at all crowded. Also, the food was some of the best
I’ve had in Italy. Ever.”
FAVORITE TRAVEL DISCOVERY: “That the world is such a hugely varied place.

I’m in awe of some of the übertravelers I’ve met recently in their 70s and 80s.
Compared to them, I’ve barely scratched the surface!”
ALSO SEEN IN: Sunset, Town & Country

Photographer KRISTA

ROSSOW – Eugene, Oregon

“Le Panier on Top,” page 60;
“Paris’ New Now Neighborhood,” page 80
THE REPORT: ”I loved heading straight from the stylish

streets of Paris’ Marais to the Panier’s colorful lanes in Marseille. I noticed many contrasts between the Mediterraneaninﬂuenced south and the iconic capital city; both are very
French, but in their unique ways.”
FAVORITE TRAVEL DISCOVERY: ”One

tip I’ve found helpful is to never rush
a destination. If there’s something I
won’t have time to experience properly, I tell myself that I can always
come back – and I often do.”

AD XXXXX
DESIGNED
FOR WORLD
CLASS JOURNEYS

If BLEED, make it ft and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed
with bleed on all sides for balance
when imported.

If NON-BLEED, make it ft and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

Embark on
a journey
with
the World’s
There
are NO
FOLIOS
Best Business
Class and
for 1/2-page
adexperience
pages.
5-star touches such as luxurious seats,
a highly acclaimed food and beverage
menu, and award-winning service that
makes all the diﬀerence.
For reservations,
please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

ALSO SEEN IN: 1859 Oregon’s Magazine, National Geographic Traveler

Photographer JOE
SCHMELZER – Los Angeles

Photographer LISA

LINDER – London

“Bi! Bim! Bap!,” page 70

“Puglia’s Moment,” page 96

THE REPORT: “The language
barrier in L.A.’s Koreatown made
things a little challenging (there
was a lot of pointing), but everyone
welcomed us. And the restaurant
staff insisted we taste everything,
which is always a bonus of this job!”

THE REPORT: ”We shot Polignano a Mare, a coastal town in
Puglia, from a nearby cliff, and took a quick break with the
tastiest sandwich: mozzarella, pesto, and Parma ham on
ciabatta from a local shop. Everyone
just sat there in awe of the view – it
absolutely took our breath away.”

FAVORITE TRAVEL DISCOVERY:

ming at night when there’s no one in
the hotel pool – it’s so serene and a really great way to de-stress and unwind
after a long day of shooting.”

“My most recent love is NYC’s
Navy, a restaurant on the edge
of SoHo. It’s small, intimate, and
amazingly delicious.”
ALSO SEEN IN: Vanity Fair, Elle,

House Beautiful

FAVORITE TRAVEL DISCOVERY: ”Swim-

ALSO SEEN IN: Condé Nast

Traveller (UK), Elle Decoration,
Food & Wine

World’s 5-star airline.
Writer ELLISE PIERCE – Paris
“Paris’ New Now Neighborhood,” page 80
THE REPORT: ”Haut-Marais’ concept store Merci was always worth a crosstown

trek (for the linen sheets alone), but now you can spend an entire afternoon
shopping, eating, and drinking in the district. I knew the area had changed, but
just how much – and how quickly – surprised me.”
FAVORITE TRAVEL DISCOVERY: “I always carry a Taylor handheld digital scale
when I travel so I can weigh my bags before I head to the airport – much easier
than trying to balance them on the bathroom scale, and far more accurate.”
ALSO SEEN IN: Four Seasons Magazine, American Way
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Haute Spots.

Greater Palm Springs and West Hollywood offer can’t-miss experiences
like penthouse accommodations, destination spas, celebrity chefs and
luxurious shopping.
With internationally renowned annual events like the Academy Awards,
Coachella Music Festival and BNP Paribas Open, there are plenty of
exciting reasons to visit these two must-visit destinations all year long.

Space Tourism

O
Future

FOCUSED

After a recent test-flight accident,
Virgin Galactic’s community coalesces
around the next steps to space.
22
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N OCTOBER 31 LAST YEAR,

Virgin Galactic’s SpaceShip- Virgin Galactic’s mother
ship, WhiteKnightTwo, at
Two suffered a tragic accident
Spaceport America.
during its fourth rocketpowered test flight, killing copilot Michael Alsbury. Pilot Peter
Siebold miraculously survived – and even managed to give a spotter plane thumbs-up while parachuting, signaling that he was alive
after initially being knocked unconscious at nearly 50,000 feet.
“Space is hard, and today was a tough day,” said Virgin Galactic
CEO George Whitesides at a press conference at Mojave Air and
Space Port that afternoon. “We are going to be supporting the investigation as we figure out what happened. We’re going to get
through it. The future rests in many ways on hard days like this.”
Virgin Group founder Richard Branson outlined the next
steps: “We owe it to our test pilots to find out what went wrong,
and once we find out, if we can overcome it, we will make sure
that the dream lives on.”
“Whether or not [the] crash was preventable, it was far from
pointless,” former New York Times bureau chief Sam Howe
Verhovek wrote in an op-ed for the paper, explaining why Virgin Galactic and upstart spacelines are more than joyrides for

It’s amazing what a little you and
me time can do. Sun your soul
in Greater Fort Lauderdale at
sunny.org

@VisitLauderdale | #
Scan for a digital vacation playbook
or visit sunny.org/playbook

Space Tourism

“There’s a reason why test pilots are respected as some of
the most brave members of our society. They are putting themselves
in harm’s way to make vehicles better for the rest of us, safer for
the rest of us.” – Virgin Galactic CEO George Whitesides
be a lot of risks involved. The key thing is that
they keep testing and do what they need to
do to get it right.”
From what Virtuoso travel advisor Jay
Johnson has seen, that’s a feeling shared by
many of those interested in space tourism.
“Two days after the accident, I received a

call from a well-known Napa Valley chef asking to reserve a seat for his father, who has
always dreamed of going to space,” he says.
“To date, not one of the clients I’ve booked
has asked about canceling their reservation.
These future astronauts have all shown
their support during this difficult time.”

Virgin Galactic’s Richard Branson (left)
and George Whitesides address the
press in Mojave. Below: Their second
spacecraft under construction.

IN MEMORY OF MICHAEL ALSBURY
Michael Alsbury, 39, spent 15 years as a test pilot and aerospace project engineer, much of it flying experimental aircraft, and
flew SpaceShipTwo’s first rocket-powered test flight on April 29, 2013. His wife and two children, ages 7 and 10, survive him.
A memorial fund for the family has been set up at www.gofundme.com/MikeAlsbury.
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(PRESS CONFERENCE) BRIAN MELLEY/AP IMAGES,
(SPACESHIP) JASON DIVENERE

millionaires. “The criticism of ‘space tourism’ today echoes the scoffing of a century
ago that greeted the arrival of powered
flight. … But if we are ever to reach Mars, or
colonize an asteroid or find new minerals in
outer space, today’s work will prove to have
been a vital link in the chain.”
Virtuoso has been Virgin Galactic’s exclusive retail travel partner in the Americas
since 2007. Virtuoso CEO Matthew Upchurch, who was one of the first people to
buy a ticket, says, “I’m considered a ‘Founder’
passenger and will be one of the first 84
people to go up. My plans haven’t changed;
I’m still going, and I fully support Virgin
Galactic. After all, I believe that one of the
most important aspects of travel is being
able to get out of your comfort zone and see
things from a different perspective. Everything I’ve ever read by anyone who has gone
to space says that it’s life changing. For me,
the ultimate reason to go is because of what
it does to our perspective.”
While the National Transportation Safety
Board conducts its independent investigation, Virgin Galactic is moving forward with
plans to finish building its second spacecraft – which was under construction and
about two-thirds complete at the time of the
accident – and resume test flights. Mother
ship WhiteKnightTwo was unaffected, and
preliminary information indicates no fault
with the spaceship’s new rocket motor.
Though Branson has offered full refunds,
only a handful of Virgin Galactic’s 700-plus
ticketed passengers have requested them.
Instead, many future astronauts have reaffirmed their interest. “I’m still just as committed as ever,” prospective astronaut Josh
Resnick of Brentwood, California, told NPR.
“When I signed up I knew there were going to

Discover a Land

NOT FAR AWAY
There is a land where people come to escape.
A land with its own culture and way of life.
And endless room to roam.

Stay two nights and receive a third night complimentary.
Virtuoso exclusive amenities apply. Book and stay by March 1, 2015.
Subject to availability. All package inclusions are exclusive of any applicable taxes, resort fee, and gratuities.

Please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for reservations.
100 Terranea Way, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275

Virtuoso Reports

Clockwise from left: Brand-building at Burj Al Arab, the Sheikh Mohammed
Centre for Cultural Understanding, and humpbacked beauties.

Adventures in

ARABIA

From sand dunes to skyscrapers, a firsthand
look at the UAE’s many attractions.
BY ELAINE SRNKA
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U

NITED ARAB EMIRATES IS A STUDY

in contrasts, from its glitzy Guinness
record-worthy tourist attractions and
gleaming skylines to its rich heritage
and cultural traditions. Recently, executives from
70 of Virtuoso’s top travel agencies around the
globe got to experience both sides of Dubai and Abu
Dhabi during the tenth annual Chairman’s Event,
a recognition trip where attendees learn firsthand
about the host destination’s diverse offerings.

Getting there
The excitement began with takeoff. We flew on Emirates, one of the
world’s most lauded airlines, with many of us on the Airbus A380,
the largest airplane in the world. Lie-flat business-class seats boast
individual minibars; first class comes complete with private suites
and shower spas. The highlight: the upper-deck lounge, a social spot
where the bartender serves up mojitos, martinis, and other cocktails –
in proper stemware, no less.
Dubai’s dichotomy
The wow factor continued when we arrived in Dubai, which delivers on its over-the-top reputation. Superlatives abound: the biggest mall, the largest man-made island, the only indoor ski slope.
We took in the lofty views from Armani Hotel at Burj Khalifa – the
world’s tallest building – but also toured historic Old Dubai and
visited the Sheikh Mohammed Centre for Cultural Understanding for a more grounded look at the country, with a lighthearted

Left: David Hansen, Virtuoso; Luc Delcomminette, Arabian Adventures;
Holger Schroth, Emirates Palace; Mubarak Al Shamisi, Abu Dhabi
Convention Bureau; Matthew Upchurch, Virtuoso; Issam Kazim, Dubai
Tourism; Hubert Frach, Emirates; Nicholas Clayton, Jumeirah. Above:
Terrace entertainment at Armani Hotel in the world’s tallest building.

Virtuoso’s Michael Londregan and wife Kellie flank Aussie agency executives Cher Roscoe, Roger Hudson, and Claudia Rossi Hudson. Right: Agency executive Damian McCabe with her daughter Amanda.
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Virtuoso Reports

Clockwise from above: Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, agency executive Josee Covington strikes a pose, and Burj Al Arab butlers at the ready.

presentation and thought-provoking discussion on its culture and customs. We stayed at
Al Qasr, a family-friendly beach resort at Madinat Jumeirah on the Arabian Gulf, where
traditional abra boats navigate the property’s winding waterways.
Art and architecture in Abu Dhabi
In Abu Dhabi, the grand beach resort Emirates Palace hosts royalty and international
dignitaries – and Virtuoso, whose delegates
were greeted with hundreds of welcome
signs lining the entry, a four-story banner in
the lobby, and what seemed like the entire
hotel staff turning out to greet us.
While the uninitiated might think of Abu
Dhabi as Dubai’s sleepy sister, it’s actually
the UAE’s largest emirate and capital, with
its own supersized plans as a cultural hub.
On Saadiyat Island (home to two Virtuoso
hotels), an outpost of the Louvre will open
this year, followed by a Frank Gehry-designed Guggenheim (Virtuoso got a sneak
peek at the massive project), a national
museum, and a performing arts center, all
in one district.
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UAE ESSENTIALS
A federation of seven emirates in the Persian Gulf, United Arab Emirates was formed in 1971.
The country is presided over by Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, who is also ruler of Abu
Dhabi and whose father, Sheikh Zayed, led the country’s development and growth from its
inception. Though UAE’s population is nearly 9.5 million, only about ten percent are Emirati
citizens – it’s a diverse destination, with expats from 200 countries. Oil-rich Abu Dhabi is the
capital and largest emirate; Dubai is the second largest, most populous, and most touristed.
The best time to visit is November through March, with sunny, mild days and cool, clear nights.



Looking forward: Dubai expects 25 million visitors when it hosts the World Expo in 2020.
The emirate is building a 370-acre venue that supports the event’s theme, “Connecting
Minds, Creating the Future.”

It’s how you get there.
CST #2065452-40

on an amaWaterways river cruise, you don’t just pass through a destination – you experience it. our ships feature
plush balcony staterooms, a feet of free-use bicycles and a sundeck with a pool so our guests can see europe’s most
captivating sights from a unique perspective. Because it’s not just about where you go. it’s how you get there that matters.

Voted Best River Cruise Line by Virtuoso Three Years in a Row
2012 | 2013 | 2014
For reServaTionS, pleaSe Call your virTuoSo Travel adviSor
LEADING THE WAY IN RIVER CRUISING

Virtuoso Reports

tip
“Consider Dubai for your next family
vacation. From the East Coast, it takes
about the same time to fy there as it
does to Hawaii. There are nonstop fights,
the aircraft are better, and economy
airfares are about the same. Our holiday
time frame offers beautiful weather and
remarkably affordable luxury hotels.”
– Damian McCabe,
Virtuoso agency executive,
McLean, Virginia

Any Abu Dhabi itinerary must include a
visit to the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque,
the largest such monument in the world
(there’s that superlative again). Tip: Make
sure to wear modest, loose-fitting clothing, and ladies must cover their heads.
Virtuoso women donned abayas (robes)
for the full experience. We also toured
Al-Jahili Fort in Al Ain, a UNESCO World
Heritage site.
Abu Dhabi “ambassadors” accompanied
us throughout our stay, thanks to an educative tourism program that pairs groups
with Emirati citizens. One such ambassador was Mohamed Hamad al Jneibi, a
30-year-old civil engineer. “Visitors may
picture an old Arabic man pulling a camel
behind him,” he says. “I enjoy helping correct misconceptions about our history, religion, and infrastructure, and it’s nice to
meet people from different cultures and
share our life experiences.”

The Virtuoso logo lights up the night at Burj Al Arab’s fireworks farewell.

An alfresco lunch at Emirates Palace in Abu
Dhabi and (right) agency executive Mark Johnstone and his wife, Jeri.

Arabian nights
One of the trip highlights and a must-do
for any UAE visitor was a desert safari.
We piled into four-wheel drives for “dune
bashing” our way through the desert,
where we rode camels, feasted on traditional Arabic foods, and sampled shisha
(water pipes) in tents bedecked with rugs
and plump cushions.
A gilded grand finale
We capped off the week at Burj Al Arab,
Dubai’s iconic sail-shaped hotel. Even
the most jaded travelers can’t help but be
wowed by the two-story standard suites,
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Say cheers: Virtuoso guest Gary Parent with agency executives Amanda Klimak, Laura Asilis, and
Jaime Leon. Right: Agency executive Tony Huffman and his wife, Pokey, at the Grand Mosque.

Virtuoso Reports

Emirates Palace general manager Holger
Schroth makes a grand entrance.

Clockwise from
top: A soaring
welcome at
Emirates Palace;
Abu Dhabi
ambassador
hosts Nouf Al
Hashami, Hamad
Al Hosani, and
Mohamed Hamad
al Jneibi; whirling
entertainment;
and desert-chic
dressing.
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Agency executives Jennifer Wilson-Buttigieg (left)
and Valerie Wilson with Virtuoso’s David Kolner.

outfitted with gold, gold, and more gold
(including the iPads). Bathrooms are kitted out with bejeweled fixtures, ornate tile
work, and full-size Hermès products. The
gala dinner was a night to remember, from
Virtuoso-monogrammed tins of caviar to
live entertainment and a fireworks display.
Barbara King, a Virtuoso travel agency
executive in Kansas, says the trip gave her
a more well-rounded view of the UAE. “I
had the perception it was Vegas on steroids, sans gambling,” she notes. “While it
does have glitzy, over-the-top, and imitative elements, it’s much more than ‘the biggest, largest, tallest.’ Both Dubai and Abu
Dhabi are well-designed cities, and there’s
so much more to the country in terms of
cultural awareness.”
Says Virtuoso CEO Matthew Upchurch,
“We were welcomed with warmth and in
awe-inspiring ways, ensuring that Virtuoso
agency executives had the experience of a
lifetime. More importantly, these top advisors now know each city’s unique attributes
and possess the knowledge they need to
help clients when planning a trip there.”

In this sublime place
nature is the artist in residence.

Panoramic ocean views surround you while an impeccably appointed retreat awaits.
Virtuoso Exclusive Amenities
Daily breakfast for two ($50 credit) | View upgrade at the time of booking | 4pm late check-out
Welcome amenity | $100 Spa Montage credit for services, once per stay.
For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
L AGU NA BE AC H

| BEV E R LY H I L L S | DE E R VA L L EY | K A PA LUA BAY | PA L M ET TO BLU F F

We were fnally all together, and I thought to myself: remember this.
Remember discovering that pizza made in the Caribbean can be just as good as pizza made
in Italy. Getting reacquainted with my best friend. And watching my baby take, well,
much more than a baby step.
It’s funny; I don’t remember a single thing from our Celebrity cruise—I remember everything.

Alaska • Asia • Australia/New Zealand • Bermuda • Caribbean • Europe • Galapagos • South America
Contact your Virtuoso advisor.
©2015 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador. 14041459 • 11/2014

Ship and Hotel Reviews

50, 56 | Marseille 60 | Japanese Whisky 66 | L.A.’s Koreatown 70 | Where to Shop in Paris Now 80

{ DESTINATIONS, TRENDS, CULTURE, AND STYLE }

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: MICHAEL FRANK, ELAINE GLUSAC, FRAN GOLDEN, AND NICK VIVION

FERNANDO ALDA

Statement Piece
Designed by Frank Gehry, Panama City’s new Biomuseo showcases the country’s outsize influence on nature and
evolution with exhibits that trace its impact on global climates and its role as a migratory path for both humans and
animals. “Panama is a land bridge and an ocean barrier,” says curator George Angehr, who worked on exhibits for the
Smithsonian affiliate for 14 years. “The museum uses Panama as a metaphor not just for biodiversity, but for culture; it
shows how small things have big impacts.” www.biomuseopanama.org.
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Passport
FOOD & SPIRITS

Clockwise from left: Chef Najat Kaanache and her sea
bass, Porfirio’s mezcal cockail and interior, and Moye.

Miami Spice
Chef-driven hamburger concepts and neo-diners? Not in Miami.
Here are three restaurant newcomers that reflect the city’s melting-pot populace.
In Coral Gables, chef Najat Kaanache,
who spent two years at elBulli in Spain,
just opened Piripi, a homespun Spanish
spot. Need a recommendation? How
about Ferran Adrià’s: “She is four times
better than I was when I became the
chef at elBulli.” 320 San Lorenzo Avenue;
305/666-6766; www.piripimiami.com.

Downtown, the team behind Sardinia
Enoteca has introduced Moye, a delicious take on Italy’s rustic Puglian fare
(turn to page 96 to explore the region in
depth), with items such as house-made
mozzarella and oven-baked whole fish.
829 SW First Avenue; 305/372-5168;
www.moyemiami.com.

Porfirio’s has just expanded from
Mexico City. Its SoFi (South of Fifth)
outpost serves spruced-up street
food such as cochinita sandwiches
and traditional chicken mole, plus more
than 100 tequilas and mezcals. 850
Commerce Street; 786/216-7675;
www.porfiriosrestaurant.com.

Wake Up with Giada
TV chef Giada De Laurentiis grabbed headlines when she opened Giada restaurant at Las Vegas’ Cromwell hotel last year. With lunch and dinner
service under way, the rose-gold-toned shrine to “everyday Italian” food recently launched breakfast. The morning menu ranges from indulgent
(salmon cake Benedict with piquillo peppers and prosecco hollandaise) to penitential (chia seed parfait with raspberries and maple-sweetened
Greek yogurt). And whether you’re up with the sun or up until sunup, the restaurant is a prime perch for refueling and people-watching on the Strip.
One nonedible must-do: a selfie stop in the foyer’s photo booth, secreted behind a curtain. 3595 Las Vegas Boulevard S.; 855/442-3271.
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Delight has no curfew.
A seven-course meal at midnight on your
private veranda is only the beginning of the night.

Ships’ registry: Bahamas. © 2015 Seabourn.

International
Dateline

Equator

LOS ANGELES
Paciﬁc
Ocean

Bora-Bora
Rarotonga

Nuku
Hiva

Hiva Oa

Papeete
Moorea

Russell
AUCKLAND

PACIFIC ISLANDS ODYSSEY I
VALPARAÍSO
Puerto
Montt
Castro

from $10,999

Los Angeles to Auckland • 22 days • Jan 4, 2016

BUENOS AIRES
Montevideo

Note: Antarctica
Reloncaví Sound
routing/landings
Gulf of Corcovado
dependent on weather
Chilean Fjords
and ice conditions
El Brujo Glacier
Stanley,
Canal Sarmiento
Falkland Islands/
Ushuaia
Strait of Magellan
Islas Malvinas
Punta Arenas
Beagle Channel Drake Passage
King George Island
Antarctic Sound
Gerlache Strait
Hope Bay
Paradise Bay
Weddell Sea
Lemaire Channel

ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA & PATAGONIA
VALPARAÍSO
Puerto
Montt
Castro

from $14,999

Buenos Aires to Valparaíso • 21 days • Nov 29*, 2015; Jan 13, 2016

from $15,999

Valparaíso to Buenos Aires • 21 days • Feb 3, 2016

BUENOS AIRES
Montevideo

Note: Antarctica
Reloncaví Sound
routing/landings
Gulf of Corcovado
dependent on weather
Chilean Fjords
and ice conditions
El Brujo Glacier
Stanley,
Canal Sarmiento
Falkland Islands/
Ushuaia
Strait of Magellan
Islas Malvinas
Punta Arenas
Beagle Channel Drake Passage
King George Island
Antarctic Sound
Gerlache Strait
Hope Bay
Paradise Bay
Weddell Sea
Lemaire Channel

ULTIMATE ANTARCTICA & PATAGONIA

Delight in a journey as beautiful as the destination.
Intimate ships with no more than 229 suites • Spacious all-suite accommodations • Tipping is neither expected nor required
Award-winning gourmet dining • Complimentary open bars and fine wines • Complimentary champagne and in-suite bar

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to begin your journey on the World’s Finest Small-Ship
Cruise Line. Enjoy exclusive Voyager Club amenities including an onboard cocktail reception,
shore event or shipboard credit on select sailings.

Africa • Asia, Arabia & India • Australia & New Zealand • Caribbean • Mediterranean • Northern Europe • South America & Antarctica
*

Fares based on this sailing date. All fares are in US dollars, cruise-only, for new bookings only, per guest, double occupancy, subject to availability. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of
$376.33 to $806.21 per person are additional. Information herein is accurate at time of printing and is subject to change without prior notice. Seabourn reserves the right to correct
errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. ©2015 Seabourn
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FOOD & SPIRITS

TASTERS’ CHOICE
THE TREND: Old-world food halls – Harrods
subterranean hall in London, Italy’s slow-food
Eataly markets, and Mario Batali’s Manhattan
iteration of the same.
WITNESS:

 Chef Lidia Bastianich, a founding partner
with Batali at Eataly NYC, heads up the cooking school at their Eataly Chicago spin-off. The
63,000-square-foot market deals artisan groceries amid dozens of dining options.
 L.A.’s just-opened Stir Market from chef Jet
Tila and company has food counters for rotisserie meats, salads and sandwiches, wine, charcuterie, baked goods, and coffee.
 In Saint Petersburg, Florida, chef Michael
Mina has partnered with chef Don Pintabona of
Manhattan’s Tribeca Grill for Locale Market,
brimming with Florida seafood and gourmet
imports, and housing Farmtable Kitchen.
SAVE ROOM FOR: Future NYC food halls from TV
personality Anthony Bourdain and Noma
cofounder Claus Meyer – the former’s focused
on favorite street-food discoveries, and the
latter’s introducing casual food stalls as well as
a full-service Nordic brasserie.
Feast on this: Stir Market's Jet Tila (far left) and crew.

(STIR MARKET STAFF) JESUS BANUELOS

BELLY
UP

Bar Boulud’s pasta with Wellfleet clams.

Chef Daniel Boulud serves his signature
pâté, coq au vin, and Morbier-topped
cheeseburgers at a charcuterie counter,
communal table, and zinc-topped bar
in the Mandarin Oriental’s new 55-seat
Bar Boulud, Boston. The New England
locale – his third after London and New
York City – draws on regional inspiration
for dishes such as pasta with Wellfleet
clams and locally caught sole. The wine
list, however, skews French, with favorites from Burgundy and the Rhône Valley.
776 Boylston Street; 617/535-8800; www.
barboulud.com.
J A N UA RY | F E B RUA RY 2 0 1 5
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THE LAYOVER

DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

The fifth-busiest airport in the U.S. has introduced several shops and restaurants worth exploring during a wait for a
flight to Telluride or Aspen. Next year, a new train will provide quick, weatherproof access to the city itself.

Shop

Eat

Drink

Only in Colorado: Find jewelry made from
recycled bike parts at Velo Bling Designs.
Indulge your inner bookworm at the
Tattered Cover Book Store: Downtown’s
1971 landmark now has three airport
locations. Refresh your roll-aboard
wardrobe with BCBG, Nanette Lepore,
and other women’s lines at Tuleh Ruche.

Gluten-free, vegan, and raw diets get the
gourmet treatment at Root Down, a branch
of the popular downtown restaurant, with
sit-down and take-out meals. For heartier
fare, ElwayÕs, named for former Broncos
quarterback John Elway, brings the
Colorado steak house to travelers.

One of Colorado’s best-known craft
breweries, Fort Collins’ New Belgium
Brewing Company, fills the taps at the
airport’s New Belgium Hub with seasonal
microbrews and perennial hits such as
Fat Tire Amber Ale.

POCKET KNOWLEDGE
From parking garages to check-in to gates, Miami International Airport is the first in the world to outfit its facility with iBeacons, an emerging
technology that delivers information from airlines’ and retailers’ mobile apps based on a user’s location. Travelers who opt in will receive push
notifications for directions, transit times, airport perks and amenities, and dining and shopping deals. Other locations currently testing beacons
include Dallas/Fort Worth and Tokyo’s Haneda Airport.
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REGINA HOTEL BAGLIONI, ROME

E

ternityJ
THE HEART OF

Built on seven hills, Rome is an unforgettable encyclopedia of living history. Everywhere you look, you
will be overwhelmed by the powerful reminder that ancient Rome was the center of the civilized world.
A city of contrasts, the magic of Rome lies in its talent to blend the old with the new.
Situated on Via Veneto, one of the most fabled streets in Rome, the Regina Hotel Baglioni is a short
stroll to the Villa Borghese, Fontana di Trevi and Pantheon plus shopping hotspots Piazza di Spagna
and Via Condotti. This central location makes exploring all facets of the Eternal City easier and offers
a combination of the luxury of the past with modern hospitality. A unique atmosphere is guaranteed
with over 100 Art Deco-styled rooms and, after exploring all the city has to offer, one can recharge in
The Tiempo della Salute.
With breathtaking vistas, The Regina Hotel Baglioni offers Italian elegance with contemporary design,
guaranteeing a unique atmosphere and charm that is beyond compare.

CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL
ADVISOR FOR RESERVATIONS.

Passport

TUNE
IN
4 headsets to help you conquer the treadmill and silence jet engines.

Jaybird’s BlueBuds X
ditch the flapping wire
that eventually yanks
earbuds off you midstride by pairing them
to your audio device via
Bluetooth and securing
them in place with a flat
cable running along the
base of your head. We’ve
used them for entire trail
runs without dislodging them. Optional
wing attachments
act like outriggers
in the outer ear to
hold them in place,
and a Siri-like voice
announces functions.
$170; www.jaybird
sport.com.

We’ve tested
a lot of headphones
over the years; for
the money, nothing
exceeds the sound
quality of Master &
Dynamic’s MH40s.
You hear details
you’ve missed – a
bow’s slight rasp
across the strings of
a cello, or the tension
and release of guitar
strings – but it’s their
depth of sound, especially bass and midtones, that

will shock you.
Lambskin-wrapped
memory-foam pads
ensure a great fit, so you can
wear them for hours without
discomfort. One note: Technically, they use passive noise
isolation rather than
active noise canceling, so
loud prop planes may overwhelm them, but on long-haul
jets it wasn’t an issue. $399;
www.masterdynamic.com.
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Wireless
over-ear
Tuis are
smarter than
the average
headphone: Their
built-in mic allows you
to take calls with or without their
optional cable attached. They also
fold up into a baseball-size bundle
that easily slips into carry-ons,
and a “fuel gauge” lets you know
how much charge remains. $150;
www.outdoortechnology.com.

If you’ve always wanted
noise-canceling tech without over-ear headphones’
bulk, Bose QuietComfort
20is are your answer. You
can exercise with them
(although they’re not as stable
as the cordless BlueBuds), but
they really shine in comfort
and in muting aircraft drone.
$299; www.bose.com.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS PLAVIDAL
STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS

GEAR UP

GO GREEN
MAKING THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE, ONE TRIP AT A TIME.

Creating perfect itineraries,

PARK IT HERE

memorable travel experiences
and dream vacations
since 1977

AD XXXXX

Celebrations are already kicking off for the National Park Service’s 100th anniversary, in
2016. Interestingly enough, most historians trace the origin of America’s “best idea,” as writer
Wallace Stegner proclaimed the service, not to an environmentalist but to frontier artist
George Catlin. After a tour sketching Great Plains tribes in the early 1800s, Catlin expressed
hope that America would set aside a vast section of the West as a “nation’s park, containing
man and beast, in all the wild and freshness of their nature’s beauty.” Right now, a nationwide
“Find Your Park” centennial campaign spotlights the 401 national parks, with suggestions
about how to best explore them and get involved in stewardship. www.nationalparks.org.
Yosemite, the country’s third
national park, celebrates its
125th birthday on October 1.

If BLEED, make it ft and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed
with bleed on all sides for balance
when imported.
If NON-BLEED, make it ft and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

To book your adventure,
call your Virtuoso® travel advisor today.

GreaT BriTain, ireland,
Spain, porTuGal,
new Zealand & uSa

HOLY SMOKES
•

Great Smoky
Mountains National
Park is the country’s
most visited, followed
by the Grand Canyon
and Yosemite.

•

Our national parks
cost the average U.S.
household $2.56
per year – about the
price of a cup of
Starbucks coffee.

Old Head Golf Links, Ireland
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•

National parks
support almost $27
billion in economic
activity annually
and provide nearly
a quarter-million
private jobs. Park
gateway communities lost $414 million
in tourism revenue
during the 16 days
of the last government shutdown.
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BANANA PANCAKE/ALAMY

Adventures
I n G olf

Passport

APPS

TRAVEL TECH
FOR YOUR PHONE
LoungeBuddy
draws on more
than 25,000
traveler ratings
and reviews
to provide
an overview of airport lounges
across the globe – 550 airports
and 1,900 lounges and counting. Along with finding the best
place to relax, users can input
status, such as Gold Medallion, to
see where they’ll receive complimentary access. Soon, travelers
will be able to book lounge day
passes through the app as well.
Free for iOS and Android.

AD XXXXX
If BLEED, make it ﬁt and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed
with bleed on all sides for balance
when imported.

Bone up on
colloquial terms
and phrases for
any trip with
TripLingo.
Equally useful for business and leisure, the
app offers audio playback and a
knowledge base of 13 languages.
Its instant voice translator is
handy for short interactions – or,
for a full-service option, the app
provides a live translator in more
than 180 languages. Free for iOS
and Android, with subscription
fees for enhanced features.

If NON-BLEED, make it ﬁt and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

FOR EVERY SAFARI SOLD, WE SEND
AN AFRICAN CHILD TO SCHOOL
Use JetLag Genie to quickly
predict how a
specific trip
will affect your
sleep patterns;
the app also gives you a concrete
plan to reduce time-zone-related
disruptions. Often, simply altering behavior a few days before a
trip can reap enormous benefits.
$3 for iOS.

J A N UA RY | F E B R UA RY 2 0 1 5

Nine-Time #1 Winner, Travel+Leisure World’s Best Safari Outfitter
and Five-Time Condé Nast Traveler Winner, World Savers Awards.
What more could you ask of your safari company?

Contact your Virtuoso
Travel Advisor for details.
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Passport
ART & CULTURE

SOCIAL
STUDIES
Jean-Michel Basquiat exploded onto NYC’s downtown 1980s
art scene with work that probed race, class, and fame. “His
extraordinary talent helped establish compelling new forms of
expressionist painting, while confronting the most important
and incendiary social issues of
twentieth-century North America,” says Matthew Teitelbaum,
director and CEO of the Art Gallery
of Ontario. Rediscover the works’
relevance nearly three decades
later in Jean-Michel Basquiat:
NowÕs the Time, a roughly
100-piece retrospective running
February 7 through May 10 at the
Toronto museum. www.ago.net.
From left: The AGO and Horn
Players by Jean-Michel Basquiat.

On this year’s recommended reading list: any
of the 1,000-plus titles at Maison Assouline,
the new London boutique from the publisher
of collectible coffee-table tomes on art, fashion, travel, and design. Housed in a handsome 1920s building near Piccadilly Circus,
the flagship store marks founders Prosper
and Martine Assouline’s first foray into home
goods, including desks and lamps, leather
book bags, prints, carpets, and stationery.
Of note: the limited-edition Goyard trunk,
stocked with 100 books to launch a complete home library. An in-house design team
can help you with the planning, and an on-site
bookbinder stands by for custom requests.
Page through new finds at the 30-seat Swan
Bar over French pastries or foie gras with
Champagne. 196A Piccadilly; 44-20/33279370; www.assouline.com.
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(PAINTING) DOUGLAS M. PARKER STUDIO

SMART LOOKS

OUT & ABOUT

Life in the Bubble and (left)
the Waldorf Astoria Park City.

Park Life
WHAT’S UP IN THE WASATCH.
Canyons and Park City Mountain resorts have linked up this year,
so you can ski both with just one lift ticket – but our favorite ride
up the mountain is reason enough to visit. Lifts go luxe at Canyons
Resort, from the private tram for Waldorf Astoria guests to the

Orange Bubble Express, North America’s first enclosed chairlift
with heated seats. Waldorf Astoria entices you out of those coddled confines with a two-night ski package that includes Range
Rover transport, custom outfitting with a ski stylist, heli-skiing
in the Uinta Mountains’ backcountry, and a much-needed
sports massage at day’s end. From $9,000 for two.

AD XXXXX
inspiring extraordinary experiences

If BLEED, make it ft and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed
with bleed on all sides for balance
when imported.
If NON-BLEED, make it ft and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
YOUR TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL

Bon Voyage

Break Out the Bubbles
Voyager Club, Virtuoso’s
complimentary program for cruisers, is
celebrating 25 years
of hosting cocktail parties and
shore excursions. Ask your advisor about itineraries featuring
these exclusive events. In the
meantime, here’s what’s on deck
for three popular ports in 2015.
VIRTUOSO
EXCLUSIVE

BARCELONA: Taste cava during a
private tour of Codorníu winery in
Sant Sadurní d’Anoia, home to the
world’s largest underground wine
cellar (visitors tour it via an electric
train). The family business, which
has produced wine since the 1550s,
bottled Spain’s first cava in 1872.
Finish with a traditional Catalonian
lunch back in Barcelona.

HO CHI MINH CITY: Sip cocktails and
sit down to a Vietnamese dinner
at the former home of Henry
Cabot Lodge, a U.S. ambassador
to Vietnam in the 1960s. Traditional
dancers and musicians entertain
the group before a nighttime tour
to view city highlights such as
Notre Dame Cathedral and the
historic Central Post Office.

All aboard the cava express:
Cellar touring at Codorníu.

ON THE HORIZON
Genoa, Italy’s Fincantieri shipyard has started construction on one
of the most anticipated cruise ships in years, Regent Seven Seas
Cruises’ Seven Seas Explorer. The 750-passenger vessel promises
the spacious staterooms and one of the best staﬀ-to-guest ratios in
the industry when it debuts in the summer of 2016. Reservations for
the ship’s inaugural Mediterranean season go on sale this month.
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PUNTA ARENAS: In Chile,
Otway Sound’s penguin colony has grown from
400 to more than 10,000 Magellanic
penguins. Take a guided hike along
the reserve’s boardwalks to view their
nesting sites, along with other wildlife.
After warming up with hot cocoa,
head back to Punta Arenas for lunch
at Patagonian favorite El Remezón.

VOYAGER CLUB
BY THE NUMBERS
Roughly 400,000 : Number of
participating passengers since 1990
Shore excursions planned this year:
320, in 120 ports of call
and 68 countries

8: Participating cruise lines

(Cunard Line, Ponant, Azamara Club,
Crystal, Paul Gauguin,
Regent Seven Seas, Seabourn,
and Silversea Cruises)

SMALLER PORTS - BIGGER MEMORABLE MOMENTS
Experience Europe in-depth on a sailing that combines a fabulous cruise with multiple ports of call
exploring enchanting places like Kotor and Porto Venere, Taormina and Bonifacio, and discover the
treasures of the classic Eastern Mediterranean cruising in the Aegean.

All-inclusive pricing from $3680 per person
$500 Virtuoso Exclusive Shipboard Credit for
all bookings through January 31, 2015
Ask for further details *
*All-inclusive price shown per person based on double occupancy and includes port & safety charges, open bar, gratuities and fuel surcharges. The fare does not include ﬂights and transfers, insurance, optional shore excursions
(sold onboard), personal expenses, subject to change and availability. Additional restrictions may apply. $500 Virtuoso exclusive shipboard credit per stateroom based on double occupancy for new bookings with PONANT.
Offers are subject to change or withdrawal at any time without notice and not retroactive nor combinable.

Bon Voyage

MAKE THE QUANTUM LEAP

Royal Caribbean International’s newest ship is a feast for the senses.

up concoctions at the Bionic
Bar. Order your mai tai on a
tablet, and it appears moments
later via conveyor belt.

Billed as the “world’s
smartest ship,” Royal
Caribbean International’s Quantum of the Seas is
clearly designed for an activityloving crowd. Virtuoso Life
cruise writer Fran Golden got
a pre-christening peek at the
4,180-passenger vessel and reports that it’s as futuristic as it
is cool. Here are her ten favorite
onboard experiences, many of
which are industry frsts.
NEW
SHIP

6. DANCE TO THE HITS –
LIVE … Tribute bands – Bon
Jovi, Journey, Led Zeppelin,
and more – rock the two-story
Music Hall. A huge dance foor
guarantees a party scene.
7. … AND THEN DANCE WITH
THE QUEEN. Sing along to
“Dancing Queen” and other
ABBA hits at Mamma Mia!,
a great version of the Broadway production.

1. SKYDIVE INDOORS. Suit
up for fight in a vertical wind
tunnel and follow your instructor’s directions to stay aloft. Your
cheeks will wobble in the intense
current, but the experience is
exhilarating. Plus, you can catch
sea views as you soar.

8. EAT WELL. Among
Quantum’s 18 restaurants,
formal venue The Grande
(complimentary) lists beef
Wellington and lobster on the
menu every night, and Alice in
Wonderland-inspired Wonderland ($45 surcharge) serves
dishes that smoke, pop, and
otherwise entertain. There’s
no “main” dining room – that’s
so last year.

2. RIDE THE NORTH STAR.
Quantum’s defning feature is
a big, glass-enclosed capsule
lifted by a giant mechanical
arm that slowly carries a dozen
passengers high above the top
deck (300 feet above sea level)
for a helicopter-like feeling.
3. GO FULL THROTTLE. Bump
into fellow passengers in SeaPlex sports center’s frst-at-sea
bumper cars. At other times,
the space transforms into a
multisport court (basketball,
volleyball, soccer) or roller rink.
4. FLY ON A TRAPEZE. Climb
high up a ladder and leap off
on a real fying trapeze. Try it
upside down if you dare
(circus-school instructors
can help passengers work
up the nerve). Substantial
padding below ensures a
bouncy landing.
5. ORDER COCKTAILS –
FROM ROBOTS. Originally
designed for car manufacturing, one-of-a-kind bartenders B1-O and N1-C mix
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9. SEE MAN VS. MACHINE.
Discover what happens when
giant digital screens controlled
by robotic arms combine with
singers, dancers, and acrobats
at the glass-walled Two70
lounge. The results are avantgarde meets George Jetson.

From top: Indoor
skydiving, dining
down the rabbit
hole at Wonderland, the North
Star, bumper
cars, and Bionic’s
bartenders B1-O
and N1-C mixing
drinks from a
bar suspended
above them.
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10. CONNECT. Tweet, post
on Facebook, upload videos:
The ship’s superfast broadband is powerful enough
to stream video and priced
much more reasonably than
many other lines’.

Quantum of the Seas sails
round-trip from Bayonne, New
Jersey, to the Bahamas and
western Caribbean through
mid-April. Eight-day Bahamas
cruises from $1,229.

LUCKY YOU.
Britain & Ireland 2015

Receive

FREE
TRANSFERS

ON ALL 2015
EUROPE TOURS *

To book your
Globus tour, call
your Virtuoso travel
advisor today.

*Book a 2015 Globus Europe vacation through a Virtuoso agency and receive free airport transfers in the destination city between airport and hotel. Offer is not applicable to extra night transfers. Booking must
be made and under deposit between July 22, 2014 and December 31, 2015 for travel commencing by December 31, 2015. Valid with other offers, on FIT and Group bookings, and applies to new 2015 bookings
only. Must mention code FREE T. Offer reliant on space availability. Not applicable to custom tours. Discount will apply to individual members of groups adding a name and non-refundable per person deposit
WITHIN the promo window. Not applicable on TBA space. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply.

Suite Talk

Pro touch: Shoot
with your choice of a
Leica T or Leica M
Type 240 (below)
during the workshop.

PHOTO-READY

Learn to shoot street photography like a pro during the new Leica Experience at the 36-room Portrait Firenze. Armed with one of the German camera maker’s newest models – the nimble Leica T or Leica M – guests team up
with one of two photojournalists, Gianluca Panella or Gabriele Micalizzi, for
private about-town tutorials. Doubles from $565, including breakfast daily,
complimentary Internet access, a bottle of sparkling wine, a $60 dining credit,
and one-way airport transfers. Photography workshop from $1,000.

On location: Florence’s
Ponte Vecchio and
(above) a suite at
Portrait Firenze.

IT’S ABOUT TIME: Looks like the Apple Watch won’t be all fitness figures and diet stats.
Starwood Hotels & Resorts is developing an app that will unlock your hotel-room door with
the wave of a wrist and, at the bar, ask if you’d like your usual drink (and place the order) – here’s
hoping Siri won’t chime in with how many stairs you’ll need to run to work off that Manhattan.
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SEE
SPOT
SKI
Cross-country skiing
meets dogsledding in the
Nordic sport of skijoring
(yes, it’s a thing). Leash up
at the 179-room St. Regis
Aspen Resort, which
introduces private lessons
this month. Once harnessed, the running pup
supplies a power punch
(more glide for every
kick) that approximates
mushing, albeit without an entire dog team.
Skijorers leaving Fido
back home can check out
a loaner dog from the Aspen Animal Shelter, which
receives a portion of the
proceeds. Doubles from
$999, including breakfast
daily and a $100 dining
credit. Two-hour skijoring
lesson for $150.

The world’s most luxurious hotel group in the world’s most exciting destinations.

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Suite Talk

SAFARI LAYOVER

Just opened after an extensive renovation, Four Seasons Hotel The
Westcliff, Johannesburg blends a center-of-it-all urban location with
resort-style amenities. Set between the Sandton financial district and the
arty neighborhoods of Maboneng and Braamfontein, the 117-room hillside
enclave features nine low-rise buildings and a rooftop spa lounge. Among
dining options, Flames puts an upscale spin on the South African braai
(barbecue) experience, while View serves a contemporary market-driven
menu both indoors and on a sunset-facing terrace. Doubles from $345,
including breakfast daily and a one-way airport transfer.

Long-haul refresher:
Johannesburg’s new
Four Seasons.

ROOMS WITH BENEFITS
At these hotels, upgrading from a standard room to club-level quarters garners
much more than continental breakfasts and canapé buffets.

From left: PuLi’s Long Bar, an Aria Sky Suite, a Manor Suite at Rosewood Beijing, and the Ritz-Carlton’s Club Lounge on Saint Thomas.

THE LAYOUT

THE PERKS

RATES
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SLEEK & SOPHISTICATED

SEPARATE & UNEQUALED

AT HOME IN THE CITY

HOTEL WITHIN A HOTEL

The PuLi Hotel &
Spa – Shanghai

Aria Resort &
Casino – Las Vegas

Rosewood
Beijing

The Ritz-Carlton,
St. Thomas – U.S.
Virgin Islands

Among the hotel’s 229
total guest rooms, 61
Club Rooms occupy five
floors. Keyholders get
special perks throughout the hotel, rather than
in a separate lounge.

Aria Sky Suites, 442
rooms within a tower
at the larger 4,004room resort.

Guests of the 52 Manor
Suites within the
283-room hotel have
access to a residentialstyle club.

Of 180 total rooms, 55
Club rooms reside in a
separate tower, with a
spacious lounge overlooking the beach.

A special menu (Thai
squid salad, Shanghai
noodles, country
terrine with onion jam,
and more) and wine
pairings at Long Bar,
butler and laundry
service, spa discounts,
and a gratis minibar.

Suite guests have a
separate entrance,
check-in desk, and private lounge with complimentary loaner laptops
and food-and-beverage
service. Residency
includes round-trip airport limo transfers.

Relax at the Manor Club,
with a bar, dining room,
meeting room, and pool
table overlooking the
CCTV Tower. Suite guests
receive in-room check-in,
complimentary laundry
and minibar, butler service, and loaner tablets.

Four to five meals
and snack services
throughout the day, plus
computer access, an
adults-only area, and a
kids’ corner with
a buffet.

Club Rooms from $790,
including the above
benefits, breakfast
daily, and afternoon tea
with Champagne once
during stay.

Sky Suites from $475,
including the above
benefits, a $25 breakfast
credit per person daily,
two spa passes and a $25
resort credit once during
stay, and 4 pm checkout.

Manor Suites from
$590, including the
above benefits, breakfast daily, and a $100
dining credit.

Club rooms from $989,
including the above
benefits, breakfast daily,
and a $100 dining credit.
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SHIPS THAT WERE BUILT AROUND YOU.
The Suite Ships® of Avalon have revolutionized the way people river cruise. Our
spacious, innovative Panorama SuitesSM are some of the largest in river cruising,
featuring our unique Open-Air Balconies® with giant wall-to-wall windows that
provide spectacular views. And once you leave your room you will fnd that same
attention to detail everywhere onboard. You’ll also fnd fewer people. Which means
more space everywhere you go.
More space. Bigger views. More comfort.
Our innovative Suite Ships deliver more of everything to you.
To book your Avalon Waterways river cruise, call your Virtuoso travel advisor today.

RECEIVE PREPAID GRATUITIES ON SELECT 2015 EUROPE RIVER CRUISES*
*Book a select 2015 Europe river cruise through a Virtuoso Agency and get the standard prepaid cruise gratuities included for the full length of the cruise portion of the vacation. Must be booked, under
deposit and discount applied by December 31, 2015 for travel at select times in 2015. Combinable with other ofers EXCEPT Travel Agent Discounts and custom groups. Applies to new 2015 bookings only.
Must mention code VGRAT. Ofer reliant on space availability. Not applicable to groups or custom tours. Not applicable on TBA space. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply.

Suite Talk

Clockwise from left:
A guest room, regal
details in the Grand
Salon, The Bar at Baccarat, and the pool.

CRYSTAL
PALACE
NEW
HOTEL

A glassware legend’s new hotel
sparkles in Midtown Manhattan.

B

ACCARAT’S RICH HERItage comes together
with a French point of
view throughout the
newly built Baccarat Hotel in the
form of oak parquet foors, velvet
settees, pleated-silk wall coverings, and marble tables. A collection of salon-style public spaces
welcomes guests at every turn,
and cashmere throws, Mascioni
jacquard linens, and gourmet delicacies await in rooms and suites.
And then, of course, there’s the
crystalline eye candy. New York
City-based Virtuoso travel agency
owner Valerie Wilson tells us how
this French crystal company has
translated its 250-year-old brand
into a stunning Midtown hotel.
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What pops into your head when
you think about the hotel: “A glit-

tering piece of Baccarat crystal.”
Who would you send here? “A
sophisticated traveler who appreciates contemporary elegance.”

tip
“The Baccarat Hotel’s
location on 53rd Street
is one of New York’s best
Midtown spots – it’s right
across from MoMA and only
steps from Fifth Avenue.”

Your favorite spot? “The Grand

Salon – it’s like being in a twentyfrst-century palace.”

– V.W.

Describe the rooms. “The Classic

POISED TO DAZZLE

King is like a chic yet welcoming
pied-à-terre.”

• GRAND OPENING: Early February.
• NUMBER OF GUEST ROOMS: 114, from $899.
• SIGNATURE RESTAURANT: Chevalier serves French cuisine with
a modern twist from chef Shea Gallante.
• THE BAR AT BACCARAT: Belly up to a 60-foot bar for handcrafted
cocktails – served in Baccarat crystal glasses, naturally.
• DEEP RELAXATION: The hotel’s subterranean spa is set to open
in late February.

What did you see at this hotel that
you haven’t seen anywhere else?

“Baccarat crystal glasses in the
minibars and bathrooms.”

Fujisan (Mt. Fuji): Registered as
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2013

Beauty at its peak.
At 12,388 ft. Mount Fuji is the highest and
most spectacular mountain in Japan—and a
place everyone should experience. But there’s so
much more. While here you must sample our
magniﬁcent foods, explore ancient temples, and
dance at one of our many local festivals. Japan is a
country like no other. Come see if you don’t agree.

facebook.com/visitjapan

twitter.com/visit_japan

pinterest.com/visitjapanusa

www.japantravelinfo.com

1.

Inspired By

JANESSA LEONE
Savoy hat, $170,
www.janessaleone.com

THE OPEN
RANGE

2.

PENDLETON
Thomas Kay weekender bag,
$649, www.pendleton-usa.com

Take a little slice of cowboy country with you.

and golden light make the heart gallop and the soul sing. Get in touch with your
inner cowhand – and poet – at The Resort at Paws Up, home to Montana’s
largest private equestrian center. Winters bring sleigh rides and snowmobile
adventures, while summer activities run to cattle drives, trail rides, and chuckwagon outings. Guests at the 37,000-acre working ranch stay in gracious ranch
homes or, from May through September, kind-of-but-not-really rough it in luxury
canvas tents. Winter homes from $471 per person; summer homes from $521
and tents from $509 per person; including all meals and beer and wine, round-trip
airport transfers, a bottle of wine on arrival, and a $300 activity credit.
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3.

GIBSON
Hummingbird guitar,
$3,099, www.gibson.com
ZIA SOLEIL/GETTY IMAGES

SADDLE UP Western landscapes’ wide-open spaces, rustic tones,

P R I VATE J ET

©2014 Abercrombie & Kent USA, LLC CST #2007274-20

Experience the
WorldÕs Wonders
with A&K
Experience the world’s most iconic
destinations — from Machu Picchu and
Easter Island to iconic cities Sydney and
Istanbul — on a journey aboard a plane
equipped with fully lie-ﬂat seats, and
travel with A&K founder Geofrey Kent
as you camp in the deserts of Morocco
and explore Marrakech.

Wonders of the World
by Private Jet with Special
Guest Geofrey Kent
September 17-October 10, 2015
$108,000 per person, double occupancy
Peru | Easter Island | Samoa | Australia
Cambodia | India | Turkey | Morocco
All of A&K’s Private Jet journeys
now feature fully lie-ﬂat seats.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel
Advisor to make your reservations.

®

City to Go
(45 rue Sainte-Françoise; 33-4/
9191-5649) with a Cagole beer,
known for its label’s illustration
of a woman in a tight red dress
and matching lipstick. Sample an
anise-favored pastis aperitif on
the square at Le Panier Gourmand (4 place Pistoles; 6-61/6737-43) near the Vieille Charité. For
a proper English cuppa, settle in
with a good book at Cup of Tea (1
rue Caisserie; 33-4/9190-8402).

Le Panier
ON TOP

What’s old is new again in
Mediterranean Marseille.
BY CAROL PUCCI PHOTOGRAPHY BY KRISTA ROSSOW

GO FOR A major facelift of the
once gritty port town of Marseille
has ignited the revitalization of
Le Panier, the oldest part of the
city, where new artists’ studios,
galleries, and sun-splashed
cafés now dot the hilltop neighborhood. Young entrepreneurs
call this area the “Montmartre of
Marseille,” comparing its steep
streets and artsy vibe to the
northern hilltop quarter of Paris.
The shops of potters, painters,
and soap sellers line narrow
streets once flled with brothels.
And La Vieille Charité crowns
the transformation: Originally a
poorhouse, it’s been restored
as a museum set in a courtyard
with a striking Italian baroquestyle domed chapel.
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EAT Relax on cushioned
sofas at Place Lorette (3
place de Lorette; 33-9/81356675), where owner Sarah
Nawi riffs on family recipes
for traditional Moroccan tagines and couscous dishes.
Mediterranean favors come
together in spiced dishes under
the potted olive trees at Le Café
des Épices (4 rue du Lacydon;
33-4/9191-2269). Have your
navettes – traditional boat-shaped
biscuits made with orange-fower
water – and your ice cream too,
with a scoop of “navettissimo” gelato at Le Glacier du Roi (4 place
de Lenche; 33-4/9191-0116).

DRINK Join locals relaxing on
the terrace at Bar des 13 Coins

SHOP Visit ceramist Colette
Ripley (1 rue Four du Chapitre;
33-6/6639-7221) for handglazed espresso and tea cups,
Christophe Hernandez at Atelier
Arterra (15 rue du Petit Puits;
33-4/9191-0331) for folk art miniatures called santons, and 72%
Pétanque (10 rue de Petit Puits;
33-4/9191-1457) for rough-cut
Clockwise from top: Cup of
Tea, ceramics by Colette Ripley, gelato at Le Glacier du Roi,
Marseille’s harbor, and 72%
Pétanque soaps.

blocks of savon de Marseille, an
olive oil soap crafted here since
the Middle Ages.

STAY Perched peacefully above
the Vieux-Port, the 194-room
InterContinental Marseille
– Hotel Dieu is housed in a
beautifully restored eighteenthcentury building. Enjoy views
of Notre-Dame de la Garde
basilica from balcony rooms,
and don’t miss Sunday brunch
on the terrace. Doubles from
$320, including breakfast daily
for two, a $65 food-and-beverage credit at Les Fenêtres, spa
access, and two drinks at the
Bar Le Capian.

40+ DESTINATIONS, TOUCHING ALL 7 CONTINENTS & THE WORLD'S OCEANS

TM

For years we have pioneered extraordinary expeditions around the globe. Now, our feet of
10 expedition ships head out planet-wide, seeking beauty, wildness and the seldom-seen.
With state-of-the-art exploration tools, teams of expert naturalists and exclusive undersea and
photography programs, Lindblad Expeditions-National Geographic provides today’s curious,
intelligent travelers with exceptional experiences in the world’s most remarkable geographies.

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR FOR MORE INFORMATION.

SOUTH AMERICA | EUROPE & MEDITERRANEAN | NORTH AMERICA | SOUTHEAST ASIA | POLAR REGIONS | AUSTRALIA & THE SOUTH PACIFIC | AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN

Reader Report

India,
UP CLOSE
Aron Talwar often traveled to India
while growing up, but his first visit
with his daughters proved the trip
of a lifetime. AS TOLD TO DAVID HOCHMAN
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The Talwar family
on YouTube, but let me tell you, it’s
and the Taj Mahal.
not the same. No matter how many Their travel advisor
images or movies you see of India, arranged for a phothe place can’t be understood unless you feel tographer to document their visit.
the heat, experience the traffic, gaze up inside
those ancient temples and palaces, or stare directly into the eye of
an elephant.
My wife, Tina, and I both have roots in India. Our parents were
born there, and we wanted to share the country’s magic and vibrant
texture with our two young daughters, who are 6 and 10. As a kid
growing up in Chicago, I made the trip with my family every second
or third summer, but those visits were about cousins and grandparents and hearing stories about my parents that were new to me.
Six months before this visit, we contacted our Virtuoso advisor,
Fran Kramer. She’d planned our Australian honeymoon, an unforgettable ten-year anniversary trip to the Mediterranean, and a
family vacation in London, so she really knows what we like. With
India, we wanted an adventure that would wow the girls and that we
would enjoy too. Indian culture is important to us – the girls speak a

(TAJ MAHAL) LUIGI VACCARELLA/SIME/ESTOCKPHOTO
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OU CAN LOOK AT THE TAJ MAHAL

Amalﬁ, Italy

SOME THINGS IN LIFE SHOULDN’T BE RUSHED.
WORLD TRAVEL IS ONE OF THEM.
longer

STAYS. more OVERNIGHTS. night TOURING.SM

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.
Azamara Club Cruises® is a proud member of the Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. family of cruise lines.
©2014 Azamara Club Cruises. Ships’ registry: Malta.

Reader Report

From left: Serious business, Oberoi
Amarvilas, and the Talwars at Agra’s
Red Fort.

bit of Hindi and are learning Indian dance –
so historic sites were a must. But we didn’t
want to travel on buses or with large groups.
The moment we landed, we knew this was
the trip of a lifetime. Our driver for the next
two weeks welcomed us at the Delhi airport
with the gift of a bronze Ganesha statue to
wish us safe travel. Porters took our suitcases, and the car was stocked, as it would
be throughout our trip, with bottled water,
lemonade, sandwiches, cookies, chips –
whatever they thought we needed. We visited relatives for the first couple of days and
then set off for Agra, the seat of the imperial
Mughal court during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, stopping at small local
temples along the way.
Traveling with children, it’s crucial to have
a comfortable base, which we found with
Oberoi. We stayed exclusively at their hotels,
and Fran filled them in on our likes and dislikes. In Delhi, they gave the girls beautiful
notebooks and pink and purple pens, their
favorite colors. Our older one loves pizza,
and they surprised her with it everywhere.
Virtuoso’s on-site partner gave us a Samsung
phone for the trip with a complimentary SIM
card so we could call our driver. In Jaipur, the
girls were too tired to go touring one day, so
the hotel arranged a private pottery workshop, bringing in an older gentleman from a
nearby village who showed them how to work
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the wet clay – we have the pieces on display at
home in Chicago. That level of detail made
us feel like we were their only guests, even
though the hotels are huge.
Tina and I appreciated the VIP treatment
as well. Agra’s Oberoi Amarvilas is 650 yards
from the Taj Mahal. Fran arranged for passes
to see the palace before it opened to the general public. The sun was just coming up and
it wasn’t too hot. Our guide showed us every
gorgeous detail without rushing us and even
brought along a photographer to take professional pictures of us, which we received in an
album at the hotel that evening.
I’ve never been on safari, but have always wanted to, so we boarded a train to
Sawai Madhopur, the gateway to Ranthambore National Park. We slept in tents in the
wilderness, although this wasn’t exactly
cold water and a little bucket: At Oberoi

Vanyavilas, tent suites have huge bathtubs,
double sinks, hot showers, beautiful desks,
and a big flat-screen TV on the wall. Again,
Fran arranged for a privately guided vehicle,
which felt especially luxurious as we saw
others in the park with 25 people bouncing
around in them. We didn’t spot Ranthambore’s elusive tigers, but we did find a leopard, rare birds, some monkeys, peacocks,
and pretty much everything else. Tina took
more than 850 photos, 150 of which made it
into our scrapbook.
The standout memory, though, is our private elephant-back safari in Dera Amer near
Jaipur. Those colossal animals are so majestic, and to spend time riding them and the
girls giving them a bath and feeding them
lunch – even the kids had to admit it was way
better than anything they’d ever seen on
their iPads.

ADVISOR INSIGHT:
HOW THE TALWARS’ TRIP CAME TOGETHER
“India isn’t your typical
trip for families, and from
a planning perspective, it’s
challenging,” says Rochester,
New York-based travel advisor Fran Kramer. “I have a
granddaughter, so I thought,
what would she like? That
was my mantra in planning
this vacation for the Talwar
family. I never wanted the
girls to be bored. The goal
was to find something safe

and not too difficult for the
children, given their ages
and endurance, that would
appeal to them as well as
their parents.
“March and April are
great months to visit India:
Prices are good, the weather
usually cooperates, and students get time off for spring
break. The Talwars had two
rooms throughout the whole
trip, and hotels were very

accommodating in providing
favorable rates. The last day
of their vacation, the family
was due to depart very late
in the evening. Oberoi surprised them with a complimentary room not far from
the airport where they could
rest and shower before the
long flight. Service like that
makes all the difference
between a good trip and
one that’s world-class.”

Begin your journey in Vancouver…

SUPER, NATURAL BRITISH COLUMBIA®
From sea to sky, from old growth forest to desert to snow-capped
peaks. Where glaciated mountains stand over an unruly Paciﬁc.
Nature shapes culture. Rainforests wrap cities. See the wild within
British Columbia. It’s in our nature.

VANCOUVER & VICTORIA
Presented by Classic Vacations
3 Nights Vancouver • 2 Nights Victoria
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE INCLUDES:
• Three-night accommodation at Shangri-La Hotel
Vancouver in a Superior Room
• Deluxe daily breakfast for two at MARKET by
Jean-Georges at Shangri-La Hotel
• Two-night accommodation at Fairmont Empress
in a Fairmont Room
Book by October 28, 2015 for travel May 1 through
October 31, 2015 • Virtuoso rates from $989 per person

VANCOUVER & WHISTLER
Presented by Classic Vacations
3 Nights Vancouver • 2 Nights Whistler
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE INCLUDES:
• Three-night accommodation at Fairmont Paciﬁc Rim
in a Deluxe Room
• Two-night accommodation at Four Seasons Resort
Whistler in a Deluxe King Room
• Daily complimentary Wine Reception at Four Seasons
Resort Whistler
Book by October 28, 2015 for travel May 1 through
October 31, 2015 • Virtuoso rates from $1,119 per person

Your Virtuoso travel advisor can work with you to
discover all the region has to ofer by adding a
tour or activity including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

C L A S S I C V A C AT I O N S

Vancouver Seaplane Tour
Small Group Gourmet Lunch Tour in Vancouver
Butchart Gardens Tour
Howe Sound Sea Safari
Whistler Small Group Day Tour
Whale Watching

Ofers are valid on new bookings only and are not combinable with other ofers. Sample price is land only, per person, based on double occupancy. Actual prices may vary based on travel
dates and availability. For those properties where Classic Vacations has access to dynamic pricing rates, those rates will likely ﬂuctuate from time to time based on market conditions and other
factors beyond Classic Vacations control. Pricing is subject to exchange rate variances. Book now through 10/28/15 for travel from 05/01/15 through 10/31/15. *Four Seasons Resort Whistler
ofer booking window is now through 10/28/15 and travel window is from 05/01/15 through 10/31/15. Ofers are subject to availability at time of booking and may be changed or discontinued
without notice. Blackout dates, minimum night stays, seasonal surcharges, taxes, resort fees and other restrictions may apply. Customer is responsible for hotel taxes and fees on free night
ofer. Classic Vacations CST: 2079429-20. Fares, schedules, Virtuoso exclusives, events and amenities are subject to availability and blackout dates and may change without notice. Restrictions
may apply. See your Virtuoso travel advisor for more details and applicable restrictions. Virtuoso is not responsible for any errors in pricing. The trademarks VIRTUOSO, the Globe Swirl Logo
and SPECIALISTS IN THE ART OF TRAVEL are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Virtuoso, Ltd. has a U.S. copyright registration for the Globe Swirl Logo, ©2000. All rights reserved. California
CST# 2069091; TA# 808 – Registered Iowa Travel Agency; Washington UBI # 601 554 183. Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the State of California.

Tasting Notes

JAPAN BY
THE DRAM
Nippon whisky comes of age.
BY ANTHONY DIAS BLUE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS PLAVIDAL
STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS

J

APAN’S LONG SAKE-BREWING TRADITION GAVE THE COUN-

try a head start when it came to creating its own whiskies –
after all, whisky begins its life with a similar fermentation
process. Its first and oldest distillery, Yamazaki, situated
in a mountainous region where three rivers meet, utilizes some of
Japan’s purest waters, which have become an all-important element
in the country’s whiskies.
Today, whiskies from the Land of the Rising Sun, although not
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numerous, are highly esteemed, some of them hard-to-locate cult
items. The best of them can rival the greatest drams from Scottish
glens, if not surpass them: At a 2012 international blind tasting,
Yamazaki’s 25-year-old beat 300 competitors to take the title of
“world’s best single-malt whisky.” At the same time, they are clearly
not imitation Scotch and retain a distinctive Japanese character –
supple, polished, and polite – that reflects the country’s refined aesthetic sensibility.

Revel in the luxury of time and space
on a legendary Cunard voyage.

Mediterranean Voyages - Balcony Fares from*
Monte Carlo and Barcelona

Rome, Dubrovnik and Venice

Greece, Italy and Barcelona

14 Days - 4 July 2015

14 Days - 8 August 2015

14 Days - 5 September 2015

$3,608

$3,655

$3,513

Receive up to $400 On Board Credit!†

Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to book your European voyage!
† On Board Credit offer based on: Balcony stateroom (Category BE) for the 4 July 2015 voyage and Balcony stateroom (Category BD) for the 8 August 2015 and
5 September 2015 voyages only. All values are per stateroom, based on double occupancy. Singles paying the single supplement earn the equivalent of the
per stateroom On Board Credit.
* Fares are per person, quoted in U.S. dollars, do not include air travel, are voyage only, based on double occupancy, applies to the ﬁrst two guests in a
stateroom and does not apply to singles or third/fourth-berth guests. Fares apply on a space-available basis at time of reservation, were correct at time
of printing and are subject to change. Fares for other categories not shown vary. This offer is capacity-controlled, is subject to change and may not be
combinable with any other public or past guest discount. Offer is available to residents of the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico and the
District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or older. Taxes, Fees and Port Expenses ranging from $139 - $155 per person are additional and subject to
change and may be higher for Canadian residents. Offer may be withdrawn at any time without notice. Please refer to the applicable Cunard brochure for
terms, conditions and deﬁnitions that apply to all bookings. Certain restrictions apply. ©2014 Cunard Line. Ships of Bermudan registry.

Where in Our

Tasting Notes

World would you
Like to go?

Galapagos

➊

Peru

AD XXXXX
If BLEED, make it ﬁt and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed
with bleed on all sides for balance
when imported.

Brazil

➋

THE BOTTLES
1. HIBIKI 12-YEAR-OLD BLENDED
WHISKY ($65)

Hibiki means “harmony” – an appropriate
name for this blended whisky with sweet
vanilla and toasted oak over notes of toffee,
butterscotch, and dried fruits.
2. THE HAKUSHU 12-YEAR-OLD SINGLE
MALT WHISKY ($60)

With its fleshy texture and impressive
flavors of spice, toast, vanilla, and peat, this
smoky-nosed whisky from the Japanese Alps
could easily hail from Islay.

If NON-BLEED, make it ﬁt and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

3. THE YAMAZAKI 18-YEAR-OLD SINGLE
MALT ($180)

There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

Offering tones of dried herbs and sandalwood, Yamazaki (named for the Kyoto
district that’s home to Suntory’s distillery) is
subtle and multilayered, roasted and buttery.

Chile

4. NIKKA WHISKY 21-YEAR-OLD
TAKETSURU PURE MALT ($180)

From the distillery founded in 1934 by
Masataka Taketsuru, known as the “father
of Japanese whisky,” who apprenticed in

Ask Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
for a
Custom Designed Pampered Adventure

by ladatco tours
• Argentina • Belize • Bolivia • Brazil • Chile • Colombia •
• Costa Rica • Ecuador • El Salvador • Guatemala •
• Honduras • Nicaragua • Panama • Paraguay • Peru •
• Uruguay • Antarctica • Falkland Islands •

➎

Scotland. Toasty, elegant, and lush, with
generous doses of mature oak and spice.
5. ICHIRO’S MALT CHICHIBU
“THE FIRST” SINGLE MALT ($250)

Scion of a family of brewers and distillers
spanning 21 generations, Ichiro Akuto is the
wunderkind of Japanese whisky. His debut
Chichibu – rounded, mellow, and delivering
haunting spice cake and hazelnut notes – is
a cult item among single-malt aficionados in
Japan and around the globe.

THE COCKTAIL
MELON-CHOLY BABY
A retro, lounge-worthy whisky cocktail with
Suntory’s famed melon liqueur.
2 ounces Hibiki 12-Year-Old
½ ounce Midori
Splash lemon-lime soda
Mix whisky and Midori over ice in an old-fashioned glass. Top with lemon-lime soda; garnish
with lime.
Stir things up with a
Japanese mixing glass.

HOTEL POURS
Antarctica

➍

➌

How a few top Toyko hotels stock their bars.
The Peninsula pours its
own original, limited-edition
whisky, while Park Hyatt
(of Lost in Translation fame)
serves a selection of whiskies from Suntory, Nikka,
and Chichibu distilleries.
(Aficionados should ask
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about special off-the-menu
drams.) At Grand Hyatt’s
Maduro Bar, sample a
Japanese whisky tasting
menu, including flights from
Yamazaki and Taketsuru.
Palace Hotel’s extensive
collection includes two
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whiskies bottled exclusively
for the hotel to commemorate its opening in 2012.
It recently added a rare
40-year-old Taketsuru
to its list, one of only 200
bottles in the world (yours
for $7,500).

ADD A LITTLE SAFARI
TO YOUR VACATION
Turn memorable into unforgettable as you explore untouched landscapes
in search of South Africa’s majestic wild animals. From guided bush walks
to open-vehicle game drives, safari is just one of the Big 5 South African
experiences you simply cannot miss.
Visit www.southafrica.net

WHAT’S YOUR BIG 5?
SAFARI / CULTURE / ROMANCE / ADVENTURE / ENTERTAINMENT

Inspiring new ways

Global Gourmet

Bi!
Bim!
Bap!
Koreatown knocks out
L.A.’s taste buds. BY DAVID HOCHMAN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOE SCHMELZER
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A

SENSE OF CULTURE SHOCK

MaDang 621’s open
takes hold where Olympic Boukitchen and (right)
levard meets Vermont Avenue
Jeon Ju’s bibimbap.
in East Hollywood: Taco stands
and fro-yo shops give way to dumpling houses, private karaoke
lounges, and cook-your-own-barbecue joints. With nearly every
sign lettered in hangul (the Korean alphabet), you might as well
be in Seoul. For the uninitiated, Koreatown, and particularly the
neighborhood’s authentic and varied food options, can be as perplexing as the Michael Jackson-style glove Jae Bu Do’s servers hand
out with orders of table-grilled clams (they don’t want customers
burning themselves). Quietly observe and you’ll catch on.
Once an enclave for L.A.’s tight-knit Korean population, K-Town
today is a booming destination for daring eaters of all stripes. Korean grandmas, expense accounters, hungover hipsters, tourists
on tasting safari – they all want the inside beat on which raw crab,
pork belly, or sizzling bowl of bibimbap is best. Whether you’re investigating a new hot spot or a classic dive, err on the side of adventure and bring a robust appetite. »

FOLLOW
YOUR
CURIOSITY
With 8 intimate ships to over 800 destinations on 7 continents, Silversea
can satisfy the curiosity of the most inquisitive traveller. Our ultra-luxury ships
can explore secluded harbours where big ships cannot go, providing you
an all-access experience ashore. While our all-inclusive indulgences can
elevate your experience to create the journey of a lifetime. Come wander
the world with Silversea — and embark on a voyage of discovery.
every voyaGe inCludeS:

all-suite accommodations • butler Service in every Suite
Fine dining options • Champagne, Wines and Spirits • onboard Gratuities

LIMITED TIME OFFER
Enjoy a shipboard credit up to $1,000 AND
a complimentary suite upgrade on select sailings.

For full offer details and to reserve your suite,
contact your virtuoso® travel advisor.

… to AlAskA or the
MediterrAneAn
Wander from island to island or explore
america’s last frontier
This year, answer the call. Whether you dream of the whitewashed
isles of Greece or the dramatic icescapes of Alaska, make your plans
now with Silversea. Our intimate ships will bring you closer to these
incredible destinations, tying up right at the pier in tiny Patmos or
alongside the yachts of Sardinia. In Alaska, Silver Shadow can cruise
right up to the face of a calving glacier, or navigate closer to shore
to observe the wildlife. No wonder she was ranked “Best Cruise
in Alaska” by U.S. News & World Report. But equally compelling is
the all-inclusive lifestyle that discerning travellers prefer. The virtually
one-to-one service. The close-knit camaraderie of like-minded guests.
The impressive array of small-group excursions and even tailor-made
tours that make your encounters more authentic, your experience
more profound.

WHAT'S INCLUDED
• Intimate ultra-luxury ships for no more than
540 guests
• Spacious suites with butler service
• Open seating and specialty restaurants
• Champagne, wines and spirits served
throughout the ship
• In-suite bar with your preferred beverages
• Exclusive partnership
with Relais & Châteaux
• Onboard gratuities

SilverSea mediterranean and alaSka voyaGeS
2015 mediteRRanean vOyages
date

dayS

voyaGe

From / to

2015 alaska vOyages
FareS From

date

dayS

May 15

7

2512

Istanbul Roundtrip

$3,250

May 4

10

Jun 29

10

2518

Barcelona to Rome

$4,950

May 21
Jun 4

silver spirit — 540 guests

Jun 10

9

voyaGe

From / to

FareS From

silver sHadoW — 382 guests

silver Wind — 296 guests

3509

San Francisco to Vancouver

$3,950

7

3511

Seward to Vancouver

$3,250

7

3513

Seward to Vancouver

$3,550
$3,850

5515

Venice to Istanbul

$4,850

Jun 18

7

3515

Seward to Vancouver

Jun 26

7

5517

Athens to Venice

$3,650

Jul 2

7

3517

Seward to Vancouver

$3,850

Jul 10

10

5519

Venice to Istanbul

$5,150

Jul 16

7

3519

Vancouver to Seward

$3,850

Jul 20

7

5520

Istanbul Roundtrip

$3,650

Aug 20

7

3523

Seward to Vancouver

$3,850

Aug 3

7

5522

Athens to Venice

$3,650

Aug 19

9

5524

Istanbul Roundtrip

$4,550

SilverSea Fare Guarantee ProGramme

Aug 28

7

5525

Istanbul to Athens

$3,650

Book early when the best inventory is available and receive the privilege of
being able to select your desired suite. You will also be able to benefit from any
future reductions in the Silver Privilege fares for your voyage, upon request.

Call your virtuoSo® travel adviSor today and reCeive
voyaGer Club beneFitS on theSe SailinGS and more.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: All Silver Privilege Fares shown are cruise-only per guest, based on double-occupancy in a Vista Suite (Adventure Class for Silver Explorer, Explorer Suite for Silver Galapagos and Silver Discoverer). Availability
of all suite categories cannot be guaranteed. Fares for single guests are available upon request. Additional restrictions may apply. Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities and events are subject to change without notice. Virtuoso Voyager Club
events require a minimum/maximum number of participants and may not be combinable with other offers. Space is limited, black-out dates and restrictions may apply. SA14659

… to the new
And unknown
Wander from tHe galÁpagos to
tHe polar extremes

WHAT'S INCLUDED

An expedition is unlike any other form of travel. It is thrilling, awe-inspiring
and humbling all at the same time. It takes you to some of the most
remote regions of the planet and takes adventure to an entirely new level.
But a Silversea expedition is not just about sights and scenery. It’s about
a complete immersion into your destination with the help of naturalists,
biologists, historians and ornithologists … expert guides uniquely qualified
to illuminate all you see.

• Intimate vessels for no more than 132 guests
• Ocean-view suites, most with private verandas
• Zodiac adventures ashore
• Best crew-to-guest ratio in expedition cruising
• Lecture and enrichment programmes
• Open seating dining including
specialities by Relais & Châteaux

From the dramatic spectacles of The Kimberley to the realm of the polar
bear, you’ll sail to lands untouched by time or tourists. But no matter where
you go, you’ll experience a profound connection with the places you visit,
expanding your global perspective and prompting you to re-evaluate what
really matters. And rest assured — no creature comfort will be denied on
an expedition with Silversea.

• Champagne, wines and spirits*
served throughout the ship
• In-suite bar with your preferred beverages

© KirklandPhotos.com

• Onboard gratuities

date

dayS

voyaGe

From / to

FareS From

silver explorer — arctic

date

dayS

voyaGe

From / to

Jun 22

10

7513

Longyearbyen to Tromsø

$8,150

May 9

Aug 27

7

7519

Kangerlussuaq Roundtrip

$6,450

silver discoverer — asia

silver explorer — soutH america

Oct 19

14

7523

Guayaquil to Valparaíso

$6,450

Nov 2

12

7524

Valparaíso to Ushuaia

$6,350

silver explorer — antarctica

Dec 2

10

7526

Ushuaia Roundtrip

FareS From

silver discoverer — KimBerleY coast

10

9511

Darwin to Broome

$9,850

May 29

14

9513

Darwin to Kota Kinabalu

Aug 31

11

9519

Ottaru to Kobe

$12,150
$8,150

Mar 14

14

9606

Koror to Darwin

$9,950

silver discoverer — micronesia, melanesia & polYnesia

$9,950

silver galapagos — galÁpagos islands

Year-round

7

Baltra Roundtrip – North Central

$7,550

Year-round

7

Baltra Roundtrip – Western

$7,550

Sep 28

16

9520

Koror to Lautoka

Oct 25

10

9522

Papeete Roundtrip

Nov 19

18

9524

Apia to Honiara

$14,550
$9,050
$14,250

Call your virtuoSo® travel adviSor today and reCeive
the Suite oF your ChoiCe.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Wine and premium spirits offered on Silver Galapagos are limited. All Silver Privilege Fares shown are cruise-only per guest, based on double-occupancy in a Vista Suite (Adventure Class for Silver Explorer, Explorer Suite for
Silver Galapagos and Silver Discoverer). Availability of all suite categories cannot be guaranteed. Fares for single guests are available upon request. Additional restrictions may apply. SA14659

SilverSea exPeditionS — arCtiC, South ameriCa, antarCtiCa, GalÁPaGoS, kimberley, aSia, miCroneSia, melaneSia, PolyneSia

2015/2016 silveRsea expeditiOns

Global Gourmet

➌

➊

➋

➍

➎

➏

➐

1. Koreatown. 2-4. Tabletop grills, the wall of fame, and steak tartare at Park’s BBQ.
5. Jeon Ju side dishes to share. 6-7. Pot’s counter seating and “Uni Dynamite” rice bowl.

1. Park’s BBQ: Fire in the Belly
The wall of autographed photos near the entryway tells the story: Satisfied customers
include chef Thomas Keller and Psy, the artist who gave us “Gangnam Style.” L.A.’s ultimate power spot for grilled ggot sal (Wagyu
beef), marinated kalbi (prime short rib), and
other premium cuts, Park’s is the K-Town
place to visit if you’ve only got time for one.
It doesn’t look like much outside (very few
Koreatown spots do), but there’s barbecue
glory under the stainless steel hoods above
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each tabletop grill. 955 S. Vermont Avenue;
213/380-1717; www.parksbbq.com.
2. Pot: The Young Gun
The newest and most audacious venture
yet by “Korean taco” food truck pioneer
Roy Choi, Pot is less a Korean restaurant
than a trippy gateway to the wave of Korean cultural cool that’s sweeping L.A. at
the moment. Traditional it ain’t: A dish
called “Beep Beep” comes sizzling to the
table with sea urchin roe and crisped rice.

“Fisherman’s Wharf” is a pot full of rock
cod, crab, sardines, clams, mussels, and
fish roe. The flavors are intense, the vibe is
youthful and loud, and, guaranteed, it’s the
best time you’ll ever have over grilled jalapeño squid with rice cakes. 3515 Wilshire
Boulevard; 213/368-3030; www.eatatpot.com.
3. Jeon Ju: Bowled Over
If a Korean dish is worth tasting, there’s a
K-Town restaurant that elevates the form to
its Platonic ideal. Bibimbap, the piping-hot

Global Gourmet

➌
➍

➎

➊

➋
1-2. MaDang 621 and its raw beef salad. 3. Koreatown’s MaDang Courtyard. 4. Napa cabbage wraps with
pork at Kobawoo House. 5. Soban’s raw blue crab.

stone bowl of rice, veggies, and meat topped
with a fried egg, finds its purest expression
at Jeon Ju, a humble strip-mall hideaway
where the mushrooms pop, the greens and
bean sprouts gleam, and the beef’s heat is
matched only by the lava fire of chili paste.
Prepare to sweat. 2716 W. Olympic Boulevard;
213/386-5678.
4. Soban: Found in Translation
Ask a waiter to translate Soban’s daily specials, written on the wall in Korean. You
can’t go wrong with the spicy braised cod
or squid salad, but the dish to savor is ganjang gaejang, raw blue crab marinated in soy
sauce and cracked open for the full bloom
of flavor. If that sounds too ambitious, have
the braised short rib, which L.A.’s Pulitzer
Prize-winning food critic Jonathan Gold
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deems “as weightless and as caramelized
as an effort by a Michelin-starred chef.”
4001 W. Olympic Boulevard; 323/936-9106;
www.sobanusa.com.
5. Kobawoo House: The Real Deal
“This place is freaking delicious!!” is the
typical social media rave for the alwayscrowded strip-mall wonder that’s as authentic as a Korean fan dance. Established
in 1985, Kobawoo has its homey signatures
down: The seafood pancake is massive,
salty, and crisp; the soybean stew called
chungookjang is a pungent delight. But what
brings out armies of ardent diners is the
bossam, a heaping platter of steamed pork
belly served alongside raw oysters and spicy
kimchi. Expect a wait, and don’t plan on
running any marathons (or moving much

at all) after this very filling meal. 698 S. Vermont Avenue, No. 109; 213/389-7300.
6. MaDang 621: Temple of Taste
Imagine a Koreatown restaurant conceived
by Cecil B. DeMille, and you’ll begin to picture the soaring palace of beef and noodles
known as MaDang 621. Its food needs to
be good to measure up to the double-high
ceilings, modernist pillars, and dramatic
open kitchen. Fortunately, flavor trumps
aesthetics. Grilled barbecue is the go-to
here, but there’s joy in every plate of grilled
whole fish and spicy sautéed baby octopus
served with a crown of egg noodles. Insiders order yook hwe, the raw beef salad that’s
K-Town’s answer to steak tartare. 621 S.
Western Avenue, No. 100; 213/384-2244;
www.madang621.com.
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VIKING RIVER CRUISES, a Travel + Leisure and Condé Nast Traveler award winner, offers the best itineraries on the rivers of
Europe, Russia and China. Enjoy exciting cities, rich cultural experiences, ﬁne dining and deluxe accommodations on board the most
modern ships —with everything from meals to shore excursions included in your fare. And our award-winning Viking Longships®
have raised the bar yet again with full-size veranda staterooms, the largest suites in Europe, al fresco dining and more. Come
discover for yourself why Viking® truly is the world’s leading river cruise line.
8-DAY EUROPE—$2,356 PER PERSON*
Romantic Danube, Budapest to Nuremberg

8-DAY EUROPE—$2,456 PER PERSON*
Rhine Getaway, Amsterdam to Basel

Price based on CAT E, Apr 2-11, 2015 Viking Longship sailings.

Price based on CAT E, Apr 3-7, 2015 Viking Longship sailings.

15-DAY EUROPE—$3,562 PER PERSON*
Grand European Tour, Budapest to Amsterdam

13-DAY CHINA—$3,192 PER PERSON*
Imperial Jewels of China, Shanghai to Beijing

Price based on CAT F, Nov 13-14, 2015 Viking Longship sailings.

Price based on CAT C, Jul 4-24, 2015 Viking Emerald sailings.

For details, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today.
THE WORLD’S LEADING RIVER CRUISE LINE...BY FAR®
*Note: Cruise fares listed are for cruise and cruisetour only in U.S. dollars, per person and fares/discount offers are based on double occupancy. Cruise fares and international air discounts are considered a single offer. Special savings air
from select gateways; call for gateways and pricing. International air does not have to be purchased to get cruise offer. Must request Special Savings offer at time of booking and pay in full by current expiration date; call for details. Valid
on new bookings only as of 12/26/14, subject to availability and may not be combinable with any other offers except Viking Explorer Society Travel Credits and Referral Rewards. Viking reserves the right to correct errors and to change
any and all fares, fees and surcharges at any time. Prices are based upon lowest price point and category at time of print and are subject to change without notice. Additional terms and conditions apply; see Passenger Ticket Contract at
vikingrivercruisescanada.com (Canada) or vikingrivercruises.com (US). CST#2052644-40
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OT LONG AGO, THE NORTHERN

Paris’

NEW NOW

NEIGHBORHOOD
Working-class Haut-Marais has
transformed into one of the city’s
most stylish enclaves. BY ELLISE PIERCE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY KRISTA ROSSOW
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Children’s shop
part of Paris’ third arrondisseBonton and
ment – the Haut-Marais, or upper
(right) Valentine
Gauthier at her
Marais – seemed all but forgotten.
When the nobles moved out of the neighbor- eponymous boutique.
hood in the nineteenth century, the working class moved in. Until
recently, you’d find clothing wholesalers and a couple of outlets, but
not much more. Today, boutiques, bistros, coffee shops, and galleries fill the twisted, narrow streets, along with a new sort of nobility, the young (and not-so) fashionistas – not a pair of yoga pants on
anyone. Here’s a baker’s dozen of our favorite Haut-Marais haunts.

1. An ever-changing mix of fashions for men, women, and home, the

profits-for-charity concept store Merci is the neighborhood’s anchor. The constant is style: classic Duralex bistro glasses, Majestic
tees, Fiorentini + Baker boots, and its own private-label linen sheets.
Après shopping, order orange cake and detox tea in its coffee shop
and library. 111 boulevard Beaumarchais; 33-1/4277-0033; www.mercimerci.com.

explore the world actively
BIKING | WALKING | MULTISPORT & MORE

GO ACTIVE

Immerse yourself in the life of a
place while traveling under your
own power and at your own pace.
You’ll travel in style and in great
company with our expert trip
leaders—with van support when
and where you need it. At day’s
end, indulge in the region’s best
lodging and cuisine.

Call your Virtuoso Travel
Advisor for more details or
to make your reservation.

Style and Design

Clockwise from left: Urban surf shop Cuisse de Grenouille owners Luca and Séverin Bonnichon,
Le Labo fragrances, and a quick bite at Clasico Argentino.

2. From soft organic tees with falling stars

to denim-style jackets in leather the color
of Normandy butter, the vibe at Leon &
Harper is youthful and fun. For proof, just
peek at the Doors’ lyrics label – “Hello, I love
you, can you tell me your name?” – sewn into
every garment. 95 boulevard Beaumarchais;
33-1/4271-2501; www.leonandharper.com.
3. If you don’t want to break in your Japanese-

made blue jeans (bought stiff, then never
washed), no worries. You can pay a few euros
more for the French denim label A.P.C.’s Butler series of the same style – jeans that have
been worn, whiskered, then washed by former
owners. Think Levi’s 501s, but more fitted,
with a slightly lower waist for women and legs
that narrow like carrots. 3 boulevard des Filles
du Calvaire; 33-1/7621-6085; www.apc.fr.
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4. Bonton’s the place for weekend and vacation wear for the preteen set – puffy cotton
miniskirts, railroad-stripe denim shorts,
tanks, and even an “I Love My Family” tee.
Don’t miss the nail polish vending machine.
5 boulevard des Filles du Calvaire; 33-1/42723469; www.bonton.fr.
5. Pick up chinos in faded blues, reds, and
greens and “Surf in Paris” tees at Cuisse
de Grenouille (“frog leg”), the men’s boutique created by Parisian surfer brothers
Séverin and Luca Bonnichon, who design
the California-style basics themselves.
Vans sneakers, puffy vests, and midthigh
swim trunks – “For the gentleman surfer” reads the back of their business card.
5 rue Froissart; 33-9/5127-8586; www.cuissede
grenouille.com.

6. Stop into Fondation, one of the city’s
newest coffee shops – and at just 46 square
feet, one of the smallest – and get a double
café crème and an oversize chocolate-chipand-oatmeal cookie. Take one of the few
seats inside, underneath the Chemex-laden
shelves, or ask for emporter and sip as you go.
16 rue Dupetit-Thouars.
7. For a quick and easy refuel, Clasico Ar-

gentino offers fast food, Argentine-style:
empanadas stuffed with tuna, ham, and
cheese; spinach and cheese; or beef, served
with a piquant sauce in a cozy corner space
painted baby blue. Order a half dozen or a
dozen to share, with a bottle of Malbec too.
56 rue de Saintonge; 33-1/4461-0056.
8. Isabel Marant’s boho-meets-American-

Book select 2015 Europe, Canada & New
England, Bermuda, Alaska Cruises or Land+Sea
Journeys and receive these exceptional offers*:

FREE Stateroom Upgrades
 Plus, enjoy up to 10% off select shore excursions
 50% reduced deposit
 FREE or reduced fares for 3rd/4th guests
(Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses are additional.)

Book a suite and receive the above, PLUS:
US

$300 Onboard Spending Credit per stateroom

 FREE Wine Navigator Package (3 bottles)
 Two FREE Soda Cards (value up to $100 per stateroom)

14-Day Alaskan Explorer
ms Statendam

5/18/15

Oceanview from

$2,199

Roundtrip Seattle
Amenity– Up to $100 onboard credit per stateroom

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor

*Fares are based on Promo RH. Featured fares are per person, may vary by sailing date, based on double occupancy, are capacity controlled and are subject to change without prior notice, cruise or Land+Sea
Journeys only. Fares are in U.S. dollars. All savings amounts are included in the fares shown. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of $382.09 are per person and additional. Subject to availability. ReadySetSail offers are per
person based on Promo ZQ, double occupancy, for 1st and 2nd guests sharing a stateroom and excludes 3rd/4th guests, except as provided herein. ReadySetSail offers are available for new bookings only, applies
only to the cruise portion of Alaska Land+Sea Journeys, are not combinable with Flash promotions, are capacity controlled, and may be modifed or withdrawn without prior notice. Offers are applicable on select
summer 2015 departures. Free stateroom upgrade offers are available in select stateroom categories and are subject to availability of the staterooms in the higher category. Shore Excursion offer applies only to
select shore excursions, purchased in advance of embarkation, prior to March 15, 2015. If a shore excursion is canceled once on board, refund will be the amount paid. For full terms and conditions applicable to your
excursion, please refer to hollandamerica.com. Third/fourth offer is based on sharing a stateroom with 1st and 2nd guests, and is based on Promo Z3/ZT. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses apply to all 3rd/4th offers. 50%
reduced deposit offer: bookings made on voyages requiring immediate fnal payment are not eligible for a reduced deposit. Suite offer: Guests who book a suite category stateroom receive $150 per person ($300 per
stateroom) onboard spending credit, a Free Wine Navigator and two free soda cards. Suite offers apply only to guests 1 and 2 in the stateroom and are not transferable or refundable. The onboard spending credit is
not combinable with regional discounts, Net Rates or other travel agency exclusive offers. Wine Navigator Package includes three complimentary bottles of wine per stateroom. A list of available wines to choose
from will be delivered to your stateroom on embarkation day and wines chosen can be ordered from your Wine Attendant or Cellar Master in the Dining Room. Guests must be 21 years of age or older to receive
the Wine Navigator Package. Two Free Soda Cards: each card has a value of $50 and may be used to purchase fountain sodas only at payment terminals aboard the ship. No balance may be carried on the Soda
Card after the end of the cruise. Unused portion of card will not be refunded at the end of the cruise. This card cannot be redeemed for cash and is not replaceable if lost or stolen. For more information about our
stateroom categories and suite descriptions, to view deck plans and for full terms and conditions applicable to your cruise, please refer to hollandamerica.com or the appropriate Holland America brochure. Offers
are capacity controlled, and may be modifed or withdrawn without prior notice. Other restrictions may apply. Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands.
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Sweet treats at Jacques Genin and (right) Merci’s home goods. Opposite: Haut-Marais street scene.

West aesthetic has won her fans from stylish Parisiennes to Heidi Klum and Sienna
Miller. It’s easy to see why. Here you’ll find
beaded moccasin booties, chambray shirts
with torn ruffles, quilted jeans, and knitted
mini dresses – comfy-chic pieces for any day
of the week. 47 rue de Saintonge; 33-1/42781924; www.isabelmarant.com.
9. The Comme des Garçons pocket store is
a slip of a place with basics for men, women,
and children from the Play line – marinières
in green, blue, and black stripes; Chuck
Taylor-inspired tennis shoes; classic hoodies and white tees – all with the brand’s signature embroidered cartoon heart. 31 rue
Debelleyme; 33-1/4272-1512.
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10. The charm of Rose Bakery’s second

Paris location (there are now four, plus outposts in New York, London, and Asia) is that
it feels slightly undone, with boxes of produce haphazardly stacked against the walls
and pastry chefs at work on the day’s cakes,
tarts, and super-tall carrot cakes right in
front. Arrive early if you want one of its
famed square quiches, stuffed with whatever veggies are fresh and just-roasted that
day. 30 rue Debelleyme; 33-1/4996-5401.
11. Le Labo, a tiny perfume store that re-

sembles a turn-of-the-century pharmacy,
sells fragrances made to order in its lab in
the back. If you can’t decide between leathery Santal 33 and beachy Neroli 36, buy a

sample vial, then order online when you’re
back home. 7 rue Froissart; 33-1/4461-5532;
www.lelabofrangrances.com.
12. Parisian designer Valentine Gauthier

launched her youthful brand in 2007; her
atelier is in the Marais store. From snow
leopard-print calfskin boots to bulky cardigans, short-shorts and miniskirts, the aesthetic is refreshingly simple – everything
goes with everything, even if you think
it doesn’t. 58 rue Charlot; 33-1/4887-6840;
www.valentinegauthier.com.
13. Stop in for a 150-gram sack of grigno-

tines, crunchy bundles of grilled almonds,
raisins, and orange zest enrobed in dark or

tip
“From the center of the Marais,
Hotel Esprit Saint Germain is just a
25-minute walk across the river on the
Left Bank. The Virtuoso amenity is wine
with an assortment of French cheeses,
baguette, and crackers. The hotel will even
pack it up so you can enjoy it wherever
you wish, perhaps in front of the Eiffel
Tower or at a park or garden.”
– Raenette De Cicco,
Virtuoso travel
advisor, Paris

milk chocolate, at Jacques Genin, one of
the city’s top chocolatiers. Or have a seat
in its tea salon, skip the tea altogether, and
go for a pot of thick chocolat chaud and a
mille-feuille (“thousand leaves”), made to
order and assembled with bits of chocolate,
praliné, or vanilla crème between crisp pastry leaves – even if there’s not a thousand of
them, we love it. 133 rue de Turenne; 33-1/45772901; www.jacquesgenin.fr.
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Migrate South.

If BLEED, make it ft and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed
with bleed on all sides for balance
when imported.
If NON-BLEED, make it ft and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
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When even down feathers don’t keep you warm, follow your natural instincts and fly to The Florida Keys.
With an average daily temperature of 78 degrees, and everything from diving and snorkeling to
kayaking, paddleboarding and fishing, it’s a great opportunity to spread your wings.
DA
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For reservations, call your Virtuoso travel advisor. ﬂa-keys.com
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There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

HAVE YOU VISITED
OUR PLAYGROUND?

It’s time to embark on
the journey of your dreams.
Surrounded by elegance
and comfort aboard
Oceania Cruises,
the world awaits your arrival.

2 for 1 Cruise Fares
with Free Airfare*
Plus Virtuoso exclusive
Pre-Paid Gratuities
on select voyages.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
to discuss the best voyage for you.

Award-Winning Mid-Size Ships
Finest Cuisine At Sea
Destination Specialists
Extraordinary Value

* 2 for 1 and Early Booking Savings are based on published Full Brochure Fares; such fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories and do not include optional charges as detailed in the Guest Ticket Contract, which may be
viewed, along with additional terms at OceaniaCruises.com. “Free Airfare” promotion does not include ground transfers and applies to coach, round-trip ﬂights only from the following airports: ATL, BOS, CLT, DCA, DEN, DFW, DTW, EWR, HNL,
IAH, IAD, JFK, LAX, LGA, MCO, MDW, MIA, ORD, PHL, PHX, SAN, SAV, SEA, SFO, TPA, YOW, YUL, YVR, YYZ. Airfare is available from all other U.S. & Canadian gateways for an additional charge. Any advertised fares that include the “Free Airfare”
promotion include all airline fees, surcharges and government taxes. Airline-imposed personal charges such as baggage fees may apply. For details visit exploreﬂightfees.com. Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands. JAN1598
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1

Europe
for Less

THE BALKANS
The Continent’s Next Frontier
The word is out: Croatia’s Dalmatian Coast is as beautiful as
the Cinque Terre; Istrian wines
rival Rioja’s; the walled city of
Dubrovnik is much more than an
offbeat Carcassonne – and it’s
all less expensive than Western
Europe. But here’s a secret: The
neighboring Balkan states offer
great value and variety too.
CROATIA “Besides Zagreb,

EMANUELE CICCOMARTINO/AGEFOTOSTOCK

Dubrovnik and the Adriatic coast
is one of the country’s biggest
draws, as the beaches and
historical towns rival anything in
the Mediterranean,” says travel
advisor Nena Batoz-Kuzmanovic
of Toronto, who has lived throughout the region. “Opatija hosts an
international jazz festival in July
that’s not to be missed and has a
great seaside promenade stretching more than seven miles.”
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Sarajevo is one of Europe’s most
underrated cities for travelers. “It’s
very diverse,” Batoz-Kuzmanovic
says. “You’ll find an Orthodox and
Catholic church, a mosque, and a
synagogue within walking distance
ˇ
of each other. Bašcaršija,
the
city’s old bazaar, is probably the
most visited part, with its cobblestoned streets and small shops
featuring traditional craftworks.”

Mostar’s Old Bridge, a UNESCO
World Heritage site in Bosnia
and Herzegovina.

MONTENEGRO With a coastline
that rivals Croatia’s, it’s only a
matter of time before Montenegro catches up with its northern
neighbor. Coastal Kotor, set on

a steep-sided inlet resembling
a glacially cut fjord, is worth a
few days on its own for its water
sports and well-preserved medieval architecture, but there are
plenty of other spots to discover.
As a prime example, BatozKuzmanovic recommends 58room Aman Sveti Stefan, a
fifteenth-century walled village
that’s been converted into a
private island resort a few miles
southeast of Budva. Doubles
from $815, including breakfast
daily and lunch once during stay.
SERBIA Countless peoples, including the Romans, Byzantines,
and Ottomans, have reigned over
this mountainous land, leaving
a tapestry of cultures and architectural artifacts for travelers
to discover. Novi Sad, Serbia’s
second-largest city, isn’t as
frenetic as the capital, Belgrade,
and its sweet little Old Town is
fun to explore. “The Petrovaradin
Fortress has great views of town,”
says Toronto-based advisor Borka
Grabovac, a Sarajevo native. “Not
far away, Fruška Gora’s valleys
produce the country’s best
wines and bermet, a national
liqueur similar to vermouth.”
GO Sample the Balkans on
Travcoa’s ten-day trip, which
includes Osijek and Dubrovnik,
Croatia, and cherry-picks highlights in Montenegro, Serbia,
and Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Departures: May 16, August 22,
and September 26; from $6,995.
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Elevated living at Cheval Blanc
Randheli and (left) Le Taha’a.

Honeymoon

french polynesia OR maldives
A Bounty of Overwater Bungalows

For a honeymoon, milestone
anniversary, or just-becauseyou-deserve-it ultimate beach
escape, the Maldives and French
Polynesia top Virtuoso advisors’
lists. Here’s how the heavenly
heavyweights match up.
FRENCH POLYNESIA
BEST FOR Quicker access
than the Maldives – from
Los Angeles, it takes less time
to reach Tahitian resorts than to
reach Paris. Beyond great snorkeling, French Polynesia also
has more activity options than
the Maldives.
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WHAT TO KNOW “French
Polynesia is generally more built
up than the Maldives, so carefully consider your hotel,” says
travel advisor Ellen Rubinfeld
of Seattle, Washington. “Do you
want an unobstructed view? Do
you prefer to face the sunrise or
sunset? Don’t be afraid to ask
your advisor questions.”
STAY Le Taha’a Island Resort &
Spa, with 12 beach villas and 45
overwater suites, presides on a
lush private islet in the Society
Islands, which are renowned for
vanilla production. Doubles from

$875, including breakfast daily and
a $90 spa credit.
MALDIVES
BEST FOR True seclusion – and
larger bungalows. “The Maldives
offers more opportunity for seclusion and privacy, since many of
the hotels are located on their own
private islands,” Rubinfeld explains.
WHAT TO KNOW It’s more than 24
hours to the Maldives from almost
anywhere in the U.S. “For comfort and service, Emirates is the
best option,” says Rubinfeld, who
recommends travelers fly through

Dubai rather than connecting
through Japan or Southeast Asia,
which may be a touch quicker from
the West Coast, but often requires
more stops or multiple airlines.
STAY Splash down at 45-villa
Cheval Blanc Randheli, 40
minutes north of the capital of
Malé by seaplane. This French
resort on private Noonu Atoll puts
a modern architectural spin on
traditional thatched bungalows
and has a house reef teeming
with fish. Doubles from $2,700,
including in-villa breakfast daily
and a $150 resort credit.

4
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Safari

Culture

milan
Expo 2015

(MILAN CATHEDRAL) JOEL MICAH MILLER/GALLERY STOCK,
(RHINO) IN TRANSIT IMAGES INC/GALLERY STOCK

With 64 editions in 164 years, the
World’s Fair – now dubbed Expo –
is going strong, and yes, it’s still
exciting and relevant. In fact, the
upcoming edition, Expo Milano
2015 (May 1 through October
31) might prove the tastiest yet.
Some 144 countries will present ideas and technology on the
theme of “Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life.” Expo has a history
of debuting delicacies – Belgian
waffles in 1958, for instance – but
in case discovering the next gelato isn’t tempting enough, Cirque
du Soleil will launch Allavita!,
created exclusively for Expo and
performed May 6 through August
23 in its open-air theater.
GO Explore the Expo on
Monograms’ three-day Milan

Park Hyatt Milan’s
ice-cream lollipops.

tour, which includes transportation, entry to the event, and a
local host to show you around
Expo. Departures: Any day May 2
through October 28; from $783.

STAY The 106-room Park Hyatt
Milan has created Expo experiences that pair three days at
the fair with dining at a trio of
Michelin-starred restaurants,
including the hotel’s own modernItalian kitchen, Vun. Through
October 31; doubles from $3,740,
including three nights’ accommodations, breakfast and dinner
daily, and a $100 hotel credit.

URBAN ESCAPE After exploring the pavilions, there are
more ways to
dodge crowds
than by ducking
into boutiques.
“The shopping is
incredible, but the
city also has many
gorgeous parks,”
says Virtuoso
travel advisor
Melissa Rosenbloum, who splits
her time between
Atlanta, Georgia,
and Breckenridge,
Colorado. “Indro
Montanelli Public
Gardens is the
perfect place to esMorning at Milan
cape Milan’s noise
Cathedral, Italy’s largest.
and commotion.”

south africa
Save the Rhinos

Poachers are rapidly and silently culling South
Africa’s rhino population. “There were 1,020
rhinos killed in the country last year,” notes
Virtuoso advisor and former safari guide Ryan
Hilton of Sarasota, Florida. “That’s all the more
reason to go now. In terms of conservation, every visitor counts. You’re making it tougher for
the poachers just by being present in the bush.”
GO Wildlife lovers on Micato Safaris’ 12-day
trip get front-seat viewing of rhinos, as well as
40 or 50 other species, at Sabi Sabi Private
Game Reserve, which borders Kruger National Park. But it’s the elephant-back safaris at
private Shambala Game Reserve that will make
the biggest impression. Departures: Multiple
dates January 8 through 2015; from $12,650.
PACK THIS “You’ll need a 300 mm lens or
longer to capture beautiful wildlife portraits of
the big cats in their own environment,” Hilton
says. “You can often rent good glass at camera
shops for a lot less than it would cost to buy it.”

EBOLA CONCERNS?
Some Context
With the Ebola virus dominating news
cycles last year, some travelers may be
anxious about visiting Africa. But only
six countries – all in West Africa – out
of 55 on the continent were affected
by the 2014 outbreak, and there were
zero cases in any of the safari nations.
In fact, London, Paris, and Madrid are
closer to the outbreak than Kenya,
Tanzania, and South Africa.
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The Emerging
Destination

Cruising the
Mergui Archipelago.

MYANMAR
Make for Mergui

GO Spend three days cruising through one
of the country’s least known treasures, the
Mergui Archipelago, on Natural Habitat Adventures’ 13-day journey through Myanmar
and Thailand. Mergui’s 800 mostly uninhabited islands lie scattered along the western
coast and provide an endless array of empty
beaches, lush rain forest, and pristine reefs
rich with manta rays, sea turtles, and whale
sharks. After Mergui, the 62-foot catamaran
sails Thai waters to Khao Sok National Park’s
limestone towers, home to langurs, macaques,
and fish eagles. Departures: February 2 and 23,
and November 30; from $8,895.
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Picasso returns to Paris after
a five-year hiatus.

6

City Escape

PARIS

The City Lights Up

“Paris is the place to go in 2015,”
says Virtuoso advisor Victoire
Spoerry of her hometown, which
is experiencing a slew of hotel
and restaurant rebirths. “This
year, both The Ritz and the
Hôtel de Crillon will reopen after
major renovations. And the new
Peninsula Paris is absolutely
fabulous. Its top-floor restaurant,
L’Oiseau Blanc, has some of the
best views in town, with tables

overlooking the Eiffel Tower and
Montmartre. Take note, though:
There’s a three-month waiting list
unless you stay at the hotel.”
The other big food news on the
tip of locals’ tongues is renowned
chef Christian Le Squer’s move
from Pavillon Ledoyen to the
Four Seasons Hotel George V.
“People think he may get a
third Michelin star in just four
months,” Spoerry says, “which
would be a first in history.” Of
course, you can’t eat and sleep
away your entire time in the City
of Light. Good thing the Musée
Picasso Paris just reopened
after a five-year renovation, and
the city’s newest landmark, the
striking Fondation Louis Vuitton,
opened in October.

(PICASSO PAINTING) RMN-GP/JEAN-GILLES BERIZZI, (ISABELA ISLAND) FRANS LANTING/AGEFOTOSTOCK

When Myanmar opened its doors to the outside world a few years ago, travelers poured
in. A tourist circuit developed quickly – Yangon with its golden pagoda, Bagan’s thousand-year-old temples, and floating-village
life on Inle Lake – but, in a nation almost as
big as Texas, that leaves room for exploration.
“Myanmar is changing fast, and everyone
wants to go before it loses its charm,” explains
travel advisor Tracy Fiala of Calgary. “But the
truth is, you have to get off the beaten path
a little bit for an authentic experience.”

Blown away: Isabela Island’s
volcanic coast.

7

Supernatural
Nature

the galÁpagos
In High Def

With visitor numbers climbing
and land-based development
afoot, the pressure is on to see
Ecuador’s Galápagos Islands
before they change.
GO Tauck’s innovative Earth
Journeys partnership with the
producers of BBC Earth gives
guests on the 40-passenger
Isabela II access to gear and
expertise from the nature documentary company for enriched
encounters with penguins,
iguanas, and other wildlife.
Underwater and thermal-imaging
cameras, night-vision goggles,
and infrared camera traps provide new perspectives on animal
behaviors, and exclusive films
created for the nine-day cruise
anchor naturalists’ lectures. Departures: Multiple dates January 5
through August 31; from $5,740.

PHOTO CREDIT

MAINLAND RISING A handful
of properties have freshened
up mainland Ecuador. “Casa
Gangotena has been restored to
the best property in Quito,” says
New York-based advisor Ginny
Caragol. “And Mashpi
Lodge, in the Mashpi
Rainforest Biodiversity Reserve, a
three-hour drive
from Quito, is a
magical place
and a great addon to the
Galápagos.”

The Isabela II.
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Family Travel

COSTA RICA

Guanacaste: Hang Ten with the Cool Kids
Even Costa Rica, one of the
planet’s best-known eco-travel
destinations, has its hideaways.
In the northwest corner of the
country, not far from the Nicaragua border, a small spit of land
called the Papagayo Peninsula is
emerging as the country’s highend family destination.
STAY Four Seasons Resort Costa
Rica at Peninsula Papagayo
put the region on the tourism
map, with 154 rooms on 45 lush
acres, an 18-hole Arnold Palmerdesigned golf course, and water
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sports ranging from sea kayaking and sailing to snorkeling,
diving, and a surf school. Villas
of Distinction has two properties
on the peninsula: Five-bedroom
Casa Praia, with an enviable
oceanfront setting, was one of the
first homes built here, while eightbedroom Villa Manzu is prime for
large family gatherings, with two
pools, a spa, and a private theater.
Four Seasons doubles from $450;
villas from $3,500.
HEAD FOR THE HILLS “It’s more
than just Papagayo,” says Virtuoso

advisor Marisa Stephens of Dallas. “The entire state of Guanacaste is relatively untapped.”
In the mountains east of the
coast, Rincón de la Vieja Volcano
National Park has a number of
volcano hikes, and several resorts
offer thermal baths. The best
part? It’s all within an hour or two
of Liberia’s international airport,
with direct flights to the U.S.
From top: Surf’s up in Guanacaste, Villa Manzu, and Casa
Praia’s pool.
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Adventure
Travel

9

Close to
Home

NAPA VALLEY

(COSTA RICA SURFERS) SIME/ESTOCK PHOTO, (NEW ZEALAND) BRADEN GUNEM/AGEFOTOSTOCK

Raise a Glass – and Your Health

“Northern California is perfect for
travelers who want to go to Tuscany or Provence but don’t have
the time or budget,” explains
Virtuoso’s Janet McLaughlin,
who grew up in the Bay Area and
now lives in Cincinnati. Ready
for discovery this year: Recently
opened tasting rooms from Tank
Garage Winery and The Grade
and Romeo Cellars in Calistoga,
and in Napa, Atlas Social, which
opens on First Street this month
with a raw bar, specialties that
include a soy-ginger-glazed
quail, and, of course, great wines
by the glass.
GO Sample Napa with Cox &
Kings’ five-day trip through
Northern California. Sit down
with a master sommelier just
hours after departing San Francisco, take a walking tour of an
artisan cheese farm, and head
to Tomales Bay for a private
tasting and tour of Hog Island
Oyster Co. The private trip
includes exclusive cellar and
barrel tastings and optional

reservations at two of the area’s
most acclaimed venues, The
Restaurant at Meadowood and
The French Laundry. Departures:
Any day through December 15;
from $6,725.
BEYOND THE CORKSCREW
“The region isn’t just for wine
enthusiasts,” McLaughlin says.
“There’s excellent shopping –
for instance, the quirky home
goods at Napa’s Liken Gallery –
and beautiful hiking and biking
trails for stretching your legs.”
Two recommendations: Robert
Louis Stevenson State Park’s 11mile Palisades Trail hike, which
trends mostly downhill through
coniferous forest, grasslands,
and chaparral to Calistoga; for
cyclists, the course for Santa
Rosa’s GranFondo charity ride
offers 100 miles – and plenty of
options to cut it short – on quiet
country roads. The full route,
which rolls through wheat fields
down to the Pacific coast, is as
good all year as it is on the day
of the event (October 3).

Approaching Mount
Cook on New Zealand’s
South Island, and
(above) a quiet walk
in Napa.

new zealand
Roll with It

With the exception of perhaps
Costa Rica, no country in the
world has built its reputation on
adventure travel more than New
Zealand. “The country is truly a
breath of fresh air,” says Virtuoso
advisor Annette Sordoni of Sherman Oaks, California. “It’s one of
the few places you can still slow
down, touch the earth, and experience silence. We all need that
more than ever today.”
This year, New Zealand is

doubling down and investing
millions to complete a national
network of cycle trails that will
include more than 1,500 miles
of new bike-specific paths and
singletracks. Butterfield & Robinson and Absolute Travel both
customize cycle-specific adventures in New Zealand, varying
from a sampler of some of the 23
new rides on the North and South
islands to tours of wine and food
regions such as Marlborough.
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PUGLIA’S
MOMENT
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IN ITALY’S BOOT HEEL,
A COASTAL ESCAPE
THAT’S LONG ON ALLURE
AND SHORT ON CROWDS.
BY KIM BROWN SEELY

Borgo Egnazia bounty:
Juice service and
(opposite) orecchiette
with anchovies and
bread crumbs.
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“ALLORA!
SHALL WE STOP
FOR ESPRESSO?”
We were bicycling along a beach road on our first day in Puglia, having flown in from the States and
checked into our hotel the night before. The ride was perfect: no cars, a blissfully flat route, and seas of
red poppies blooming a few feet from the Adriatic beneath bright spring sun.
“Espresso? Now?!” I squeaked. We’d pedaled barely a mile and supposedly had 20 to go. Non c’è problema, signora! our cycling guide was evidently thinking. This is Italia!
A few moments later my husband, Jeff, and I found ourselves seated outside a small café in the languid
seaside town of Savelletri di Fasano, morphed from alpha Americans to pleasure-seeking Italians. Aside
from locals buying fresh-off-the-boat swordfish across the square, the town was ours. There were no other tourists – certainly no other Americans here or at our hotel, Masseria San Domenico – and it began to
dawn on us, thrillingly, that we’d landed someplace rare in this well-traveled age: a sun-drenched part of
the Mediterranean that felt way off the beaten path. Was it even remotely possible, we wondered, to find
an undiscovered Italy?
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FOR SIX DAYS LAST SPRING, my husband and I kicked around a sliver of Italy where – aside
from a handful of chic hotels – it still feels as if the twenty-first century hasn’t arrived: the heel of Italy’s
boot, Puglia (pronounced poo-lia), a salt-sprayed, limestone-rich region that reaches along the Adriatic
and Ionian coastlines, across endless fields of olive trees, and up winding roads to whitewashed towns.
“Most people, when they think ‘coastal Italy,’ think of the other side, the Amalfi Coast,” says Kristen
Korey Pike, a Virtuoso travel agency owner. “Puglia is perfect for travelers who are seeking something
that’s a bit out of the way or who may have already visited some of the usual suspects such as Florence,
Venice, and Rome.”
It’s also perfect, I might add, for those who appreciate five-star hotels with top-notch service as much as
they do rustic charm – and for people who long to be where everybody else is not. Although it’s traditionally one of Italy’s least-visited regions, a recent spate of hotel openings has made this Puglia’s moment.
Yet, in spring and fall at least, it’s a blissfully quiet moment.
		

FLY INTO BARI OR BRINDISI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, drive 40 minutes
to Masseria San Domenico hotel, and it feels like you’ve reached the end of the continent. Concrete sprawl
soon gives way to wheat fields, then olive groves bordering the sea. Row after row of ancient olive trees extend as far as you can see, their massive trunks and gnarled limbs giving the landscape a stark, sculptural
beauty. Part of Masseria San Domenico’s dramatic impact is an arrival that leads you through the trees
and into a timeless realm of privilege and civility. You follow a long gravel drive between magnificently
trimmed jasmine hedges, wind around a bend, and, suddenly, what looks like a fifteenth-century Moorish
palace looms into sight.

Masseria San
Domenico’s breakfast and exterior.
Opposite: Puglian
transport.
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It’s not a Moorish palace, though. It’s one of Puglia’s ancient masserie, fortified farm structures of brick,
stone, and concrete dating from the Middle Ages. An estimated 2,000 masserie define the region; you see
them anchoring broad fields and set between clusters of stone houses in the Itria Valley.
This one, once used by the Knights of Malta, dates to the fifteenth century. High-end travel in Puglia
started here in 1996 when its owner, Marisa Melpignano, converted her family’s crumbling masseria into
Masseria San Domenico hotel. Stroll from one spacious courtyard to the next and you enter a world of
extreme peacefulness: the soft chitter of birds in trees, the beguiling scent of roses mingled with citrus,
the silent geometry of stone courtyards edged in rosemary. Gazing over the enormous free-form saltwater swimming pool, it’s almost impossible to fathom that this masseria once served as a defense against
Ottoman invaders.
“The main tower was built by the Knights of Malta in the 1400s, then taken over by Benedictine monks. …
Eventually the property went to Spanish aristocrats,” Marisa’s son, Aldo Melpignano, explains one night
over dinner. It’s been in the family so long he doesn’t even know how long, he says, with a shy smile. Now,
as managing director of San Domenico Hotels, Melpignano brings a modern eye, local roots, and deep
pockets to the region.

ITALY

BARI

Polignano a Mare
Monopoli
Borgo Egnazia
Alberobello
Locorotondo

Masseria San Domenico
Cisternino
BRINDISI

Vintage Puglia
(left to right): A
Locorotondo lane
and stone trulli in
Alberobello.
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In the dining room, northern Italian couples converse in low tones under a vast vaulted ceiling. Puglia
is home to one of Italy’s simplest, earthiest, least-known vernacular cuisines; we can’t wait to try it. First
up: tarallini, bite-size, comma-shaped breads made of flour, olive oil, wine, and salt. They’re delicious, especially when dipped in local olive oil. The rest of the meal – a brawny (but not heavy) salad of chicory and
mackerel, steamed sea bass topped with fresh tomatoes and olives, and a refreshing prickly pear sorbet –
is so simple you can taste every ingredient, even the ones you’ve never tasted before.
In our spacious traditional room, antiques and rich fabrics – the deep reds, golden yellows, and indigo
blues of classic Italy –float on white marble floors. When we open the wooden shutters the next morning
the view is all sun, stone, and ancientness. At breakfast we sit beneath lemon trees at tables set with cornflower blue and yellow china, pots of dark bitter coffee, and warmed milk. The buffet is so lovely I have to
get up a few times to take pictures: ceramics filled with homemade preserves, trays of sharp sheep’s-milk
cheeses, platters of plump peaches, rattan baskets stacked with flaky pastries, and no fewer than a halfdozen cakes.
“Aren’t you going to eat anything?” my husband mumbles.
“Yes, but it’s so pretty!” I reply.
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SOME PEOPLE MIGHT BE CONTENT soaking up masseria life by the pool, but Virtuoso travel advisors can arrange local guides in the area, which is how we came to spend our first morning
biking with a private guide. We cycled through the olive trees, which are some of the oldest in the world –
1,500, 2,000, even 3,000 years old – and still producing olives. In fact, Puglia’s estimated 60 million trees
produce about 40 percent of Italy’s olive oil. (I’d later spend a morning sampling oils with Corrado Rodio,
whose family has made olive oil on their Masseria Brancati estate for more than 200 years, and, separately, undergo an olive-oil-infused spa treatment at the hotel.)
We reached a nondescript grocery store most people would ride right by and pulled over, donned
white cheese-making caps, and slipped into the back room for private ricotta-, mozzarella-, and burratamaking lessons. I gamely tried to shape freshly made mozzarella but made a sad little knot. Luscious
burrata cheese, still hard to find in the States, is a Puglian specialty.
The next day we arranged to tour the surrounding countryside’s trio of historic towns – Cisternino, Locorotondo, and Alberobello – by vintage car (at agency owner Korey Pike’s suggestion). We weren’t sure
what to expect, but knew it would be good when our ride pulled up – a chauffeured 1964 Fiat.
We sped along the ocean, salt air wafting through the Fiat’s rolled-down windows, then chugged up into

WAS IT
EVEN
REMOTELY
POSSIBLE, WE
WONDERED,
TO FIND AN
UNDISCOVERED ITALY?

the hills, where the trees changed from olives to cedar and pine. After strolling the towns’ narrow whitewashed alleys, we motored quiet lanes through unspoiled countryside, checking out the region’s iconic
conical trulli – hundreds of small beehive-shaped dwellings with domed roofs of stacked stone (many are
being converted to vacation homes these days). While the trulli were cool, lunch in the kitchen of Pierino
and Cosima and their thirty-something-year-old sons, Mimmo and Lorenzo, upstaged everything.
“Mama is making the meatballs!” Mimmo yelled into the phone when our guide called to confirm.
As you might imagine, lunch, accompanied by several carafes of red wine, was an experience we’ll not
soon forget. No wonder Italian men adore their mothers.

IF STAYING AT MASSERIA SAN DOMENICO calls to mind a refined old-world
Italian weekend, checking into Borgo Egnazia, its younger cousin up the coast, is like landing at a much
bigger, sleeker party. (In fact, Justin Timberlake and Jessica Biel took over the whole resort for their wedding a few years ago.) Wandering the courtyards of this photogenic hotel, with its soaring, locally sourced
tufo-stone walls and inviting rooftop terraces, you’re struck by how distinctly Puglian – but also sexy and
contemporary – it is.

Scene setters (left
to right): Quintessential Italian
downtime in Monopoli, Masseria San
Domenico’s dining
room, and fresh fare
at Borgo Egnazia.
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2.

1.

1. Due Camini
restaurant, 2. artful
architecture, 3.
rustic-chic embellishment, and 4. a
poolside dream, all
at Borgo Egnazia.
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3.

4.

A vast complex, Borgo Egnazia sits back from the Adriatic, which is partially visible from many of its
63 hotel rooms, 93 townhouses, and 28 villas. The townhouses resemble the kind of dwellings you might
find clustered in a traditional Puglian village, and the main resort looks like a masseria, but step inside
and you’ll see Aldo Melpignano’s and architect Pino Brescia’s hip sensibilities at work. The artful use
of indigenous materials – stone urns filled with grains of wheat; vintage masseria keys suspended in
bundles; locally spun linen, cotton, and hemp – creates a thrilling sense of place. Bedrooms soothe with
simple whites, creams, and taupes, accented by artful arrangements that evoke old Puglia: rustic farm
tools, stacked manuscripts bundled in twine, and rows of apothecary jars displayed in modern configurations. Soft, gauzy canopies drape the beds; in the bathrooms, local Ostuni stone defines the sinks, tubs,
and mirrors.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

On our last day in Puglia, my husband tried the seaside 18-hole Borgo Egnazia golf course while I tried
a seaside-inspired massage at the resort’s cavernous spa. Afterward, we met up in Due Camini, the hotel’s
signature restaurant, filled with extended Italian families on holiday and a group of stylish young women
from Rome, or maybe Milan, lingering over lunch.
After clearing away our bowls of pasta – classic Puglian orecchiette with peppery turnip tops, anchovies, and a dusting of fried bread crumbs – our waiter, Gitano, brought us two scoops of pistachio ice
cream, drizzled with – what else? – olive oil.
“Maybe the olive oil will dissolve the rest of the calories?” I mused, hopefully.
Even if we weren’t getting any younger (or slimmer), after sampling the pleasures of Puglia we felt restored, revived, and, in some effortlessly Italian way, lighter.

5. An olive tree at
Borgo Egnazia. 6.
Catch of the day in
seaside Savelletri.
7. National pride on
display in Monopoli.
8. A local beekeeper
in Alberobello.
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Take me there now: A Polignano a Mare
swimming spot and (opposite) floral
notes in Monopoli.

tip
“The World Heritage site of Matera in nearby Basilicata, famous
for its centuries-old cave dwellings,
is a great addition to a Puglia trip, as
is the Crypt of the Original Sin. The
two sites are about an hour and a
half east of Borgo Egnazia.”
– Sandie Wiesenthal, Virtuoso
travel advisor, Beverly
Hills, California

PLAN FOR PUGLIA

Explore Italy’s next big region by private car, bike, and more.
GETTING THERE The best times
to visit Puglia are spring and
fall; expect crowds during the
heat of July and August. Several
international airlines fly direct
into Bari, or you can fly easily
between Bari and Rome, Milan,
or Venice.
STAY The 47-room Masseria San Domenico sits on
60 acres of olive trees and
citrus, just a short bike ride
from the beach. The estate
has a tranquil grown-up air, a
peaceful thalassotherapy spa,
and an outdoor pool. Doubles
from $370, including breakfast
daily and one lunch or dinner
for two.

Borgo Egnazia is a stunning
183-room resort located in one
of Italy’s most unspoiled regions.
Its villas are an exceptional
value, especially for families;
accordingly, the resort draws
both extended European families
and larger groups. It offers an 18hole golf course, a kids’ camp,
and a 20,000-square-foot spa.
Doubles from $270, including
breakfast daily, a tailor-made
activity plan, one dinner for two,
and a gift of olive oil and taralli.
GO During a nine-day private
tour of Puglia with Artisans
of Leisure, travelers split time
between Borgo Egnazia or Masseria San Domenico and other

area lodgings. A private driver
shuttles guests from winetastings to trulli and the rest of the
area’s finds. Departures: Any day
through 2015; from $9,850.
Get the inside scoop on burrata
making, Puglian olive oil, and local art during eight days in Puglia
with Tauck. The trip begins in a
masseria an hour outside Bari
and finishes up in the town of
Ostuni and with a night at Borgo
Egnazia. Departures: Multiple
dates, March 27 through October 16; from $3,990.
Independent types can find their
own way through Puglia with a
little help from renowned cycle

tour operator Butterfield &
Robinson. The company’s new
six-day self-guided tours set
up travelers with hybrid bikes,
route maps, local contacts,
sightseeing suggestions, accommodations, and luggage
transportation – leaving them
free to explore at their own pace.
Departures: Any day through
2015; from $3,295.
Travelers get to know Puglia by
bike and their own two feet during
Backroads’ six-day spin through
the area, with a cooking lesson,
winetasting, and visits to prehistoric cave dwellings. Departures:
Multiple dates, April 12 through
October 11; from $4,298.
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FAVORITE

Sunshine and the Swiss Alps combine for an unbeatable ski vacation.
BY JUSTIN PAUL
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Geared up at Corviglia,
and (opposite) cruising Corvatsch.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS GARCÍA
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LET’S SAY you’re the betting type. I have an alpine hotel;

you and your friends want to escape the winter blahs and whoop
it up outdoors. What do you say you come visit, and if you don’t
love it – and return home with a tan – I’ll pick up the tab?
Ski vacations always harbor risks: Will the snow gods smile? Will they smile too much and close
airports or passes? Will those après-ski pommes frites giving me the eye be truly crisp and delicious, or
lackluster conveyers of salt and aioli? So perhaps it’s fitting that alpine winter tourism stems from a
friendly bet between a hotelier in Saint-Moritz and some Brits.
When Johannes Badrutt made the above wager 150 years ago this season, he set what was then a Swiss
summer spa getaway on the slope to becoming Europe’s most storied winter playground. Arriving at his
hotel around Christmas, Badrutt’s guests stayed nearly three months, conceded he’d won, and happily
covered their own bill. A few winters later, Saint-Moritz’s challenging Cresta toboggan run was
born; hurtling down the 3/4-mile track remains the preeminent badge of both bravery and hubris for

A dip in the snow globe
of Badrutt’s spa.
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R

SUITES THAT ARE THE BEST OF THE BEST
Come live the suite life on Royal Caribbean International®. Our Loft accommodations were designed
with the discerning traveler in mind. With up to four categories of lofts to choose from, select the type
and size of loft that suits you and your family best. Whatever your choice, you will be entitled to all
the privileges of our Enhanced Program for Suite Guests including unmatched levels of personalized
Concierge Club service which touches every aspect of your journey from arrival through departure.
Luxury like this can only be found here.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for details and information about Virtuoso exclusive suite
amenities including a complimentary spa treatment and specialty dining for Junior Suites and above.
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sledders – novices are welcomed with an X-ray collage of past broken bones and tales of worse. Next came
its bobsleigh, now the oldest and last remaining natural track in the world. Winter polo and horse races,
the Olympics, Switzerland’s first ski school, and ski resorts followed, catering to increasing numbers of
revelers who today cool their heels at carved-ice sidewalk Champagne bars and stroll alleys in enough
full-length furs and fur-cuffed boots, hats, and hoods to make a mink turn tail for Italy.
“Switzerland is the gold standard for hospitality and on-mountain experiences,” says Rick Reichsfeld,
who, as a former ski racer and president of snow- and adventure-sports company Alpine Adventures, has
skied more than 150 resorts in 15 countries. “And Saint-Moritz is the classic ski destination. There is no
place more grand, more gracious, or more refined.”
Eager to discover this, I find myself seated for breakfast at 7:30 in Badrutt’s Palace Hotel’s main dining room – alone, and a bit of a curiosity to waitstaff. (“Did you sleep OK, sir?” “Getting an early start
today?”) Two coffees later, a handful of hotel guests have filtered in, none of them dressed for the slopes,
which open in about an hour. At 8 o’clock, the harpist arrives. Welcome to skiing in Switzerland: famously
prompt, but in no rush to get going.

MOST WINTER VISITORS arrive in Saint-Moritz by train, nearly four hours of frozen waterfalls, hilltop
churches, and icicle-laden chalets from Zurich. The scenery picks up as the UNESCO World Heritage
railway line slows to navigate aqueducts, tunnels, and tight gorges, climbing past families who whoosh
down sleigh runs linking villages. Arriving passengers find that Saint-Moritz hotel options rival its meters
of snowfall. Among the top choices, the Carlton catches the most sun on its patio and offers the best views of
the valley and ski slopes. Kempinski Grand Hotel des Bains stakes out the lower valley directly across from
Corviglia’s gondola and serves as a nightlife hub, along with its Casino St. Moritz. But no hotel encapsulates
the history and glamour of Switzerland’s Engadine region like Badrutt’s, which greets guests at the station
with a 1968 Rolls-Royce Phantom once owned by the British royal family. With seven restaurants, numerous bars, and a decadent spa, it’s a destination in itself – one that keeps a bridge player on staff and playfully
winks at guests with hot-water bottles at turndown that read, “If no one keeps you warm tonight, let it be
me.” Some of its patrons return each winter and rarely leave the property, much less set foot on the slopes.

From left: A warm welcome
to Saint-Moritz, Swiss
signage, and a bend on the
Bernina Express.

IN THE
KNOW Many hotels

offer complimentary lift
tickets for guests staying
two nights or more, while
just one night in town
earns you a discounted
lift-ticket rate of roughly
$35 at most places.
During holidays and
festival periods, top hotels
have minimum stays ranging from 2 to 12 nights.
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SAINT-MORITZ
ORIGINALS

Prada, Roberto Cavalli,
Moncler, and the usual bigname designers dominate
the village’s boutique scene.
Here’s where to go for true
Saint-Moritz souvenirs.
In a country known for
chocolate, Saint-Moritz
sweet tooths have turned to
Café Hanselmann’s truffles,
nut cakes, and confections
for more than 115 years. Via
Maistra 8; 41-81/833-3864.
Since 1931, Glattfelder
has stood as perhaps the
world’s only specialty shop
for tea, coffee blends, and
Iranian caviar. Pick up some
to take home, or place your
order in the back room,
where they also serve
Champagne. Via Maistra 3;
41-81/837-3939.
Head to tiny Tabea’s
Manufaktur for leather
and fur purses and mittens, bracelets, belts,
and other one-of-a-kind
accessories. Via Serlas 24;
41-81/832-2444.
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Clockwise from left:
Tabea Lörtscher at
work in her boutique,
Panorama Restaurant
atop Corvatsch, a
purse by Lörtscher,
and Hanselmann
chocolates.

For the rest of us, mornings start with two choices: Corviglia or Corvatsch? Most opt for the former, the
larger and more convenient of the two ski resorts, with runs that dead-end in town. By 10:30, figures in
matching Descente jumpsuits dot its slopes, elegantly carving up runs. Across the valley in Corvatsch, the
gondola dress code skews to backpacks with avalanche airbags.
On-mountain, the most noticeable thing about slopes in Saint-Moritz is how open and free-spirited
they feel. With the Alps’ lower tree line, the entire mountain provides views typically reserved for back
bowls and hiking-accessed terrain at most North American resorts. The topography invites you to get
into as much fun or trouble as you see fit, zipping down immaculate groomers with the option to pop
off-piste for wilder terrain at nearly any time with just one turn. Under sunny skies, the setting is otherworldly compared to the Rockies – even more so if it’s snowing, when the lack of trees amplifies flat
light’s tricks and makes it hard to tell which way is down.

MIDDAY BRINGS perhaps Europe’s greatest gift to skiing, lunch – an on-slope social institution rather than
a bread bowl or Clif Bar fuel-up, and never at noon. At Corvatsch, you’d do well to make your way from
the glacier to casual Alpetta for pastas, kebabs, sausages, and game. Antlers and cowbells fill the familyowned shepherds’ cabin. Schnapps bottles hang beside the patio grill, the beer comes in glass steins that
give forearms a workout, and there seems to be an unwritten policy about two-round minimums.
Midmountain on Corviglia, La Marmite trades in truffles and caviar, beef carpaccio and assorted
chops. A wheeled cart displays fresh seafood, and wine lists run 20 pages deep. With so much great terrain
to explore, dedicating a sizable chunk of ski time to dining takes getting used to: By La Marmite’s fourth

Geirangerfjord, Fjord Norway

Copenhagen, Denmark

Stockholm, Sweden

From design innovations to world-class cuisine,
discover what you can experience

A destination heralded for innovation and contemporary genius, yet frmly rooted
within its historic landscape. Scandinavia summons reference to no other place.
Norway, Denmark and Sweden offer breathtaking nature which blends effortlessly with
its culture. Sublime beauty and an enlivening atmosphere exist at every turn, whether

OSLO
STOCKHOLM

it’s experienced within Norway’s spectacular fjords, Stockholm’s archipelago or along
the streets of eco-friendly Copenhagen where bicycles prove as commonplace as cars.
Become enchanted with the Scandinavian way of life by discovering all three destinations.

SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES
Scandinavian Airlines offers the most nonstop fights from
the U.S. to Scandinavia, with fights from New York /Newark,
Chicago, Washington D.C. and San Francisco

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR FOR MORE INFORMATION

COPENHAGEN

Clockwise from top left:
Pizzeria Heuboden,
Saint-Moritz from the
lake, wishful thinking
at La Marmite and the
restaurant’s soaring
perch, Pavarotti &
Friends owner Deny
Mainente, and a Swiss
Ski School kiosk.

course, I’m unsure whether I’m antsy to get on the lift or to curl up for a nap. Whether it’s a bratwurstand-pilsner or a lobster bisque, herb-crusted venison, and Château Mouton Rothschild kind of day, nearly
two hours later, you’ll step back onto the snow with a new appreciation for slow food movements.
Those late lunches don’t preempt an early start to après-ski. It kicks off on-slope at Corviglia’s Quattro
Bar, a modern stone, glass, and timber spin on mountain warming huts, where an expansive deck lures
skiers aside and DJs often keep them there. One long thigh-burning run down the hill, the village takes
over. Ski instructors and a young crowd pack outdoor Roo Bar for cinnamon-spiked glühwein that’s more
festive than fine. (But why else order glühwein?) Clocks, scales, a fencing foil, motorcycle helmets,
wood crates, and stacks of ephemera bring a cluttered coziness to Pavarotti & Friends, a wine bar
where you’ll share tables with locals rather than the party set. The owner, a dead ringer for the
famous tenor, is known to burst out in song and passes each glass or bottle along with chunks
“Save time for a horse-drawn sleigh
of Parmesan, prosciutto, and bread.
ride, which Badrutt’s Palace can arrange.
While it would be easy to sneak back to Badrutt’s hot tub or sauna and call it a night, the
Snuggled beneath sheepskin blankets,
town is lit up, groups shuffle jovially about, and I’m due to meet friends at Chesa Veglia, a
you’ll climb past impressive chalets, through
peaceful forest, and across open fields with
historic farmhouse chalet with three restaurants. Inside, at Pizzeria Heuboden, rosyincredible mountain views. It was one of the
cheeked skiers sit down to rounds of caprese, bresaola, and burrata with ham. A parade of
most beautiful and memorable expericrisp, airy pies marches from the wood-fired oven – Brie and arugula, Taleggio with black
ences of my stay in Saint-Moritz.”
truffles,
Margherita, and more. Sitting beneath scarred, knotted timbers in the warm glow
– Michelle Holmes,
of the restaurant’s din, it’s hard to imagine Saint-Moritz as anything other than a winter destravel advisor,
Omaha, Nebraska
tination. But really, what chance do you have? It won from the start, then spent the past century
and a half writing Europe’s handbook on snowbound relaxation. I’ve only made it through the first
chapter or two, but I’ll bet you I’m not first to breakfast tomorrow.

tip
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SWISS BLISS Your ticket to Saint-Moritz.
WHEN TO GO The prime ski season in SaintMoritz runs from mid-December through
early April. This year’s Snow Polo World Cup
is January 29 through February 1. White Turf
horse races on the lake take place the last
three Sundays in February.
GETTING THERE Swiss International Air Lines
flies direct to Zurich daily from seven U.S.
gateways. The trip to Saint-Moritz by rail takes
about four hours.
GO Alpine Adventures’ custom itineraries
range from celebrity escapes to Park City
(complete with decoy limos) to guided vacations in the Alps with banquet dinners and
cocktail parties for 300-person ski clubs. A
week in Saint-Moritz includes seven nights’
accommodation, first-class round-trip rail
transfers from Zurich, ski equipment rental
and lift passes, a horse-drawn sleigh ride, and
more. From $2,348 (Badrutt’s Palace Hotel),

$2,725 (Kempinski Grand Hotel des Bains), or
$4,950 (Carlton Hotel) per person.
STAY Few properties tell stories like 157room Badrutt’s Palace Hotel: its pastiche of
antiques left behind by families (back when
travelers brought favorite pieces over for a
season); the Hitchcock Suite, where the director’s view inspired The Birds. Perched midlake,
with seven restaurants and the town’s top
nightclub, it’s still creating tales for the ages.
Doubles from $870, including breakfast daily;
complimentary Wi-Fi, minibar, and entry to the
spa and King’s Club; and a $50 dining credit.
Every guest room at the Carlton Hotel St.
Moritz faces the lake and upper valley; accents
such as tufted headboards and bold colors
and styling make the property a modern counterpoint to Badrutt’s. The 60-suite hotel also has
the best terrace in town. Doubles from $935,
including breakfast and a $100 dining credit per

Ascending Corvatsch.

adult daily, complimentary minibar, 24-hour limo
service within town, and a $100 spa credit.
Directly across from Corviglia’s cable car at
the foot of the 5.5-mile Hahnensee ski run,
184-room Kempinski Grand Hotel des Bains
entertains guests with a choice of six restaurants, a spa with de rigueur Swiss features
(an aroma grotto, a Kneipp hydrotherapy
area, an alpine garden), and a casino. Doubles
from $655, including breakfast daily and a
$100 spa or dining credit.

from dream

to reality
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In My Bag
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ASHVILLE-BASED CHRIS TOMPKINS
is the man behind some of your favorite country songs. Among his credits:
Carrie Underwood’s Grammy-winning
“Blown Away” and the Tim McGraw-Kenny
Chesney duet “Feel Like a Rock Star.” Sun and
sand rule his family’s vacations. Tompkins, his
wife, and their two small children have logged
beach time on Maui, the Dominican Republic, and
the U.S. Virgin Islands. Their favorite souvenir of
late: Gypsy, a stray dog they found on the beach
on Anguilla and adopted. Virtuoso travel advisor Stacy Hart sweats the details of their trips
so they don’t have to. “She can troubleshoot
anything,” Tompkins says. “And she always gets
us a nicer setup than what we originally thought.
My wife and I have a little inside joke; every time
we show up to a new vacation destination, one of
us says, ‘Well, Stacy has done it again.’ ”

I DON’T LEAVE
HOME WITHOUT:

1.

My Namba Gear backpack. I can ﬁt an entire
music studio in it. I take it everywhere I travel, so if
creativity strikes I can work on the plane or in the
hotel or villa.

5

2. Tackle, rods, and reels.

Grammy-winning country songwriter Chris Tompkins
finds inspiration – and the occasional pet – at the beach.
PORTRAIT BY HOLLIS BENNETT
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4.

Junk food like gummy worms
and chocolate.

5. A first-aid kit,
ﬂashlights, and batteries. And always an
extension cord.

(LURES AND CHOCOLATE) VEER

MY TRAVEL
ESSENTIALS

3. A musical instrument.

ADVERTISEMENT

MAGICAL ARABIAN HERITAGE
IN A 21st CENTURY CITY

It’s renowned as the city where the world’s tallest tower pierces the clouds and where
islands in the shape of palm trees sit just off the coast – yet beneath this futuristic surface
lies a city that is rich in heritage and culture. Welcome to Dubai and welcome to the
magic of Arabia.

The Creek

It was along the shores of the Dubai creek that it all
began, back in 1833 when the Bani Yas tribe settled
here. It soon became the centre of trade and as you
wander along the creekside promenade today, the
sense of hustle and bustle still prevails as wooden
dhows and abras (small wooden water taxis) vie for
space on the water. Step into the historic Arabian
souks – the open marketplaces – and barter for spices,
colourful silk and, of course, gold.
Be sure to visit the Sheikh Saeed al Maktoum House,
the former home of Dubai’s ruling Maktoum dynasty.
It’s now a museum housing some fascinating black
and white pictures of life in this desert village.
Further along The Creek you’ll discover the Heritage and
Diving Village - a re-creation of a traditional fshing village.

The Desert

A trip to Dubai is never complete without venturing
into the glorious desert that lies minutes away from
the city centre. It was upon these same sand dunes
that Bedouin tribes wandered on their camels – their
beloved ‘ships of the desert’. Today you can still
experience this Bedouin lifestyle on a desert safari.
Book a tour and arrive in time to see nature’s
colourful show – the sunset. Admire falcons as they
soar up high – and hear how these magnifcent birds
were vital to survival.
Tuck into an authentic Emirati meal around the campfre
and enjoy the silence.

At frst glance, Dubai is clearly a modern, cutting-edge
and luxurious metropolis, synonomous with aweinspiring architecture, vast shopping malls (complete
with indoor snowy mountains and shark-infested
aquariums) and luxurious hospitality. It’s one of the
fastest growing cities in the world and is home to more
than 200 nationalities.
Yet, despite its futuristic outlook and its rapid growth,
the mystique of Arabia ultimately prevails here. It’s
here where the soothing sound of the call to prayer
foats through the air; where the skyline of twisting
and billowing towers mingles with the domes and
minarets of majestic mosques; and where the air is
flled with the aroma of exotic spices. Emiratis are
justifably proud of their heritage – it wasn’t too long
ago that this city was little more than a fshing village
beside The Creek and where much of its population
lived in its glorious desert.
We take you on a historical tour of this futuristic city.

Al Fahidi Historical District

The coral-clad town houses of rich Iranian merchants
are still preserved today in this historic neigbourbood,
dating back to the 1890s. Wander through the labyrinth
of narrow alleyways and courtyards and admire
the majestic wind towers – the largest collection of
wind towers this side of the Arabian Gulf. Be sure
to pop into the string of art galleries and quaint coffee
shops that ensure that these buildings continue
to fourish.
Just a few minutes’ walk from Al Fahidi is the Dubai
Museum – an inspiring collection of displays and
photographs that tell the story of Dubai’s growth.

Sheikh Mohammed Centre
for Cultural Understanding (SMCCU)
Intrigued by Dubai’s culture? Learn more
about it at SMCCU, the centre dedicated
to helping visitors understand the city’s
ethos. Opt for a cultural meal, a guided walk
through the Al Fahidi Historical District or an
intriguing visit inside the stunning Jumeirah
Mosque when you’ll learn more about the
local religion. With its motto ‘Open Doors,
Open Minds’, all questions are welcome.
www.cultures.ae

Quick Escape

INTO THE

SNOW GLOBE
Slip-sleighing away in Lake Louise, Alberta.
BY CRAI BOWER

S

KATERS CARVE ARCS INTO THE ICE, PAUSING TO SIP

hot chocolate beside a fire. Bells jangle in the distance,
where a team of Percheron draft horses draws a sleigh
across fresh snow. A full moon illuminates a glacier
above the frozen lake, surrounded by a dense forest of larch and
fir. In Lake Louise, Alberta, seasonal fantasies leap off the modeltrain table and into reality.
Located within Banff National Park, a two-hour drive on the
freeway from Calgary International Airport, the turquoise lake
freezes beneath the Upper Victoria Glacier in the winter to form
one of the loveliest alfresco skating surfaces on earth. Travelers
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looking for a winter getaway will find that
Let it go: Frozen
Lake Louise takes the proverbial snow globe,
fun at The Fairmont
chisels the seam open with an ice-skate blade,
Lake Louise.
and motions them to come and play.
A free-skate oval maintained by The Fairmont Chateau Lake
Louise parallels a mini hockey rink. Makeshift teams of all skill
levels form to play “shinny,” the fresh-air, no-protective-gear
(or lifted pucks) version of hockey. Considered the purest form
of the game, shinny featured prominently on the 2006-2013 issue of the Canadian five-dollar bill; many of the NHL’s greatest
players honed their skills playing it on ponds across Canada. No

need to sharpen and stow that old pair of
blades – The Fairmont rents skates, sticks,
and pucks.
The skate-averse can ask travel advisors to
prearrange rental of snowshoes and crosscountry ski gear, plus several other types
of winter recreation accessories. Snowshoeing’s popularity has taken off in recent
years, thanks in large part to the sport’s accessibility. Certified Mountain Adventure
Guides, who combine instructional skills
with natural and cultural history expertise,
lead groups through the silent forest every
day. They also direct night tours, complete
with constellation identification, for those
who prefer their sylvan playground Robert
Frost-style: “lovely, dark and deep.”
The world’s best skiers congregate here
during the Lake Louise Alpine Ski World
Cup early each season, but the rest of us
can ski the same runs as Lindsey Vonn and
Bode Miller all year long. Lake Louise Ski
Resort offers 4,200 acres of skiable terrain, making it one of the largest ski resorts
in North America. The ridgeline, accessible to all levels, provides the finest vista

tip
“Most people arrive in Calgary
and head straight to the mountains.
I recommend spending a day or two in
the city. The downtown core is connected
by 11 miles of internal walkways that
protect you from the winter weather. Head
to trendy Kensington, Inglewood, or 17th
Avenue, just outside the core, for lots of
artsy, independently owned shops,
cafés, and eateries.”
– Natasha Rhodes, Virtuoso
travel advisor,
Calgary

of the Bow Range this side of a helicopter.
(Of course, if you want to see the Canadian
Rockies by helicopter, your travel advisor
can arrange that too.)
Not everyone associates winter with
aerobic activity, but that shouldn’t melt the
seasonal enthusiasm. The Brewster family farm’s draft horse teams have pulled
sleighs of giddy guests through the valleys
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Dashing through
Lake Louise.
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Quick Escape
and passes surrounding Lake Louise for
six generations. Passengers bundle up beneath Hudson’s Bay blankets as the gentle
sable giants trot across the snowscape.
Tours depart several times throughout
the day, with private cutters available for
romantic and family excursions. Dogsled
teams offer a more adventurous, if less
social, transit along the larch forests’ narrow trails.

Lake Louise Resort’s Powderkeg Lounge
draws the best après-ski scene of the Big 3
ski areas (Mount Norquay, Lake Louise,
and Sunshine), but the village itself remains quiet enough to hear the snowflakes
whisper as they settle. Annual ski, yoga,
ice carving, and pond hockey festivals displace the seasonal calm, but only slightly.
A visit to Lake Louise is a reminder of just
how warm winter’s embrace can feel.

Slick trick: Johnston
Canyon Icewalk.
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BREAK AWAY TO BANFF

With Blue Parallel, discover a
patchwork of lush valleys,

A social sidebar to a Lake Louise getaway.

magnificent colonial ports and
vibrant cultures all weaved into
one spectacular country, in the
luxury of boutique hotels or a
private estate.

Banff appears quiet when compared with most North American ski towns, but it’s a regular Vegas
when juxtaposed with Lake Louise. Make the drive there – 45 minutes east of Lake Louise and
about 90 minutes from Calgary – for a winter escape with more dancing and other nighttime distractions. The Elk and Oarsman serves many of Alberta’s finest ales in a cozy fireside setting, and
the Rose and Crown has live music most weekends. Fine-dining options, such as The Maple Leaf
Grill and Lounge and Saltlik, also line Banff Avenue and Bear, Caribou, and Wolf streets.
Among the outlets around Banff for burning off those calories: Mount Norquay, home of the
40-degree Lone Pine, for decades North America’s steepest in-bounds ski run. Sunshine Village
has gentle slopes for beginners and Delirium Dive for the pros. The Johnston Canyon Icewalk
leads visitors above and beneath frozen waterfalls along specially designed catwalks. Once you’ve
conquered the great outdoors, head to the Upper Hot Springs, which lured the first European
pleasure-seekers here in 1884, one year before Banff National Park was established.
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crystal clear Caribbean waters,

MOUNTAIN HIGHS
Where to stay in Banff and Lake Louise.
Banff National Park’s 2,564 square miles lure
visitors outdoors for hours, but the 554-room
Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise provides plenty of
reasons to doff the muffler, stow the mittens, and
let winter’s chill disappear within the embers of a
fire. Swiss and Austrian guides established the ski
culture here in 1909, so it’s fitting to dine on the
European alpine menu of fondue and schnitzel
at the resort’s Walliser Stube. Doubles from $410,
including breakfast daily and a portrait session
with a professional photographer.
Queen among the Canadian Pacific Railway’s
destination hotels, the original “Springs,” now the
768-room Fairmont Banff Springs, opened in
1888. Rebuilt after a 1926 fire, the stone castle is
a great base for downhill and cross-country skiing. Winter guests can also go snowmobiling and
snowshoeing, or try an afternoon of ice fishing in
a heated hut or curling on the hotel’s exclusive ice
sheet. Doubles from $320, including a welcome
gift, breakfast daily, and a $50 spa credit.

Curl up here:
The Fairmont
Banff Springs.
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Just steps from Kapalua Bay guests enjoy access to the best
Maui, Hawaii
of Maui at Montage Kapalua Bay. Luxurious residential style
Montage
Kapalua
If NON-BLEED,
make it ft
and cen- Bay
suites range from one to four bedrooms and offer spacious
• Every
4th GRAY
night free
tered in the
LIGHT
BOX.
living accommodations ﬂowing into a large private lanai.
•
Daily
breakfast
for
two
Lasting memories can be made while relaxing by the multiThere
are
NO
FOLIOS
•
One
Bedroom
Ocean
Suite
tiered lagoon pool, soaking up the sun at Kapalua Bay,
for 1/2-page
ad
pages.
4 nights from $1829 per person
or relaxing at Spa Montage.

Virtuoso Exclusive:
•
•
•
•

One room category upgrade
Daily breakfast up to $50 per bedroom
$150 Spa Montage credit
Welcome amenity

Call your Virtuoso Travel advisor
Offer is valid on new bookings is not combinable with other offers. Sample price is land only, per person, based on double occupancy. Actual prices may vary based on travel dates and availability. For those properties
where Classic Vacations has access to dynamic pricing rates, those rates will likely ﬂuctuate from time to time based on market conditions and other factors beyond Classic Vacations control. Book now through 03/27/15
for travel now through 03/31/15. Offer is subject to availability at time of booking and may be changed or discontinued without notice. Blackout dates, minimum night stays, seasonal surcharges, taxes, resort fees and
other restrictions may apply. Customer is responsible for hotel taxes and fees on free night offer. Classic Vacations CST: 2079429-20.
607-1114

Cruise Call

SAVOR

THE DAY

Five standout restaurants
for a port call in Tangier.

BY JEFF KOEHLER PHOTOGRAPHY BY ALAN KEOHANE

T
From left: Bab el-Fahs, a
gateway to Tangier’s grand
plaza and medina, and
grilled sardines with baked
eggplant and tomatoes at
Nord-Pinus.
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ANGIER’S HEADY MIX OF CULTURAL

influences makes it one of Africa’s most
delicious ports of call. Founded in the
seventh century bc by the Phoenicians
at the narrow mouth of the Mediterranean, Morocco’s oldest and most international city has been
ruled by a string of global powers. When the country was made a protectorate and effectively partitioned between France and Spain in 1912, Tangier
gained neutral status to allow for free trade. A
decade later, the continental crossroads officially
became an international zone administered by
several different countries. By the time Morocco
reclaimed the city in 1956, foreigners made up
nearly a third of the city’s 150,000 residents –

Spanish mainly, but also French, Italian, British,
Portuguese, American, and an assortment of other
expats who had washed up on its shore.
Growing rapidly in clout and resources, with a
new port and marina under construction as part
of a major facelift, this city of roughly 1 million
finds itself back in vogue with the fashionable and
creative and has a flourishing culinary scene to
match. Here are five favorite restaurants for lunch
or dinner on your day in port.
1. NORD-PINUS
Set in a former pasha’s palace, the city’s most upmarket riad (guesthouse) opens its restaurant to
the public, as well as its rooftop café overlooking

MEDITERRANEAN
CRUISE AN EVENT TO REMEMBER

MAKE YOUR 2015

S

etting sail for the Mediterranean is a momentous occasion when you cruise like a Norwegian. Days bring exploration ashore
and fun for all ages onboard. Evenings come to life with exceptional dining options, captivating musical performances

and inviting bars and lounges. Book a Suite or Villa in The Haven to make your experience truly extraordinary!

Book with your Virtuoso travel advisor to receive $50 per stateroom Onboard Credit!

WESTERN
MEDITERRANEAN

The Haven by
Norwegian®

11 Days • Norwegian Jade
Departs March 28, 2015

• Suites and Villas among
the largest at sea
• Access to a secluded courtyard
with pool and sundeck
• Exclusive dining options
• Pre-cruise concierge service
• Reserved seating for
shows and more

Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy • Florence/Pisa
(Livorno), Italy • Monte Carlo, Monaco •
Provence (Toulon), France • Barcelona, Spain •
Valencia, Spain • Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy •
Palermo, Sicily, Italy • Naples, Italy • Rome
(Civitavecchia), Italy
Balcony fares from $1,449
Haven Suite fares from $7,909

WESTERN
MEDITERRANEAN
7 Days • Norwegian Epic
Departs June 7, 2015
Barcelona, Spain • Naples, Italy • Rome
(Civitavecchia), Italy • Florence/Pisa (Livorno),
Italy • Cannes, France • Palma, Majorca,
Spain • Barcelona, Spain
Balcony fares from $1,279
Haven Suite fares from $3,399

Offer is based on availability, is capacity controlled, applies to select sailings and combinability with other offers is subject to change or cancellation at any time per Norwegian Cruise Line’s discretion. Fares are cruise-only,
per person, based on double occupancy, capacity controlled and current at time of printing. Onboard Credit is in U.S. Dollars, per stateroom, applies to the 1st and 2nd guest on the reservation and may not be used
towards service charges. Offer is available for all categories, including Suites and Villas. Onboard Credit is non-refundable, non-transferable and has no cash value. Government taxes and fees, and onboard service charges
are additional. Other restrictions and fuel supplement charge may apply. Norwegian and Virtuoso are not responsible for typographical errors or omissions. Ships’ registry: BAHAMAS and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
©2015 NCL Corporation Ltd.
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Cruise Call
From left: Casa d’Italia,
El Morocco Club’s garden
vegetables with citrus
vinaigrette, and Le Salon Bleu.
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the medina, ancient port, and wide, curling
sweep of city beach. The dining area consists of a handful of intimate rooms in the
centuries-old building, lovingly restored
and given a few tasteful modern accents.
The menu might appear unadventurous,
consisting of Moroccan staples found in
restaurants and roadhouse eateries around
the country, such as the tomato-based soup
harira, marinated and fried sardines, chicken
tagine with preserved lemons and olives, or
tagine of lamb with prunes and almonds. But
you’ll find superb renditions of these traditional recipes here (as you should, but rarely
do, in most restaurants). Start with the trio
of salads – lentils, roasted eggplant zaalouk,
and cucumber and tomatoes – and go from
there for a classic Moroccan feast. 11 rue du
Riad Sultan, Kasbah; 212-661/228-140; www.
nord-pinus-tanger.com.

couple of years ago with a stylish, midcentury vibe and an eclectic range of dishes
that Belgian-born co-owner Vincent Coppée calls “a cocktail.”
Head here for a decisively contemporary
take on Moroccan flavors. Among the enchanting, interesting items: coddled eggs
with argan-oil-flavored cream of Jerusalem
artichoke, and khlii, the legendary seasoned
and dried Moroccan meat. But I’ll never
leave without ordering its fresh foie gras on
a nest of local pasta – sublime.
The lively ground-floor piano bar serves
great cocktails and oysters too. You’re in luck
if you’re here on a Thursday, when the club
receives a shipment of small oysters seeded
from Japanese stock and grown in Dakhla’s
clean waters off the southern Sahara. 1 rue
Kachla, place du Tabor, Kasbah; 212-5399/48139; www.elmoroccoclub.ma.

2. EL MOROCCO CLUB
In the small square just inside the arched
Kasbah Gate, El Morocco Club opened a

3. RESTAURANT Ô SAVEUR
In the upscale residential California neighborhood, a forty-something French husband
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and wife offer exquisite dining in their
intimate home (their three small kids
may wander down in pajamas during dinner service to say good night). In place of
home-style cooking, expect Tangier’s finest French cuisine without fussy trappings.
From assiette tout canard – a trio of duck delicacies – to such straightforward items as
mixed salad with confit tomatoes or grilled
beef tenderloin, even the simplest dishes
taste of refined perfection. 15 rue Boubana,
California; 212-5399/49-660.
4. CASA D’ITALIA
Huddled against sultan Moulay Hafid’s old
palace is a private club whose restaurant

opened in 1950 and cheerfully welcomes the
public for meals. The airy dining rooms of
this old-school trattoria remain an important thread in the city’s international fabric.
Low-key, family-friendly, and frequented
by a broad swath of expats and locals who
all know each other, Casa d’Italia serves
hearty home-style Italian cooking – wonderful fresh tagliatelle and spinach-stuffed
cannelloni, as well as house specialties such
as bresaola with olive oil and Parmesan. Its
thin-crust, wood-fired pizzas have reached
mythic status over the years, but take note:
They only serve them at dinner. Palais des
Institutions Italiennes (Palais Moulay Hafid);
212-5399/36-348.

TEA TIME
Mint tea is a cultural touchstone in Morocco: a sweet, indulgent pleasure that’s a symbol of the
country’s hospitality. Head to the roof terraces of Le Salon Bleu overlooking place du Kasbah
for fresh breezes, long views, and a perfect glass of thé à la menthe. 71 rue Amrah, Kasbah;
212-662/112-724; www.darnour.com.
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Tuna tartare at
beachfront L’Ocean.

5. L’OCEAN
Twenty minutes by taxi from the city center, waterfront L’Ocean faces the wide-open
Atlantic’s rolling surf along wild Sidi Kacem
beach. It’s infused with the bright, salty
light that drew Delacroix, Matisse, and a
host of other artists to Tangier.
Start with, perhaps, L’Ocean’s rich fish
soup (particularly fitting on chilly days

when a wood fire burns inside) or roasted
tomato-and-onion tart with freshly marinated anchovies, followed by simply prepared seafood such as an excellent grilled
John Dory. Keep an eye out for the Moroccan king, who’s been known to stroll down
the golden sand from his villa just up the
beach. Plage Sidi Kacem; 212-5393/38-137;
www.oceanplagetanger.com.

A TASTE OF TANGIER

Two shore excursions that are sure to please your palate.
GO Regent Seven Seas
and Star Clippers Cruises,
SeaDream, and Travel Dynamics International call on
Tangier during select western
Mediterranean and African
voyages. Of special note:
Oceania Cruises’ ten-day
sailing from Barcelona to
Lisbon aboard the 1,250passenger Marina. Shop
the city’s central market for
spices and ceramic tagines
with the master chef from the
ship’s Bon Appétit Culinary
Center. The outing includes tea
at a sidewalk café and lunch at
a traditional restaurant, where
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the ship’s chef will explain
the spices and techniques
used in each dish, followed
by a hands-on Moroccan
cooking class back on
board. Departure: October
24; from $3,999.
Virtuoso’s on-site connection in Tangier designs
custom shore excursions
to fit your interests. For
example, days focused on
food and culinary history
start with a quick tour of city
highlights, such as seventeenth-century palace Dar
el-Makhzen and the medina’s
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fortified Kasbah overlooking
the Strait of Gibraltar, and
continue with market visits
before a private cooking
lesson in either a restaurant or a local’s home. After
lunch, learn to prepare and
serve Moroccan mint tea,
tour the Tangier American
Legation Museum or the
Caves of Hercules, then grab
coffee and a late-afternoon
snack at historic Café Hafa.
Later departures can add
dinner reservations at one of
the restaurants in this article.
Culinary shore excursion
from $700 for two.

CELEBRATE

Romance, sunshine, paradise
in MEXICO

COZUMEL

Presidente InterContinental Cozumel Resort & Spa ...................................... from $758
Includes daily breakfast for all adults and complimentary Internet PLUS Kids 12 & younger stay FREE!
VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: Complimentary room upgrade, daily buffet breakfast, $100 spa credit and
early/late check-in/out.

RIVIERA MAYA

Fairmont Mayakoba .............................................................................. from $799
Kids 17 & younger stay FREE!
VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: Complimentary room upgrade, welcome letter, daily breakfast, $100 resort credit
per room and early/late check-in/out.

LOS CABOS

One&Only Palmilla ............................................................................. from $1259
Oceanfront. Includes welcome tequila beverage, espresso and tea services, fresh fruit and cocktail
snacks delivered daily PLUS Kids 11 & younger stay FREE!
VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: Complimentary room upgrade, daily continental breakfast, 30-minute spa treatment
for two, His and Hers aromatherapy candles and early/late check-in/out.

RIVIERA NAYARIT

Grand Velas Riviera Nayarit Beyond All-Inclusive, Beyond All Compare ............. from $1514
TM

Includes $50 spa or golf credit per adult per night and reduced rate PLUS 10% discount at resort boutique.
VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: Complimentary room upgrade, roundtrip airport transfers, 20% discount on spa
treatments or free rounds of golf and early/late check-in/out.

VACATIONS INCLUDE: 5 nights’ accommodation, taxes and more!
Beyond All-Inclusive, Beyond All CompareTM includes all meals, drinks, activities and more!

For reservations, please contact your VIRTUOSO Travel Advisor
Rates quoted are per person, land only, based on double occupancy unless otherwise stated. Rates valid for departure 6/1/15. Rates for other travel dates may vary. Rates, terms, conditions and itinerary are subject to availability. Certain restrictions
apply. Rates shown include government-imposed fees and taxes. Rates are current as of 11/7/14; at the time you purchase your package, rates may be higher. For current prices, please see http://www.pleasantholidays.com. Advertised rates do not
include any applicable daily resort or facility fees payable directly to the hotel operator at check-out; such fee amounts will be advised at the time of booking. Virtuoso Amenities: Subject to availability. Amenities offered may change at any time without
notice. Not responsible for errors or omissions. [Pleasant Holidays acts only as an agent for the various travel providers shown above.] CST# 1007939-10. UBI# 601 915 263. TAR# 5308. Copyright © 2014 Pleasant Holidays, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Great Outdoors

HIGHER
CALLING

For Turkey’s true underground scene, head to Cappadocia.

T

HE FIRST SHARDS OF LIGHT SPLINTER ACROSS THE

horizon, cloaking the landscape in an ethereal glow.
From a wicker craft in the sky, hovering above a cluster
of mushroom-shaped rock formations blooming 1,000
feet below, a silly thought flits across my mind: Is this what it’s
like to be an astronaut?
I’m jolted back to reality by a glimpse of scarlet against the hillside, and then violet, then hot pink striped with orange and navy
blue. All around me, colorful hot-air balloons drift and pirouette in
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an airborne carnival. I’m not approaching a
Rock of life: The
moon landing; the rocky outcrops, sunken
outskirts of Uçhisar.
craters, volcanic valleys, and “fairy chimneys” fanning out beneath me form Turkey’s Cappadocia region.
This 25,000-square-mile expanse unfolds in the central part of the
country, and is best navigated with the aid of a guide. The hamlet of
Uçhisar makes a prime base for exploring the region and its abundance of outdoor activities.
Some experiences are synonymous with certain destinations:

MARC DOZIER/AGE FOTOSTOCK

BY SARAH KHAN

A s w e e t fArewell to r ou tin e
There’s a certain something about being at sea that will inspire you to abandon the
ordinary. Your schedule will become beautifully diferent. Nights are no longer just
nights, but chances to savor the sunset from an elegant, foating hotel. Fill your days
with the thrill of the casino, the serenity of our Lotus Spa,® award-winning entertainment
and sumptuous international cuisine, in whichever combination you wish.

14-day SpaniSh paSSage

Emerald Princess® | From Barcelona to Ft. Lauderdale | 10/3/15
Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of up to $186 per person are additional, and are subject to change.

15-day Venetian paSSage

Island Princess® | From Venice to Ft. Lauderdale | 11/6/15

Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of up to $156 per person are additional, and are subject to change.

15-day iberian paSSage

Royal Princess® | From Southampton to Ft. Lauderdale | 9/6/15
Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of up to $156 per person are additional, and are subject to change.

balcony fares from

$1,859*

balcony fares from

$2,799*

balcony fares from

$3,099*

receive $60 onboard credit.

Call your Virtuoso travel advisor
to plan your vacation today!

*$3,099 fare is based on category BD on Royal Princess® sailing 09/6/15, $1,859 fare is based on category BD on Emerald Princess® sailing 10/3/15, $2,799 fare is based on category BD on Island Princess® sailing 11/6/15, on a space-available basis at time of booking. Fares
for other dates may vary. Fares are per person, non-air, cruise-only, based on double occupancy and apply to the frst two passengers in a stateroom. These fares do not apply to singles or third/fourth-berth passengers. This ofer is capacity controlled and may not be
combinable with any other public, group or past passenger discount, including onboard credits. Ofer is not transferable and is available to residents of the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico and the District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or older and
receive this ofer. Fares quoted in U.S. dollars. Please refer to princess.com for terms, conditions and defnitions that apply to all bookings. $60 onboard credit is per stateroom, based on double occupancy. Onboard credit may be used on a single voyage only, expires at
the end of that voyage and is not redeemable for cash. Onboard credit is quoted in U.S. dollars. Void where prohibited by law. ©2014 Princess Cruises. Ships of Bermudan and British registry.
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PRIDEWORLD - WORLDWIDE

LUXURY TRAVEL EXPERIENCES FOR THE LGBT
COMMUNITY | A WOMAN’S VIEW - WORLDWIDE
TRAVEL EXPERIENCES FOR WOMEN

WE COVER THE WORLD

SCR# 2020203-20

CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO
TRAVEL ADVISOR TODAY

shark-cage diving in South Africa, Patagonia’s glacier treks, sandboarding Nicaraguan
volcanoes, and sunrise hot-air ballooning in
Cappadocia. I’m hardly alone in the ascent –
I count 85 bulbous orbs afloat before losing track – but sharing the sky with so many
others doesn’t diminish the moment. If anything, the colorful spheres enliven it, a Dalí
painting come to life.
“If you can’t go to the moon, go to Cappadocia,” my guide, Sami, says after picking
me up at the Museum Hotel. Surely among
the most unusual places you’ll ever check
into, its setting in a series of caves provides
travelers with a (very posh) take on local life
a millennia ago. As we head out exploring,
he explains how three ancient volcanoes
unfurled fiery plumes of ash and lava across
the plains ten million years ago; the earthquakes, rain, snow, and winds that ensued
carved an unusual new topography from the
soft volcanic rock.
To get a closer look at what quirks thousands of years of erosion can yield, head to
Devrent Valley, also known as Imagination
Valley, where everyone sees something different. “Use your imagination,” Sami instructs, and camels, crocodiles, a sphinx,
two lovers locked in a kiss, and even a side
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profile of Napoleon appear amid the shapes.
It’s a fanciful child’s dream come true – and,
I assume, an ex-hippie’s worst nightmare.
Even more bizarre are the gargantuan phallic pillars in an area dubbed “Love Valley.”
Mother Nature appears to have had quite a
juvenile sense of humor, and it’s on full display in Cappadocia.
These wind-worn stones and hills harbor a somber history. Beginning in the
first century ad, small bands of Christians fleeing persecution from the Roman Empire sought refuge in the region’s
mountains. Secreted within their slopes
are countless natural caves; the soft rock
was ideal for carving out extensive underground villages that came to serve as
hideouts. One such subterranean dwelling, Kaymaklı, reveals a complex warren
of interior chambers, each of which served
a specific purpose: stables, churches,
kitchens, wineries, dining rooms, and living rooms spread over eight floors. It’s
a surprisingly sophisticated tunnel network within which thousands of refugees
could have managed for months – provided
they weren’t too claustrophobic or tall,
given that most of Kaymaklı’s ceilings are
under six feet.

(LOVE VALLEY) APROTT/GETTY IMAGES, (CHURCH CAVE) JONATHAN BLAIR/NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CREATIVE,
(EVIL EYES) DANITA DELIMONT/GETTY IMAGES

Love Valley at sunrise.
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Jutting numerous stories into the sky,
Uçhisar Castle is a staggering feat. Rather
than building on top of the land, residents
hollowed out an entire mountain to create
a misshapen fortress. If you can get past
its pockmarked exterior, which looms eerily as though setting the scene for a horror movie, it’s well worth a climb up the
steps for views from the summit.
Not only did a population forced to go
underground in the most literal sense of
the word manage to survive in Cappadocia,
it thrived. Embedded within the region’s
hills are countless cave churches and cathedrals. At the Göreme Open Air Museum,

a cluster of tenth- to twelfth-century
monasteries has been beautifully restored
and opened to visitors. Lavish frescoes
adorn the rock-hewn chapels, the most
striking of which is found in the Tokalı
Church, where scenes from Jesus’ life play
out against a vibrant midnight-blue background. Emerging from the chasm into
the blinding sun, it’s difficult to discern
the surrounding churches from all the
other crevices etched along the hills.
You can explore Cappadocia by balloon, horse, bike, or ATV, but nothing is
as elemental as navigating it the way refugees did millennia ago: by foot. Just as the

DISCOVER
SCOTLAND
EXPLORE THE WILD WONDERS AND UNIQUE
HERITAGE OF SCOTLAND ABOARD THIS
INTIMATE, LUXURY TRAIN.
BELMOND ROYAL SCOTSMAN CARRIES
YOU IN SPLENDID COMFORT TO DISCOVER

Entering the Church
of the Virgin Mary,
and (below) evil
eye charms.
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SEASONAL OFFER
Enjoy one complimentary night at the
five-star Balmoral Hotel in Edinburgh,
before embarking on a journey into
the heart of the Highlands.
Valid on selected departures in 2015.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO
TRAVEL ADVISOR.
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Great Outdoors
Cappadocia from the
Museum Hotel terrace.

tip
“The Tekeli Cave Suite is my favorite
room at the Museum Hotel: Soaking
in its Jacuzzi with views over the valley
is surreal. Don’t leave without trying the
restaurant’s kavun dolması, a delicious
rice pilaf served in a melon that offers
the salty-sweet combination Ottoman
cuisine is known for.”
– Yvonne Verstandig, travel
advisor, Melbourne,
Australia

CAPPADOCIA, UNEARTHED
How to best enjoy Turkey’s cave churches and hotels.
WHEN TO GO April through May and September through October are the best months to
visit. Cave hotels generally don’t have air conditioning and can get warm in the summer.
GETTING THERE Turkish Airlines flies nonstop to Istanbul daily from six U.S. cities,
with service launching from San Francisco
in April. Travelers can choose from eight
daily connecting flights between Istanbul
and Cappadocia.
STAY Set almost entirely within a cave, the
30-suite Museum Hotel in the village of
Uçhisar is a labyrinth of underground hallways adorned with antiques from the owner’s
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collection. Guests wake to a lavish breakfast
buffet served atop a series of display cases
housing vintage robes, but the hotel’s highlight is its terrace overlooking the valley –
a panoramic spot for a sundowner or even
an early-morning shave courtesy of the traditional Turkish barber. Doubles from $270,
including breakfast daily, a bottle of wine
on arrival, and a $100 dining credit.
GO Turkey at Its Best’s custom Cappadocia
itineraries range from two-day overviews to
immersive weeklong journeys. A five-day trip
for adventure lovers could include sunrise
ballooning, hiking in Güllüdere Canyon and
Red Valley, and horseback riding. Along with

visiting the top sites, travelers have time to
explore towns such as Avanos, where they
can try throwing clay in a potter’s workshop.
Departures: Any day through May 31; five-day
adventure-travel itinerary from $1,780.
After touring Istanbul, Bursa, and Ankara,
travelers on Globus’ 14-day escorted trip
through Turkey head to Cappadocia for two
days of exploring Uçhisar Castle, Göreme’s
chapels, and the Özkonak underground city,
among other sights. Also on the itinerary:
Konya, home of the whirling dervishes; the
Mediterranean resort city Antalya; ancient
Troy; and Gallipoli. Departures: Multiple dates,
March 14 through October 24; from $1,889.

(HANDICRAFT VENDORS) GEORGE STEINMETZ/NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CREATIVE

golden hour strikes on my last afternoon,
Sami and I set out hiking across the Rose
Valley, named for the dusty-pink flush
that paints its hills each evening.
Less a hike than a meditative exercise, the
three-hour walk is virtually devoid of other
hikers, and we traverse in a contemplative
silence past forests, muddy streams, soaring rock formations, and apple trees. Every
now and then my steps surprise a swarm of
butterflies, which erupt and career around
in a frenzied cloud. The quiet is breached
only when Sami pauses to point out pear
and sour-cherry trees or the concealed entrance to another cave church, or offers me
a sprig of wild mint or asparagus.
“There’s not just beautiful scenery in
Cappadocia,” he says. “There’s something
spiritual for the people as well.” I can feel
what he means – there’s a reason the surrounding hills were once filled with nearly
as many churches as people. In a setting so
staggering, so seemingly derived from fantasy, even the staunchest atheist might entertain an outlandish notion: what if?

Local handicrafts for sale.
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Travel Intelligence

FREE TO
MOVE ABOUT
THE CABIN
Reimagining comfort at 30,000 feet.
BY NICK VIVION
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A

IRLINE SEATS HAVE TAKEN A HIT

Spaced out: The
in the last decade, with costsaving
Air Lair approach
reductions in padding and size
to tiered seating.
leading to cramped configurations.
During the recession, some airlines even mothballed first-class
cabins in an attempt to shore up finances. However, rebounding
profits have increased investment and competition for new designs.
Here are three prototypes we hope to see take off.

COOL KATS
James Lee and Paperclip Design’s Meerkat seat concept eliminates
some of the economy cabin’s most pressing travel headaches. The Meerkat incorporates intelligent features such as double armrests that give
each passenger elbow room, and backrests that recline within fixed seat
backs without cramping the person behind them. Footrests, sunglasses
and cup holders, a rail to secure tablet computers within the tray table,
and a headphone hook on each side of the armrest round out the design.

“What might seem
fanciful and exotic
at a fashion or
car show often
finds a way onto
High Street and
into garages.”
SHARED CONNECTIONS
Adjustable armrests in the Morph economyclass seat from design firm Seymourpowell let
passengers configure their seat’s width.
It’s perfect for families, who could book a
whole row and adjust the armrests accordingly, or for passengers who wish to purchase a few extra inches before boarding.
The idea of sharing rows has taken flight:
Recently, in its economy cabin, Air New
Zealand debuted Skycouch, in which a row’s
footrests rise up flush with the seat to create
a cushioned platform large enough for two
travelers to sleep on.
NEXT-LEVEL IDEAS
One idea gaining traction that promises
to truly redefine in-air experiences: tiered
seating. Inspired by double-decker passenger
trains, bilevel seating takes advantage of
cabin height to create privacy and more personal space. London-based Factorydesign,
which Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts
tapped for the interiors of its new 52passenger private jet, recently debuted its
take on the tiered approach with Air Lair.
The futuristic pods offer 76-inch lie-flat
seats, mood lighting, and an overhead projector, among other first-class amenities.
For now, Air Lair remains a concept design commissioned by Zodiac Seats, one of
the world’s largest aircraft-interior outfitters. (If you’ve flown first class or business
class on Cathay Pacific, British Airways, or
Delta, you’ve likely slept in their seats.) But
as Factorydesign’s Peter Tennent points
out, “What might seem fanciful and exotic at a fashion or car show often finds a
way onto High Street and into garages.”
After all, before Etihad Airways launched
its 125-square-foot Residence last fall, who
other than Jane Jetson expected threeroom apartments in the sky?
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Wilderness by day, luxury by night. Discover Alaska.
TravelAlaska.com

Barranquilla

Discover Colombia´s
magical realism with the experts...

Barranquilla Carnival, Courtesy of Proexport Colombia

Dossier

14

QUESTIONS FOR:
Sue and Alex
Glasscock
The husband-and-wife founders of The Ranch at Live Oak
Malibu say health is the
ultimate luxury – and they’ll
Champagne toast to that.
She said:
1

Travel motto? Travel light and have fun.

2 Favorite travel tradition? As soon as I arrive, I
put on my running shoes and go for a walk or run
to explore the area.
3 I want to go back to: Kenya, because I want to
climb Mount Kilimanjaro this time.

5 What’s your definition of luxury? Alex and I
always say health is the ultimate luxury – it allows
you to do anything and everything.
6 Do you make New Year’s resolutions? No, I
don’t believe in them. I feel like I’m always living
the way I want, and if I’m going to make a change,
it’ll happen organically.
7

What destinations are on your radar for 2015?

New Zealand. And Brazil – we’ve been invited
a few times by guests who were from there, but
haven’t had the chance to go yet.

“To really relax on a vacation, I exercise every morning, get out in nature as much
as possible, and always work in a massage.” – Alex Glasscock
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4 Most memorable trip? After a drive through
Patagonia, we met up with local hosts who had
us cooking lunch over an open fire, riding horses,
and experiencing the life of a gaucho for a day.

He said:
1 I never leave home without: My wife.
And pictures of our horses and dogs.
2 Your first travel memory? Being in a
Winnebago with my parents on Galveston
Beach at the age of 10.
3 Your most spontaneous travel undertaking? I competed in an equestrian show in

the south of Spain. It was really scary, but I
did well.
4 Your idea of a grand adventure? Going
to Antarctica, the Far East, or on a one-year
trip around the world.
5 Most vivid travel moment? Drinking
Champagne with Sue on the Serengeti Plain
at sunset. I didn’t realize it when I made the
request, but getting ice to the Serengeti is
no easy feat. They had to special-order it,
and they brought enough to keep the Champagne chilled for a week!
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6 Your top 2015 destination? The Amalfi
Coast. The hiking is amazing, the food is
extraordinary, and everyone smiles!
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7

If you could go anywhere in the world
this weekend, where would you go? If jet lag

wouldn’t be an issue, back to the Serengeti.
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ESSENTIAL TRAVEL
WORKOUT GEAR
HIS: “Hiking clothes and a CamelBak.”
HERS: “A bikini, leggings, Salomon running
shoes, and Lululemon Cool tanks – I live in
those things!”

Exquisite Cultural & Wildlife Adventures

SM

When you travel with Cox & Kings, you’ll reap the benefits of
several lifetimes of relationships — local experts, unique experiences,
and exceptional moments you’ll never forget.

CamelBak: HydroBak, www.
camelbak.com;
$49. Shoes:
Mountain Trail
Speedcross 3,
www.salomon.
com; $125.

TO BOOK YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE,
CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.
AFRICA ASIA & PACIFIC EUROPE INDIA & BEYOND NORTH AMERICA
•

•

•

•

LATIN AMERICA & ANTARCTICA ARABIA & NORTH AFRICA
•
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PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
UNSURPASSED ELEGANCE AT AMANYARA
Time just naturally slows down at Amanyara, a surreally beautiful resort located on Providenciales in
the Turks and Caicos. Its name aptly translates to “peaceful place,” and, to be sure, guests are immediately
overcome by a sense of serenity upon viewing its secluded white-sand beach and central reflection
pond. Bordering the pristine reefs of a national marine park, this 40-pavilion resort offers some of the
finest diving and snorkeling in the world; between February and April, humpback whales visit during
their migration route.
There’s hiking, tennis, kayaking, and sport fishing for the elusive bonefish, while yoga is practiced on an
outdoor sala. It only makes sense, then, that you’d want to extend that blissful feeling, which we’ve made
even easier to do with this exclusive offer. Stay four nights and receive full breakfast daily and dinner for
two once during your stay; make it five nights or longer and dinner is included nightly. That’s in addition
to the complimentary à la carte lunch you enjoy once per stay as a Virtuoso guest.
Available January 7 through March 26, 2015; blackout dates apply. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates.
Virtuoso guests also receive an upgrade upon arrival, if available; continental breakfast daily for two; and more. À la
carte lunch, once per stay, excludes alcohol, taxes, and gratuities.

AMANRESORTS JET ACROSS ASIA BY REMOTE LANDS
Walk along the Great Wall of China and gain VIP access to off-limits areas of Beijing’s Forbidden City.
Trek up to Tiger’s Nest, a spectacular Buddhist monastery that clings precariously to a cliffside in
Bhutan. Set off on safari in India to search for the elusive Royal Bengal tiger. Savor an exquisite beach
barbecue in Sri Lanka, while fire dancers dazzle you with their ancient rituals. Amanresorts and Remote
Lands have joined forces to launch an exclusive 18-day, private-jet journey that takes you to exotic
lands across Asia. Just 16 fortunate guests will join Remote Lands’ co-founder and CEO Catherine Heald
on this epic adventure, staying at Amanresorts in Beijing, Hangzhou, Thimphu, Paro, Rajasthan,
Ranthambore, Galle, and Tangalle. Days are filled by floating across China’s peaceful West Lake on a
private cruise, exploring the Pink City of Jaipur, and joining your private butler for a tour of Galle’s
ancient fort. You’ll meet local tea farmers and take part in a traditional tea ceremony with a master in
Hangzhou, meet with astrologer-monks at Thimphu’s famous Astrology School, and take a Jeep tour
through the villages surrounding Alwar—all while experiencing the ultimate privilege and pampering.
Every couple has daily private touring with their own private car, driver, and guide (except in Beijing).
Available October 3, 2015. Rates from $57,750 per person, double occupancy. Single supplement $23,000.

$400 SAVINGS ON COLUMBIA AND SNAKE RIVER CRUISE
Follow the epic journey of Lewis and Clark on a seven-night Legacy of Discovery voyage along the
Columbia and Snake Rivers with Un-Cruise Adventures. Traveling aboard aboard a replica coastal
steamer, the SS Legacy, you’ll retrace history with visits to the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic
Area, Victorian Astoria, and pioneer-era forts. Daily excursions reveal other Pacific Northwest treasures,
such as the Maryhill Museum and a Washington winery for a private tasting. Book a Legacy of Discovery
departure by February 28 for $400 savings per couple along with a $50 per person onboard credit.
Departs April 4 through August 8 and September 12 through November 21, 2015. Virtuoso fares from $3,195.

SAVE ON A SINGULAR STAY IN DUBAI
Set on prestigious Jumeirah Palm Island amidst lush grounds with fountains and shimmering pools,
One&Only The Palm continues to earn accolades for its elegant refinement. Virtuoso guests merit 15
percent savings on most room categories, along with complimentary access to the nearby Aquaventure
waterpark. Linger over your exclusive complimentary dinner at STAY, headed by Michelin-starred chef
Yannick Alléno.
Available January 9 through May 31, 2015. Contact your Virtuoso advisor for rates. Virtuoso guests receive one
complimentary dinner per stay, excluding beverages; upgrade upon arrival, if available; and breakfast daily for two.

PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
INDIA BY OBEROI - WITH A SUITE UPGRADE
From Bollywood to ancient temples and forts to remnants of the British Raj, India fascinates like few
other places. Its vast scope of cultures, people, landscapes, and landmarks can only be fully appreciated
on a longer, more in-depth itinerary, and now Oberoi Hotels and Resorts invites you to make the
journey in even more luxury. Simply make reservations for ten or more nights at the award-winning
Oberoi hotels across India and receive a complimentary upgrade to a suite at any one of those locations.
Dine on Michelin-starred cuisine at The Oberoi, Mumbai and ride elephant-back at The Oberoi Rajvilas,
set near the Pink City of Jaipur. The 19th-century Oberoi Grand stands as the grande dame of Kolkata,
while The Oberoi Udaivilas, Udaipur, with its decorative fountains and pavilions, offers a palatial setting.
Track tigers in the Ranthambore reserve while staying at The Oberoi Vanyavilas, and be in the center of
the action at both The Oberoi, Gurgaon and The Oberoi, New Delhi.
Available through April 10, 2015. Rates from $645 per night, double occupancy. Virtuoso guests also receive an
upgrade upon arrival, if available; breakfast daily for two; and either lunch or dinner (excluding beverages), once
per stay.

LONDON DELIGHTS WITH A COMPLIMENTARY NIGHT
Buckingham Palace, Westminster Abbey, and other major London attractions are right outside your
door at Taj 51 Buckingham Gate Suites and Residences. Set on a charming, tree-lined street in
prestigious Westminster, this distinctive “home away from home” offers a welcome reprieve with
soothing, contemporary suites featuring fully-equipped kitchens and Ivor Spencer-trained personal
butlers. Now until the end of March, Virtuoso guests staying in a two- or three-bedroom suite enjoy
their third night free—and you’ll want to take full advantage of the extra time, indulging in bespoke
treatments at the spa and dining on Michelin-starred Indian cuisine at Quilon restaurant. See works
from the Royal Collection with complimentary tickets to the Queens Gallery at Buckingham Palace, and
receive exclusive discounts at the Spa and Taj Khazana, the hotel’s “lifestyle boutique” showcasing
the works of some of India’s most talented artisans. Stay four nights or longer and also enjoy a private,
one-way airport transfer—the perfect end to your posh London stay.
Available through March 31, 2015. Rates from GBP 600 (approx $940) per night in Falconers Two-Bedroom Suite,
based on three-night stay. Virtuoso guests also receive an upgrade upon arrival, if available; full English breakfast daily
for two; afternoon tea, once per stay; and more.

EXPERIENCE THE ULTIMATE SAN FRANCISCO
Breathtaking and always buzzing, San Francisco is home to some of the country’s most enduring icons:
the Golden Gate Bridge, Fisherman’s Wharf, Alcatraz, and zigzagging Lombard Street, just to name
a few. Experience all this amazing city has to offer on a four-day package from Yankee Holidays.
With your hotel accommodations, a hop-on/hop-off sightseeing tour, a CityPASS—good for cable car
rides and prepaid admission to numerous attractions—and more, this is the best value you’ll find in the
“City by the Bay.”
Available throughout 2015. Rates from $669 per person.

MAKE 2015 A SUITE YEAR AT THE SAVOY
As London’s most celebrated and glamorous hotel, The Savoy welcomes suite guests with breathtaking
views across the legendary River Thames. To help ring in the New Year, this renowned hotel is offering
Suite guests a second night for just GPB 20.15 (approx $32). Book any One-Bedroom Suite or above and
receive the attention of a personal butler, complimentary chauffeured car service to the airport or train
station, and other privileged perks.
Book by April 30, for stays through December 30, 2015. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Virtuoso guests
also receive an upgrade upon arrival, if available; GBP 85 (approx $133) dining credit; and more.

PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
LUXURY DUDE RANCH EXPERIENCE IN NEW MEXICO
Revel in a rugged and rustic dude ranch experience like no other. Learn how to ride like a real cowboy as
you gain knowledge of roping and navigating the barrels; all under the silhouette of Native American
petroglyphs on the sacred lands of the Santa Ana Indian tribe. After a day spent with the horses out on
dusty trails, indulge in fabulous resort amenities including a restorative Tamaya Mist spa treatment.
This is a new style Dude Ranch; Tamaya style. Hyatt Regency Tamaya Resort & Spa is home to an
authentic working stable situated beneath the shadows of the Sandia Mountains. Spend four days
exploring nearby piñon-topped mesas on the ancient lands of the Pueblo. Just as the golden southwest
sunrise is warming the earth, you’ll be up and out on the range with the sound of horses whinnying in
the background. Each day at this Luxury Dude Ranch will bring adventure and intrigue, filled with
authentic ranch activities—mending fences, riding and roping, and enjoying a hearty chuck wagon
lunch. You’ll feel good inside too, knowing that a portion of the proceeds from your stay will go toward
the non-profit Horse Rehabilitation Program run by the Stables at Tamaya, which has helped rescue
nearly 60 abandoned and neglected horses.
Available on select dates April–November, 2015. Rates from $2,900 per person for four-night stay. Virtuoso guests also
receive a room upgrade upon arrival, if available; breakfast daily for two; and more.

A PINK CHAMPAGNE CELEBRATION IN HAWAII
Does 2015 mark a milestone anniversary or birthday? Are you planning a destination wedding or
honeymoon? Whatever the occasion, the color scheme is always pink—as in Honolulu’s “Pink Palace of
the Pacific,” The Royal Hawaiian, a Luxury Collection Resort. Set along famous Waikiki Beach, this
luxury resort has been a Hawaiian icon since 1927, and a stay here is reason enough to revel. For all of
life’s celebrations, The Royal Hawaiian is offering Virtuoso guests a complimentary bottle of its own
pink champagne to toast the splendid event. An additional $100 credit lets you indulge in a tropical
treatment at Abhasa, Oahu’s premier garden spa, or perhaps dinner under the stars in a private
beachfront cabana. Daytime diversions range from surfing lessons, dolphin encounters, and catamaran
cruises to golf privileges at nearby courses and a tour of Kualoa Ranch where Jurassic Park and other
blockbusters were filmed. Of course, you can always simply lounge at the exclusive Royal Beach Tower
pool and sip your favorite umbrella drink at the legendary Mai Tai Bar. Plan your visit to include a Monday
evening so you can take part in the hotel’s weekly luau.
Available January 4 through March 31, 2015. Rates from $395 per room, per night. Virtuoso guests also receive an
upgrade upon arrival, if available; full breakfast daily for two; and early check-in and late checkout, if available.

OCEAN WONDERS AND ISLAND CULTURES BY PRIVATE JET
Join National Geographic Expeditions on a once-in-a-lifetime journey by private jet, meeting the
Society’s top scientists, photographers, and explorers in the places where they’ve conducted their
fieldwork. Snorkel in Tonga’s kaleidoscopic reefs with oceanographer Sylvia Earle, discover the Stone
Age cultures of Papua New Guinea with photographer Chris Rainier, and much more. Traveling aboard a
privately chartered, VIP-configured Boeing 757, set off from Kona, Hawaii, and return to Honolulu—and
enjoy a complimentary $1,000 Visa gift card per person to spend along the way.
Departs September 27, 2015. Rates from $76,950 per person, double occupancy for 25 days.

SUITE TALK IN THE TURKS AND CAICOS
The Regent Palms Turks & Caicos may be one of the Caribbean’s best-kept secrets, but you’ll extol the
special rate you receive on select Junior Suites and above. Set on beautiful Grace Bay Beach, the resort
offers high-end amenities and every watersport imaginable; the serpentine infinity pool is a destination
in itself. Use your exclusive $100 credit toward a treatment at the acclaimed holistic spa.
Available throughout 2015. Rates from $499 per room, per night. Virtuoso guests also receive an upgrade upon arrival,
if available (excludes upgrades from Junior Suite category); breakfast daily for two; and more.

PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
ESCAPE WINTER IN THE TURKS AND CAICOS
Trade the bubble coat for a bathing suit on a tropical escape in the Turks and Caicos, where the average
temp this time of year is a balmy 80 degrees. Of course, it’s always cool at the Gansevoort Turks +
Caicos, a chic boutique hotel that sets the standard for a fresh, new style of luxury without formality
along world-renowned Grace Bay Beach. Each of the generous 91 guestrooms offers sweeping ocean
views and pays homage to the unspoiled landscape. Just beyond the hotel lies the third-longest barrier
reef in the world; go paddleboarding, kayaking, or sailing in the Hobie Cat. Then again, you may prefer to
lounge next to the 7,000-square-foot infinity pool or practice your tree pose in the outdoor yoga pavilion.
Beyond its menu of restorative treatments, exhale Fitness + Spa offers Core Fusion® barre and cardio
classes; try one with your $100 credit. The creative fare at Stelle restaurant is simply stellar; for a special
evening, plan a romantic dinner on a private floating island atop the pool. The Gansevoort has created a
number of special packages this winter; check with your Virtuoso travel advisor for more details.
Available January 5-April 12, 2015. Rates from $815 per room, per night. Virtuoso guests also receive an upgrade upon
arrival, if available; a bottle of wine in room upon arrival; and early check-in/late checkout, if available.

EUROPEAN PANACHE ON THE UPPER EAST SIDE
Reminiscent of an elegant European townhouse, Hotel Plaza Athénée New York is your home away
from home in Midtown Manhattan. Have the complimentary house car drop you off to shop at nearby
Barneys and Bergdorf Goodman, then return to use your $100 credit at the celebrated Arabelle
restaurant. With every third night free, you’ll have plenty of time to relax at the Spa Valmont and take the
kids to the Central Park Zoo with their complimentary tickets.
Available through March 31, 2015. Rates from $397 per room, per night. Virtuoso guests also receive an upgrade upon
arrival, if available; continental breakfast daily for two; and more.

CELEBRATE YOUR ROMANCE ON SAINT LUCIA
Show your special someone how much you care with a romantic interlude at Ladera, the first eco-resort
on Saint Lucia. Tucked within lush rainforest and touted among the world’s best, Ladera lures couples
with sumptuous, open-wall suites, private pools, and out-of-this-world views of the Pitons. Book by
February 28 and celebrate your 20 percent savings along with an exclusive $100 resort credit.
Available through January 4 through September 7, 2015. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Virtuoso guests
also receive an upgrade upon arrival, if available; breakfast daily for two; and more.

FREE NIGHT IN THE CITY OF LIGHT
Intimate and inviting with a distinctive French flair, Esprit Saint Germain on Paris’ Left Bank embraces
its guests like dear friends. Stay three consecutive nights and your fourth is on the house—which means
more time to relax in the cozy living room with an always-open bar. Flowers and fresh fruit are delivered
to your room daily; breakfast, WiFi, and access to the fitness center are all included.
Available through March 2015. Rates from EUR 1,350 (approx $1,682) for four nights in Superior Room. Virtuoso
guests also receive an upgrade upon arrival, if available; special welcome and departure gifts; and more.

FIND SANCTUARY AND A FOURTH NIGHT FREE
Renew yourself and reconnect with each other at Sanctuary Camelback Mountain Resort & Spa in
Scottsdale, surrounded by 53 acres of lush desert beauty, with a fourth consecutive night free. Savor
renowned dining by Food Network star Chef Beau MacMillan and unwind with signature treatments at
the Asian-inspired spa, where you’ll receive a complimentary 30-minute or half off a 60-minute treatment.
Available through May 31, 2015. Rates from $397 nightly per room. Virtuoso guests also receive a suite upgrade upon
arrival if available, continental breakfast for two daily; and more.

Souvenir

BELGIUM
Top-secret mustard from Ghent, DIY chocolate
from Brussels, and more.
ZAABÄR chocolate
from Brussels, $6

TIERENTEYN-VERLENT mustard, $4
TIP: This mustard has been
around since 1790 – and in the
same shop in Ghent since 1862.
Made fresh on-site using a secret
recipe, the mustard, prized by
chefs all over Europe, is always sold
within three days of production.

MAISON DANDOY
Speculoos cookies
and jam set from
Brussels, $12

Belgium, known for beer and chocolate, disappoints in neither realm. The country brews 800 kinds of beer and produces 220,000
tons of chocolate annually – shops in the Brussels Airport alone move 800 tons each year. It’s also an architectural marvel (Brussels’ Grand Place is bigger than Buckingham Palace), a historical wonder (don’t miss the moving Last Post ceremony in Ypres in memory of WWI’s fallen), and a great base for other European trips (reach Paris, London, and Amsterdam within three hours by train).
Ð Ted Bauer, Virtuoso digital content manager
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CHRIS PLAVIDAL, STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS

ZAABÄR CHOCOLATE CLASS,
$67 per person for a chocolate-making
class in Brussels – and the tasty results

Helping you plan a lifetime
of extraordinary trips.
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Virtuoso

®

Getting you the most RETURN on LIFE .
®

Just as your financial advisor ensures your return on investment, your Virtuoso® travel advisor ensures
your RETURN on LIFE . From weekend getaways to longer vacations, they collaborate with you on all of your
®

travel dreams. Because it’s not about one trip of a lifetime, it’s about a lifetime of extraordinary trips.
If you do not currently have a travel advisor, and are interested in learning more about
the advantages of being a Virtuoso traveler, please visit www.virtuoso.com.

www.virtuoso.com

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

BL ACK JADE COLLECTION

ROBERTOCOIN . COM | 212-486 -4545

Best wishes for a happy and well-traveled New Year!

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

If you do not currently have a travel advisor, it’s easy to find one who’s
right for you using the Virtuoso advisor catalog on www.virtuoso.com.

